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St-Hyacinthe Co., Cathedrale, Parish Records

Baptisms {25617}

[Note: Date indicates when birth occurred. – MBA]

14 May 1854  Gaudet, Marie Adele Emelie #2386126F
female
father: Michel Gaudet
mother: Emelie Carpentier
godparents: Augustin Norbert Morin & Adele Raymond (wife of Athanase Morin)
bapt. 15 May 1854

11 Sep 1856  Gaudet, Marie Leocadie Melina #2386126G
female
father: Michel Gaudet (clerk)
mother: Emilie Carpentier
godparents: Francois Xavier Lahan? & Scholastique Leblanc
bapt. 14 Sep 1856

6 Jun 1858  Gaudette, Marie Adeline #23866CB
female
father: Jean Levi Gaudette (shoemaker)
mother: Julie Chalifoux
godparents: Olivier Chalifoux & Euphemie Brule
bapt. 7 Jun 1858

21 Feb 1860  Gaudet, Marie Joseph Alphonse #23866CC
male
father: Jean Gaudet (shoemaker)
mother: Julie Chalifoux
godparents: Jean Levi Gaudet [#23866C2] & Zepherine Gaudet [#23866C1]
bapt. 21 Feb 1860

16 Sep 1861  Gaudet, Marie Odile #23866CD
female
father: Jean Levi Gaudet (shoemaker)
mother: Julie Chalifoux
godparents: Paschal Chalifoux & Odile Centaine
bapt. 17 Sep 1861

11 Nov 1863  Gaudette, Pierre Louis Marie #2337593x
male
father: Hubert Gaudet (shoemaker, of St-Hylaire)
mother: Zoe Dufresne
godparents: Pierre Dufresne (priest) & Nofflette Dufresne
bapt. 11 Nov 1863

21 Apr 1867  Gaudet, Marie Louise Alexandrine #23866CE
female  
father: Jean Gaudet (shoemaker)  
mother: Julie Chalifoux  
bapt. 21 Apr 1867

20 Oct 1869  Gaudette, Marie Louise Philomene  #23866C21  
female  
father: Jean Levi Gaudette (shoemaker)  
mother: Marie Louise Perron (farmer)  
godparents: Abraham Perron (farmer) & Julie Chalifoux [#23866C1] (grand-mother)  
bapt. 21 Oct 1869

18 Nov 1870  Gaudet, Francois Xavier  #233326746  
male  
father: Ambroise Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Albina Lussier  
godparents: Joseph Girard [#23332671/1] & Rose Gaudet [#23332671]  
bapt. 18 Nov 1870

24 Mar 1876  Gaudet, M. Zoe Eglantine Albina  
female  
father: Octave Gaudet (shoemaker)  
mother: Palmire Casavant  
godparents: Joseph Arthur Casavant & Albina Demers  
bapt. 25 Mar 1876

[Note: Octave Bonnet (shoemaker, son of Michel Bonnet & Marie Phlibotte) married 22 January 1874 in Cathedrale to Palmire Casavant (dau. of Joseph Casavant & Ursule Desmarais). Why was Octave’s surname Gaudet in this baptismal record? - MBA 30 Dec 2008]

1 Jul 1876  Gaudette, Thomas Joseph Albert  #23866C24  
male  
father: Jean Levi Gaudette (shoemaker)  
mother: Marie Perrault  
godparents: Thomas Larue [#23866C5/1] & Victorine Gaudette [#23866C5]  
bapt. 2 Jul 1876

14 Oct 1877  Gaudette, Marie Rita Therese  #23866C25  
female  
father: Levi Gaudette (shoemaker)  
mother: Marie Perron  
godparents: Alfred Gaudette [#23866C6] & Odile Blais  
bapt. 15 Oct 1877

30 Aug 1880  Gaudette, Marie Albina Cesarie  #23866C27  
female  
father: Jean Levis Gaudette (shoemaker)  
mother: Marie Louise Perron
godparents: Hillaire Gaudette [#23866C8] (shoemaker) & Cesarie Caouette [#23866C8/1]  
bapt. 1 Sep 1880

[Note: There is no other Gaudet baptism from 1853 to 1881. - MBA 1 Jan 2009]

18 Aug 1889  Gaudette, Marie Georgette  
female  
father: Paul Gaudette (shoemaker)  
mother: Julie Gervais  
godparents: Moise Marsan (uncle) & Albina Gervais (aunt)  
bapt. 19 Aug 1889

15 Apr 1892  Gaudette, Joseph Sylvain  
male  
father: Napoleon Gaudette (shoemaker)  
mother: Julie Gervais  
godparents: Herminigilde Burque & Malvina Demers  
bapt. 15 Apr 1892

5 Apr 1894  Gaudette, Joseph Albain  
male  
father: Napoleon Gaudette (shoemaker)  
mother: Julie Gervais  
godparents: Ovile Paquette & Adelina Paquette (sister [of godfather])  
bapt. 5 Apr 1894

7 Sep 1898  Gaudette, Joseph Gabriel  
male  
father: Napoleon Gaudette (shoemaker)  
mother: Julie Gervais  
godparents: Eugene Gosselin & Georgiana Lapointe  
bapt. 7 Sep 1898

Marriages  {25505}

24 Aug 1863  Mathurin, Hayacinthe  
of Ste-Rosalie  
widower of Julie Perron  
Gaudet, Vitaline  
dau. of Charles Gaudet (dec’d) & Emerence Roy  
 witnesses: Pierre Mathurin & Ambroise Guertin [#23332215/1]

17 May 1864  Gaudet, Jean Levi  
son of Jean Levi Gaudet & Julie Chalifoux  
Perron, Marie  
dau. of Abraham Perron & Julie Bergeron  
 witnesses: fathers of groom & bride
25 May 1864  Monette, Francois
mason
son of Jean Baptiste Monette (innkeeper) & Lucie Chabot
Godette, Marguerite #238612D1
dau. of Pierre Godette & Marguerite Pion (dec’d)
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Monette (father of groom) & Pierre Godette [#238612D] (father of bride)

22 Feb 1870  Scott, Zoel
farmer
son of Jean Baptiste Scott (farmer) & Domithilde Lagace
Gaudet, Marie Adeline #233322122
dau. of Jacob Gaudet (farmer) & Lucie Lajoie
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Scott (father of groom) & Jacob Gaudet [#23332212] (father of bride)

13 Aug 1872  Gaudet, Elphege Elie #23864411
farmer, of St-Antoine-de-Richelieu [Vercheres Co.]
son of Joseph Elie Gaudet (farmer, of St-Antoine-de-Richelieu [Vercheres Co.]) & Marie Clemence Archambault
Picard, Clara
dau. of Damase Picard (farmer) & Emelie Benoit
witnesses: Elie Gaudet [#2386441] & Damase Picard (fathers of groom & bride)

24 May 1875  Gaudet, Joseph Hilaire #23866C8
shoemaker
son of Jean Levi Gaudet (shoemaker) & Julie Chalifoux (dec’d)
Caouette, Cesarie
dau. of Antoine Caouette (bourgeois) & Scholastique Normand
witnesses: Jean Levi Gaudet [#23866C] (father of groom) & Antoine Caouette (father of bride)

17 Jun 1876  LaRue, Thomas
baker
son of Thomas LaRue (farmer, of St-Simon) & Zoe Archambeault
Gaudet, Victorine #23866C5
dau. of Jean Levi Gaudet (shoemaker) & Julie Chalifoux (dec’d)
witnesses: Thomas LaRue & Jean Levi Gaudet [#23866C] (fathers of groom & bride)

17 Oct 1876  Corriveau, Amable
mason
widower of Eleonore Duguay dit Thoen
Gaudet, Eliza #23866C4
dau. of Jean Levi Gaudet (shoemaker) & Julie Chalifoux (dec’d)
witnesses: Jean Levi Gaudet [#23866C] (father of bride), Amable Corriveau (father of groom), & Jean Levi Gaudet [#23866C2] (brother of bride)

22 Jan 1877  Gaudet, Joseph #233322124
farmer, of St-Hugues
son of Jacob Gaudet (farmer, of St-Hugues) & Julie Lajoie
Trempe, Julie
dau. of Etienne Trempe (farmer) & Monique Dolbec (dec’d)
witnesses: Jacob Gaudet [#23332212] (father of groom), Baptiste Scotte, &
Etienne Trempe (brother of bride)

13 Jul 1878 Angers, Joseph
farmer, of St-Denis-dusur-Richelieu
widower of Rose Lussier
Gaudette, Louise #23332211
widow of Amable Loiseau
witnesses: Joseph Angers, Jr., Amable Loiseau, & Joseph Gaudet [#23332212]

[Note: There is no other Gaudet marriage from 1853 to 1881. - MBA 1 Jan 2009]

20 Nov 1888 Gaudet, Horace #23864227
coachman, widower of Almaide Palardy
Loranger, Marie Octavie
dau. of Edouard Loranger (farmer, dec’d) & Adelaide Giard (dec’d)
 witnesses: Lucien Marchesseault (cousin of bride) & Albert Gaudet [#23864228]
(brother of groom)

Burials {25618}
[Note: Date indicates when death occurred. – MBA]

21 Mar 1855 Gaudet, Joseph #23866C9
male
d. @ age 15m
father: Jean Gaudet
mother: Julie Chalifoux
witnesses: Louis Lamoureux & Olivier Bernard
buried 23 Mar 1855

29 Apr 1855 Gaudet, Sophie #23375K
female
spouse: Louis Tetreau dit Ducharme (day laborer)
d. @ age 50y
witnesses: Ambroise Labonte & Olivier Bernard
buried 1 May 1855

31 May 1856 Gaudet, ----- #23866CA
male
d. same day as birth
father: Jean Gaudet (shoemaker)
mother: Julie Chalifoux
witnesses: father of infant & Ignace Morel
buried 31 May 1856
2 Aug 1857  Gaudet, Marie Leocadie Melina  
female  
d. @ age 10m-20d  
father: Michel Gaudet (merchant)  
mother: Emelie Carpentier  
witnesses: Dunois Gaudet [#23861267] & Remi Tanguay  
buried 3 Aug 1857

8 Apr 1860  Gaudette, Marie Joseph Alphonse  
male  
d. @ age 7w  
father: Jean Gaudette (shoemaker)  
mother: Julie Chalifoux  
witnesses: Jean Levi Gaudet [#23866C2], Michel Charbonneau, & Alferd Gaudet  
[#23866C6]  
buried 10 Apr 1860

20 Jul 1867  Gaudette, Marie Louise Alexandrine  
female  
d. Cathedrale @ age 3m  
father: Jean Gaudette (shoemaker)  
mother: Julie Chalifoux  
witnesses: Alfred Gaudette [#23866C6]  
buried 22 Jul 1867

30 Jul 1871  Chalifoux, Julie  
female  
spouse: Jean Levi Gaudet (shoemaker)  
d. Cathedrale @ age 50y  
witnesses: Revérend Monsieur Joseph Alphonse Gatien & husband of dec’d  
buried 1 Aug 1871

4 Aug 1872  Gaudet, Zephirine  
female  
d. Cathedrale @ age 35y  
father: Jean Gaudet (shoemaker)  
mother: Julie Chalifoux (dec’d)  
witnesses: Olivier Chalifoux, Francois Xavier Burque, Alfred Maheux, Francois Langelier, Antoine Dumas, & Cleophas Juneau  
buried 6 Aug 1872

29 Oct 1873  Gaudet, Reine  
female  
spouse: Toussaint Bernard (bourgeois)  
d. @ age 74y  
witnesses: Remi Bernard, Joseph Barbeau, Guillaume Fournier, Octave Bernard, J. Roy, & Ed. Pelletier  
buried 31 Oct 1873
8 Jul 1874  Gaudet, Marie Rosalba Fabiana  
female  
d. @ age 9m-11d  
father: Jean Levi Gaudet (shoemaker)  
mother: Marie Alphonsine Perron  
buried 9 Jul 1874

5 Jun 1879  Gaudette, -----  
female  
d. same day as birth  
father: Levi Gaudette (shoemaker)  
mother: Marie Perron  
witnesses: father of the infant  
buried 6 Jun 1879

12 Aug 1880  Gaudette, Joseph Thomas Albert  
male  
d. @ age 4y-1m-13d  
father: Jean Levis Gaudette (shoemaker)  
mother: Marie Louise Perron  
witnesses: Jean Levis Gaudette [#23866C2] (father) & Thomas Larue  
[#23866C5/1]  
buried 13 Aug 1880

26 Oct 1880  Gaudette, Marie Almire Laurada Parmelie  
female  
d. @ age 8y  
father: Jean Levis Gaudette (shoemaker)  
mother: Marie Louise Perron  
witnesses: Jean Levis Gaudette [#23866C2] (father), Hilaire Gaudette  
[#23866C8], Thomas Larue [#23866C5/1], & Samuel Bourgeois  
buried 28 Oct 1880

1 Nov 1880  Gaudette, Marie Therese Rita  
female  
d. @ age about 4y  
father: Jean Levi Gaudette (shoemaker)  
mother: Marie Louise Perron  
witnesses: father of the infant & Alphonse Desormeau  
buried 3 Nov 1880

2 Jul 1881  Gaudette, Lea  
female  
d. l'Ouvroir[-Ste-Genevieve] @ age 14m  
father: Edmond Gaudette  
mother: Aglae Genereux  
witnesses: Alexandre Desgranges
buried 4 Jul 1881

[Note: There is no other Gaudet burial from 1853 to 1881. - MBA 1 Jan 2009]
St-Hyacinthe Co., La Presentation, Parish Records

Baptisms {25621}

[Note: Date indicates when birth occurred. – MBA]

13 Nov 1846 Gaudet, Jean Baptiste #23866512
   male
   father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer, of St-Barnabe)
   mother: Louise Pepin
   godparents: Charles Pepin & Isabelle Larose [#238665/1]
   bapt. 15 Nov 1846

28 Oct 1850 Gaudet, Marie Adeline #233322122
   female
   father: Jacob Gaudet (day laborer)
   mother: Lucie Marceleau dit Lajoie
   godparents: Joseph Michau & Marie Archange Anger [#23375211/1]
   bapt. 30 Oct 1850

8 May 1854 Gaudet, Joseph #233322124
   male
   father: Jacob Gaudet (farmer)
   mother: Lucie Lajoie
   godparents: Amable Loseau [#2333263/1] & Marie Louise Gaudet [#23332211]
   bapt. 8 May 1854

2 Jul 1856 Gaudet, Rose de Lima #233322125
   female
   father: Jacob Gaudet (farmer)
   mother: Lucile Lajoie
   godparents: Leon Champigny & Emelie Lajoie
   bapt. 2 Jul 1856

9 Jul 1858 Godette, Francois Xavier #233322126
   male
   father: Jacob Godette (farmer)
   mother: Lucie Marceleau
   godparents: Ambroise Guertin [#23332215/1] & Angele Godette [#23332215]
   bapt. 9 Jul 1858

31 Oct 1862 Gaudet, Marie Philomene #23866591
   female
   father: Francois Gaudet (day laborer)
   mother: Philomene Desmarais
   godparents: Jean Baptiste Turcotte, Jr. & Appoline Desmarais
   bapt. 2 Nov 1862

29 May 1868 Gaudet, Marie Emma #23866594
female
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Philomene Desmarais
godparents: Francois Giasson & Elise Desmarais
bapt. 29 May 1868

25 Apr 1871  Gaudette, Marie Louise Emma   #23866595
female
father: Francois Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Philomene Desmarais
godparents: Francois Xavier Dansereau (farmer) & Rose de Lima Desmarais
bapt. 26 Apr 1871

Marriages  {25390}

17 Jan 1815  Demarais, Francois Xavier
farmer, of St-Joseph-de-Chambly
son of Francois Xavier Demarais (farmer) & Magdeleine Brousseau
Guilmin, Marie
dau. of Francois Xavier Guilmin (farmer) & Marie Louise Ledoux
witnesses: Francois Xavier Demarais (father of groom), Olivier Demarais &
Christophe Demarais (brothers of groom), & Francois Xavier Guilmin (father
of bride)

22 Sep 1829  Dubreuil, Augustin
farmer, of St-Jean-Baptiste
widower of Marie Jeanne Thearau?
Godet, Marguerite   #233951
dau. of Jean Godet (farmer) & Marguerite Benoit
witnesses: Jean Godet [#23395] (father of bride), & Louis Dubreuil & Andre Du-
breuil (brothers of groom)

11 Sep 1833  Gaudet, Michel   #2386126
farmer, of St-Hyacinthe
widower of Esther Chaput
Carpentier, Emmelie
dau. of Nicolas Carpentier (farmer) & Angelique Lapointe
witnesses: Joseph Gaudet [#238612] (father of groom), Michel Gaudet [#238611]
(uncle [of groom]), Nicolas Carpentier (father of bride), & Joseph Fontaine
(uncle [of bride?])

15 Feb 1836  Gaudet, Joseph   #238612
rentier, of St-Hyacinthe
widower of Marie Morin
Bluteau, Marie
widow of Francois Archambault

24 Aug 1846  Gaudette, Jacob   #23332212
farmer, of St-Denis
son of Florentin Gaudette (day laborer, of St-Hyacinthe) & Josephte Phaneuf (dec’d)
Beaulieu, Olive
daughter of Andre Beaulieu (dec’d) & Isabelle Lemieux
witnesses: Abraham Sansouci & Joseph Michaux (friends of groom), Joseph Chalier? & Louis Joyal (friends of bride)

22 Oct 1861  Gaudet, Francois  #2386659
farmer, of St-Barnabe
son of Jean Baptiste Gaudet (dec’d) & Isabelle Larose
Desmarais, Philomene
daughter of Gonzague Desmarais (farmer) & Appoline Bluteau
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Gaudet [#2386651] & Eusebe Gaudet [#238665B]
(brothers of groom), Francois Desmarais (uncle [of bride]) & Jean Baptiste Turcotte (brother-in-law of bride)

Burials  {25622}
[Note: Date indicates when death occurred. – MBA]

24 Nov 1846  Beaulieu, Olive  #23332212/1
female
spouse: Jacob Gaudet (farmer, of St-Denis)
d. St-Denis @ age 29y
witnesses: Toussaint Deschamps & Louis Joyal
buried 26 Nov 1846

c. 18 Oct 1849  Gaudette, -----  #233322121
[gender not stated]
d. same day as birth
father: Jacob Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Lucie Lajoie
witnesses: Toussaint Deschamps, Sr. & Toussaint Deschamps, Jr.
buried 18 Oct 1849

4 Jun 1854  Gaudet, Adelaide  #2386472
female
spouse: Prudent Tetu (farmer)
d. La Presentation @ age 26y
witnesses: Toussaint Deschamps & Francois Nadeau
buried 6 Jun 1854

19 Sep 1856  Gaudet, Marie Malvina  #233322125
female
d. La Presentation @ age 3m
father: Jacob Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Lucie Lajoie
witnesses: Toussaint Deschamps & Elie Deschamps
buried 21 Sep 1856
31 Aug 1858  Gaudet, Francois  
male 
d. La Presentation @ age 2m  
father: Jacob Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Lucie Lajoie  
witnesses: Toussaint Deschamps & Narcisse Deschamps  
buried 2 Sep 1858

7 Jun 1863  Godette, Marie  
spouse: Louis Gendron  
d. @ age 69y  
witnesses: Remi Gendron & Threfle Laporte  
buried 9 Jun 1863

20 May 1869  Gaudette, Marie Emma  
female  
d. @ age 1y  
father: Francois Gaudette (farmer)  
mother: Philomene Desmarais  
witnesses: Francois Gaudette [#2386659] & Severe Marois  
bapt. 21 May 1869

12 Dec 1871  Gaudette, Albina  
female  
d. @ age 4y-4m  
father: Toussaint Gaudette (farmer)  
mother: Vitaline Arpin  
witnesses: Edouard Arpin & Joseph Lemieux  
buried 14 Dec 1871
Baptisms  {25384}

[Note: Date indicates when birth occurred. – MBA]

4 Jun 1799  Gaudet, Joseph
male
father: Joseph Gaudet (laborer)
mother: Marie Josephte Dragon
godparents: Joseph Gaudet (laborer, grandfather) & Marguerite Dragon
bapt. 5 Jun 1799

26 Jun 1801  Gaudet, Marie Emilie
female
father: Joseph Gaudet (laborer)
mother: Josephte Dragon
godparents: Michel Gaudet [#238611] (farmer) & Marieanne Cuvillier?
bapt. 27 Jun 1801

6 Mar 1803  Gaudet, Marie Julie
female
father: Joseph Gaudet (laborer)
mother: Marie Josephte Dragon
godparents: Pierre Avard? (laborer) & Marie Charlotte Gaudet [#238613]
bapt. 7 Mar 1803

11 Dec 1804  Gaudet, Joseph
male
father: Joseph Gaudet (laborer)
mother: Josephte Dragon
godparents: Pierre Doillon [#238613/1] (laborer) & Marie Louise Gaudet
[#238615]
bapt. 12 Dec 1804

29 Sep 1806  Godet, Michel
male
father: Joseph Godet (farmer)
mother: Josephte Dragon
godparents: Joseph Cartier & Marie Anne Trudelle [#23861/2]
bapt. 29 Sep 1806

8 Oct 1808  Gaudet, Marie Marguerite
female
father: Joseph Gaudet (laborer)
mother: Josephte _Kaidragon [Quay dit Dragon]
godparents: Joseph Bernard & Marguerite Cartier
bapt. 9 Oct 1808
9 Jun 1810  Godette, Antoine  
male  
father: Antoine Godette (farmer)  
mother: Josephte Ferland  
godparents: Jaques Chabot & Marie Ferland  
bapt. 10 Jun 1810

23 Nov 1810  Gaudet, Francois  
male  
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Josephte Dragon  
godparents: Jean Baptiste Racine & Josephte Archambault [#238611/1]  
bapt. 23 Nov 1810

4 Jul 1812  Gaudet, Adelaide  
female  
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Marie Morin  
godparents: Joseph Gaudet [#23861] & Marie Anne Bro  
bapt. 4 Jul 1812

20 Jan 1814  Gaudet, Marie Angelique  
female  
father: Joseph Gaudet (laborer)  
mother: Marie Angelique Morin  
godparents: Jean Baptiste Lasabloniere & Angelique Aslain [#23861/3]  
bapt. 21 Jan 1814

30 Jan 1816  Godet, Jean Baptiste Levi  
male  
father: Joseph Godet (farmer)  
mother: Marie Morin  
godparents: Jean Baptiste Bernard & Marie Avare  
bapt. 31 Jan 1816

18 Jun 1817  Gaudet, Marie Sophie  
female  
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Marie Morin  
godparents: Pierre Morin & Agathe Lucier  
bapt. 19 Jun 1817

5 Jul 1819  Gaudet, Pierre  
male  
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Marie Morin  
godparents: Pierre Mousset [#238615/1] & Marie Anne Morin  
bapt. 6 Jul 1819
27 Aug 1819  Godette, Pierre  
   male  
   father: Antoine Godette (farmer)  
   mother: Rosalie Racine  
   godparents: Prisque Racine & Marie Gosselin  
   bapt. 28 Aug 1819

29 Nov 1819  Gaudet, Francois Xavier  
   male  
   father: Francois Xavier Gaudet (farmer)  
   mother: Marguerite Frappier dit Beaunoyer  
   godparents: Joseph Gaudet [#?] & Marie Louise Gaudet [#?]  
   bapt. 29 Nov 1819

27 Jan 1821  Gaudet, Venance  
   male  
   father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)  
   mother: Marie Morin  
   godparents: J Bte Dutilay dit Dion & Marguerite Goguet  
   bapt. 28 Jan 1821

2 May 1821  Gaudet, Marie Isabelle  
   female  
   father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)  
   mother: Isabelle Gendron  
   godparents: Louis Gendron & Marie Gonion?  
   bapt. 3 May 1821

20 Feb 1822  Gaudet, Michel  
   male  
   father: Francois Xavier Gaudet (farmer)  
   mother: Marguerite Beau---?  
   godparents: Francois Xavier Gaudet [#23869] & Angelique Asselin [#23861/3]  
   bapt. 20 Feb 1822

1 Jun 1822  Gaudet, Joseph  
   male  
   father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer, of St-Jude)  
   mother: Elisabeth Gendron  
   godparents: Toussaint Bernard & Marie Ursule Gaudet [#238664]  
   bapt. 1 Jun 1822

23 Sep 1822  Gaudet, Zoe  
   female  
   father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)  
   mother: Marie Morin  
   godparents: Augustin Morin & Marie Louise Gadbois  
   bapt. 23 Sep 1822
2 Oct 1822  Gaudet, Jean Baptiste  #2386651
male
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer, of St-Jude)
mother: Elizabeth Bousquet dit Larose
godparents: Joseph Gaudet [#23861] & Josephte Archambault [#238611/1]
bapt. 2 Oct 1822

1 Apr 1824  Gaudet, Pierre Jeremie  #238612G
male
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Morin
godparents: Toussaint Bernard & Francoise Morin
bapt. 1 Apr 1824

3 Apr 1826  Gaudet, Marie Zoe  #2386624
female
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer, of St-Jude)
mother: Elizabeth Gendron
godparents: Jean Baptiste Gaudet [#238665] & Charlotte Racine [#238667/1]
bapt. 4 Apr 1826

27 Apr 1826  Gaudet, Adelaide  #23861261
female
father: Michel Gaudet (farmer, of St-Jude)
mother: Esther Chaput
godparents: Pierre Chaput & Marie Morin [#238612/2]
bapt. 27 Apr 1826

17 Aug 1826  Gaudet, Marie Elisabeth  #2386653
female
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer, of St-Jude)
mother: Marie Elisabeth Larose
godparents: Francois Xavier Gaudet [#23866B] & Marguerite Avan
bapt. 17 Aug 1826

10 Oct 1826  Gaudet, Levi  #238612H
male
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Morin
godparents: Michel Gaudet [#2386126] & Magdelaine Morin?
bapt. 10 Oct 1826

20 Nov 1827  Gaudet, Joseph  #23861251
male
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Martine Boisverd
godparents: Joseph Gaudet [#238612] & Marguerite Boisverd
bapt. 20 Nov 1827
21 Nov 1827  Gaudet, Marie Charlotte  
female  
father: Gabriel Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Charlotte Racine  
godparents: Joseph Racine & Marie Ursule Gaudet [#238664]  
bapt. 22 Nov 1827

24 Mar 1828  Gaudet, Marie Esther  
female  
father: Michel Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Esther Chaput  
godparents: Joseph Gaudet [#238612] & Thede Messier  
bapt. 24 Mar 1828

10 Jun 1828  Gaudet, Marie Audille  
female  
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Elizabeth Larose  
godparents: Toussaint Bernard & Charlotte Racine [#238667/1]  
bapt. 10 Jun 1828

7 Jul 1829  Gaudet, Marie Judith Celina  
female  
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Judith Pereault  
godparents: Daniel George Morrison (clerk) & Cecile Chabotte Tetue  
bapt. 8 Jul 1829

22 Sep 1829  Godet, Michel  
male  
father: Michel Godet (farmer)  
mother: Esther Chaput  
godparents: Hyacinthe Dufeau & Marie Godet [#?]  
bapt. 23 Sep 1829

4 Dec 1829  Gaudet, Olivier  
male  
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Marie Boisvert  
godparents: Jean Baptiste Pilart & Adelaide Gaudet [#2386129]  
bapt. 5 Dec 1829

27 May 1830  Gaudet, Marie Aglai  
female  
father: Jean Bte Gaudet (farmer, of St-Jude)  
mother: Elisabeth Larose  
godparents: Gabriel Gaudet [#238667] & Reine Godet [#238668]  
bapt. 28 May 1830
18 Jun 1830  Gaudet, Laurent  #2386626
male
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer, of St-Jude)
mother: Elisabeth Geandron
godparents: Laurent Lanoise? & Marie Reine Gaudet
bapt. 18 Jun 1830

21 Feb 1831  Godet, Elmire  #233925x
female
father: Francois Godet (farmer)
mother: Judith Perault
godparents: Eloi Fontaine dit Bienvenue & Rosalie Perault
bapt. 21 Feb 1831

6 May 1831  Godet, Tharsille  #23861264
female
father: Michel Godet (farmer)
mother: Esther Chaput
godparents: Gabriel Godet [#238667] & Julie Godet [#2386124]
bapt. 7 May 1831

3 Apr 1832  Gaudet, Narcisse  #23861253
male
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Matilde Boisvert
godparents: Chrystophore Lorenger & Marie Gaudet [# ?]
bapt. 3 Apr 1832

2 Jun 1832  Desmarais, Lucie  #23861251/1?
female
father: Francois Desmarais (farmer)
mother: Marie Louise Guillimin
godparents: Pierre Montmarquet & Marie Louise Charron
bapt. 3 Jun 1832

1 Jul 1834  Gaudet, Marie Adeline  #2386628
female
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Elisabeth Gendron
godparents: Levi Bernard & Reine Gendron
bapt. 2 Jul 1834

14 Jul 1834  Gaudet, Emilie  #23861265
female
father: Michel Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Emelie Carpentier
godparents: Pierre Royer & Angelique Gaudet [#238612A]
bapt. 14 Jul 1834
1 Aug 1834  Gaudet, Tharcile  #2386657
female
father: J. Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Elisabeth Chagnon
godparents: Charles Yon & Tharcile Chagnon
bapt. 2 Aug 1834

19 Feb 1835  Gaudet, Francois  #2386675
male
father: Gabriel Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Charlotte Racine
godparents: Pierre Royer & Elisabeth Larose [#238665/1]
bapt. 20 Feb 1835

31 Jan 1836  Gaudette, Felicite  #2386971
female
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Felicite Dudevois?
godparents: Francois Cadudal dit St-Jean & Appoline Dion
bapt. 31 Jan 1836

29 Apr 1836  Gaudet, Marie Athalie  #23861266
female
father: Michel Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Emilie Carpentier
godparents: Alexis Arthur Delphus (clerk) & Angelique Bouthillier Cartier
bapt. 30 Apr 1836

16 Jun 1837  Godet, Jean  #2386676
male
father: Jean Baptiste Godet
mother: Marguerite Devau
godparents: Jean Houle & Marie Baulac
bapt. 16 Jun 1837

11 Nov 1837  Godet, Gedeon  #2386676
male
father: Gabriel Godet (farmer)
mother: Charlotte Racine
godparents: Augustin Duhamel & Marguerite Bernard
bapt. 11 Nov 1837

22 Nov 1837  Godet, Marie Philomene  #2386972
female
father: Jean Baptiste Godet (farmer)
mother: Felicite Dudone
godparents: Pierre Dudone & Marie Coyteux?
bapt. 22 Nov 1837
26 Nov 1837  Godet, Louis Dumais?  
  male  
  father: Michel Godet (farmer)  
  mother: Emelie Carpentier  
  godparents: Lucien Archambeault (clerk) & Sarah Delphos  
  bapt. 27 Nov 1837  

6 Jan 1839  Gaudet, David  
  male  
  father: Pierre Gaudet (day laborer)  
  mother: Charlotte Racine  
  godparents: Toussaint Bernard & Reine Gaudet [#238668]  
  bapt. 6 Jan 1839  

11 Feb 1839  Gaudet, Edouard  
  male  
  father: Michel Gaudet (innkeeper)  
  mother: Emilie Carpentier  
  godparents: Jean Baptiste Jarred & Louise Carpentier  
  bapt. 11 Feb 1839  

5 May 1839  Godet, Jean Baptiste Treffle  
  male  
  father: Jean Baptiste Godet (farmer)  
  mother: Felicite Dudoir  
  godparents: Jean Baptiste Jendreault & Appolline Dudoir  
  bapt. 5 May 1839  

24 Oct 1839  Gaudet, Isabelle  
  female  
  father: Jean Gaudet (day laborer)  
  mother: Esthere Loyer  
  godparents: Charles Dutiguy & Isabelle Larose [#238665/1]  
  bapt. 25 Oct 1839  

25 Jul 1840  Gaudet, Philomene  
  female  
  father: Charles Gaudet (day laborer)  
  mother: Emerance Roi  
  godparents: Hyacinthe Dusseault & Rosalie Lavigne  
  bapt. 25 Jul 1840  

27 Jul 1840  Gaudet, Jean Marie Magloire  
  male  
  father: Jean Bte Gaudet (farmer)  
  mother: Felicite Dudevoir  
  godparents: Pierre Deslandes & Charlotte Deslandes  
  bapt. 28 Jul 1840
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Godparents</th>
<th>Baptism Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Jan 1841</td>
<td>Gaudet, Marie Aurelie</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>Michel Gaudet</td>
<td>Emilie Carpentier</td>
<td>Eusebe Cartier (clerk) &amp; Julie Aurelie Boucher de la Bruere Pacaud?</td>
<td>2 Jan 1841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Jul 1841</td>
<td>Gaudet, Eusebe Anaclet</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer, of St-Barnabee)</td>
<td>Isabelle Larose</td>
<td>Francois Xavier Lusier &amp; Genevieve Dalbec</td>
<td>13 Jul 1841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Feb 1843</td>
<td>Gaudette, Alfred Philippe Napoleon</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>Michel Gaudette (farmer)</td>
<td>Emilie Carpentier</td>
<td>Remi Gagnon &amp; Marguerite -----? Licotte</td>
<td>20 Feb 1843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Apr 1843</td>
<td>Arpin, Vitalie</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>Edouard Arpin (farmer, of La Presentation)</td>
<td>Leonora Jacques</td>
<td>Cleophas Bernard &amp; Delphine Arpin</td>
<td>6 Apr 1843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>#ID</td>
<td>Father</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>Godparents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Sep 1844</td>
<td>Gaudet, Marie Hedwige</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>#2386977</td>
<td>father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer, of St-Barnabe)</td>
<td>mother: Felicite Dudaire</td>
<td>godparents: Joseph Mammarquet &amp; Domitilde Maupet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Jul 1845</td>
<td>Gaudet, Alphonse</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>#2333221A</td>
<td>father: Florantine Gaudet</td>
<td>mother: Emerance Roy</td>
<td>godparents: Jacob Gaudet [#23332212] &amp; Olive Beaulieu [#23332212/1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Jul 1845</td>
<td>Gaudet, Magloire Eusebe Aurele</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>#2386126B</td>
<td>father: Michel Gaudet (merchant)</td>
<td>mother: Emelie Carpentier</td>
<td>godparents: Eusebe Messier &amp; Charlotte Wilcot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Dec 1845</td>
<td>Gaudet, Marguerite</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>#238612D1</td>
<td>father: Pierre Gaudet (farmer)</td>
<td>mother: Marguerite Jean Pion</td>
<td>godparents: Joseph Pion &amp; Marie Gaudet [#238612A ?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Feb 1846</td>
<td>Gaudet, Marie Eloise</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>#238612E2</td>
<td>father: Flavien Gaudet (farmer)</td>
<td>mother: Eloise Fontaine</td>
<td>godparents: Antoine Gazaille &amp; Agathe Paulin?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Apr 1847</td>
<td>Gaudet, Charles Victor</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>#2386126C</td>
<td>father: Michel Gaudet</td>
<td>mother: Emilie Carpentier</td>
<td>godparents: Charles Guillaume Starnes &amp; Elizabeth Starnes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
22 Oct 1847  Gaudet, Rosalie  
           female  
           father: Pierre Gaudet (farmer)  
           mother: Marguerite Jeanpion  
           godparents: Augustin Morin & Archange Fontaine  
           bapt. 23 Oct 1847

6 Dec 1849  Gaudet, Pierre Amele  
           male  
           father: Michel Gaudet (merchant)  
           mother: Emilie Carpentier  
           godparents: Pierre Boucher de Labriere & Marie Anne Cartier Dorion  
           bapt. 8 Dec 1849

16 Dec 1851  Gaudet, Joseph Eusebe  
           male  
           father: Michel Gaudet  
           mother: Emilie Carpentier  
           godparents: Eusebe Cartier (clerk) & Odile Raymond  
           bapt. 18 Dec 1851

[Note: There is no other Gaudet baptism from 1800 to 1862. - MBA  13 Dec 2008]

23 Jun 1873  Gaudette, George Osias  
           male  
           father: George Gaudette (farmer)  
           mother: Clementine Garon  
           godparents: Pierre Turcot (farmer) & Celina Lussier  
           bapt. 23 Jun 1873

5 Jun 1875  Gaudet, Marie Ludvine  
           female  
           father: Georges Gaudet  
           mother: Clementine Garon  
           godparents: Francois Loranger & Angele Guertin  
           bapt. 6 Jun 1875

Marriages  {25385}

8 Oct 1798  Boutillet, Jacques  
           age 25y, laborer  
           son of Pierre Boutillet (laborer, of St-Antoine[-sur-Richelieu, Vercheres Co.])  
           & Genevieve Jacob  
           Godette, Marie Josephte  
           age 18y  
           dau. of Joseph Gaudette (laborer) & Theotiste Henry  
8 Oct 1798  Moucet, Pierre
age 25y, laborer
son of Antoine Moucet (laborer) & Therese Chenevergne dit Larose
Gaudette, Marie Louise #238615
age 16y
daughter of Joseph Gaudette (laborer) & Theotiste Henry

7 Nov 1803  Racine, Jean Baptiste
laborer
son of Jean Baptiste Racine Marguillier? & Marie Elisabeth Saint-Laurent
Gaudet, Marie Genevieve #238616
daughter of Joseph Godet (laborer) & Theotiste Henry
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Racine (father of groom), Joseph Racine, Joseph Gaudet [#23861] (father of bride), & Pierre Moucet [#238615/1] (brother-in-law of bride)

16 Sep 1811  Gaudet, Joseph #238612
farmer
widower of Josephte Hetier
Morin, Marie
daughter of Pierre Morin (farmer, dec’d) & Marie Anne Bro
witnesses: Joseph Gaudet [#23861] (father of groom), Michel Gaudet [#238611] (brother of groom), & Pierre Morin

17 Jan 1814  Gaudet, Joseph #23861
farmer
widower of Marie Anne Trudel
Asselin, Angelique
of St-Francois
widow of Pierre Massier
witnesses: Charles Bourge (friend), Pierre ---chard (cousin of groom), Joseph Clopin, & Jean Baptiste Clopin (child of bride)

25 Sep 1821  Meunier dit Lapierre, Joseph
son of Pierre Meunier (farmer) & Marie des Anges Charon (dec’d)
Gaudet, Marie #238692
(adult) daughter of Francois Xavier Gaudet (farmer) & Marie Anne Meunier dit Lapierre
witnesses: Pierre Meunier (father of groom), Michel Gaudet [#238663 ?] (friend of groom), Francois Xavier Gaudet [#238691] (brother of bride), & Jean Baptiste Yon (friend of bride)
12 Feb 1821  Gaudet, Jean Baptiste  
farmer  
son of Francois Gaudet (farmer, of Contrecoeur) & Marie St-Germain (dec’d)  
Chagnon dit Larose, Elisabeth  
dau. of ----- & Marguerite ----- (dec’d)  

witnesses: Francois Gaudet [#238661] & Michel Gaudet [#238663] (brothers of groom), Francois Menard (uncle & tutor of bride), & Joseph Chagnon dit Larose (brother [of bride])

5 Mar 1821  Gaudet, Francois  
farmer, of St-Ours  
widower of Cecile Lariviere  
Poro, Judith  
dau. of Ambroise Poro (farmer, dec’d) & Judith Fontaine  

witnesses: A---lede? Goudet? [#23392] (father of groom), Pierre Courtemanche (friend), Jean Marie Planche (stepfather of bride), & Francois Guertin (friend)

15 Feb 1825  Gaudet, Michel  
farmer  
son of Joseph Gaudet (farmer) & Josephte Kei dit Dragon (dec’d)  
Chaput, Esther  
dau. of Charles Chaput (farmer) & Thede? Messier  

witnesses: Joseph Gaudet [#238612] (father of groom), Joseph Gaudet [#2386125] (brother [of groom]), Charles Chaput (father of bride), & Edouard Chaput (brother [of bride])

10 Jan 1826  Gaudet, Gabriel  
farmer, of St-Jude  
son of Francois Gaudet (farmer, of Contrecoeur) & Ursule St-Germain (dec’d)  
Racine, Charlotte  
dau. of Joseph Racine (farmer) & Charlotte Girouard  

witnesses: Francois Gaudet [#23866] (father of groom), Joseph Gaudet [#238662] (brother of groom), Joseph Racine (brother of bride), & Francois Racine (uncle of bride)

6 Feb 1827  Gaudet, Joseph  
son of Joseph Gaudet & Josephte Dragon (dec’d)  
Boisvert, Marie Martine  
dau. of Jean Baptiste Boisvert & Marguerite Janelle  

witnesses: Jean Baptiste Boisvert, Jean Baptiste Auge, Joseph Fournier, & Joseph Ravanelle

17 Jan 1832  Gaudet, Jean Baptiste  
farmer  
son of Francois Xavier Gaudet (farmer) & Marie Meunier dit Lapierre  
Gaudet, Marie  
dau. of Jean Gaudet (farmer) & Marguerite Benoit
witnesses: Francois Xavier Gaudet (#23869) (father [of groom]), Joseph Meunier (brother-in-law of groom), Jean Gaudet (#23395) (father [of bride]), & Paschal Lavallet (friend of bride)

26 Nov 1833  Gazaille dit St-Germain, Antoine
son of Antoine Gazaille dit St-Germain (farmer) & Marie Duchaine dit Chenet
Gaudet, Marie #238612A
 dau. of Joseph Gaudet (farmer) & Marie Morin (dec'd)
 witnesses: Joseph Limery dit Codere, Abraham Gazaille, Joseph Gaudet
 [#238612], & Michel Gaudet [#2386126]

2 Mar 1835  Gaudet, Jean Baptiste #238697
farmer, of St-Pie
widower of Marie Gaudet
Dudevoir, Felicite
 dau. of Gabriel Dudevoir & Marianne -----? (dec’d)
 witnesses: ?

18 Sep 1837  Godet, Charles #233221
saddler
widower of Josephte Faneuf
Roi, Emerance
 dau. of Charles Roi (day laborer) & Josephte Lajoie (dec’d)
 witnesses: Paul Cloutier (friend of groom), Francois Gervais (friend of groom),
 Charles Roi (father of bride), & Simon Berniquier? (friend of bride)

27 Feb 1843  Gaudet, Flavien #238612E
son of Joseph Gaudet (farmer) & Marie Morin (dec’d)
Fontaine, Eloise
 dau. of Augustin Fontaine (farmer) & Agathe -----?
 witnesses: ?

17 Sep 1844  Gaudet, Pierre #238612D
farmer
son of Joseph Gaudet (farmer) & Marie Morin (dec’d)
Jean Pion, Marguerite
 dau. of Joseph Jean Pion (farmer) & Angelique Gauthier dit Landreville
 (dec’d)
 witnesses: Joseph Gaudet [#238612], Michel Gaudet [#2386126], Joseph Jean
 Pion, & Antoine Gauthier

9 Feb 1846  Gaudet, Levi #238612H
merchant
son of Joseph Gaudet (rentier) & Marie Morin (dec’d)
Bernard, Marie Zoe Aglaie
 dau. of Jean Baptiste Bernard (farmer) & Marguerite Guertin
 witnesses: Joseph Gaudet [#238612] (father of groom), Jean Baptiste Bernard (fa-
 ther of bride), Michel Gaudet [#2386126], Geremie Gaudet [#238612G], &
 Remi? Gaudet [#?]
11 Jan 1847  Demers, Charles  carriage driver, of St-Charles[de-Richelieu]  son of Pierre Demers (farmer, of St-Barnabe) & Catherine Berard  
Gaudet, Adelaide  dau. of Michel Gaudet & Esther Chaput (dec’d)  
  witnesses: Pierre Demers, Michel Demers, Michel Gaudet [#2386126] (father [of bride]), & Michel Gaudet [#23861263]  

27 Apr 1852  Gaudet, Pierre  day laborer  widower of Marguerite Pion  
Beauregard, Sophie  widow of Louis Tetreau  
  witnesses: Michel Gaudet [#2386126] (brother of groom) & Joseph Tanguay  

[Note: There is no other male Gaudet marriage from 1800 to 1862. - MBA 13 Dec 2008]  

13 Oct 1868  Gaudette, George  farmer, of St-Denis  
son of Jean Baptiste Gaudette (farmer, of St-Denis) & Rose Lussier  
Garon, Clementine  dau. of Olivier Garon (farmer) & Garganie Sedilof dit Montreuille  
  witnesses: Jean Baptiste Gaudette [#2333269] & Francois Rodier  

Burials  {25386}  
[Note: Date indicates when death occurred. – MBA]  

15 Aug 1802  Godet, Marie Emilie  female  
d. @ age 14m  
father: Joseph Godet (laborer)  
mother: Marie Joseph Dragon  
  witnesses: Joseph Barbeau & Jean Baptiste Hout  
  buried 17 Aug 1802  

10 Nov 1803  Gaudet, Marie Joseph  female  
d. @ age 6y-3m  
father: Joseph Gaudet (laborer)  
mother: Marie Joseph Dragon  
  witnesses: Seraphin Livernois & Jean Baptiste Houl  
  buried 11 Nov 1803  

22 Nov 1803  Henry, Theotiste  female  
spouse: Joseph Gaudet (laborer)  
d. @ age 57y
witnesses: Louis Biron & Jean Baptiste Houle
buried 24 Nov 1803

3 Dec 1810  Dragon, Josephte
female
spouse: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)
d. @ age 32y
witnesses: Vital Lefebre & Jean Valle
buried 4 Dec 1810

18 May 1811  Gaudet, Francois Xavier
male
d. @ age 6m
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Josephte Dragon (dec’d)
witnesses: Vital Lefebvre & Charles St-Onge
buried 19 May 1811

30 Dec 1812  Godet, Genevieve
female
spouse: Jean Baptiste Racine
d. @ age 39y
witnesses: Joseph Godet [#?] & Jean Baptiste Bernard
buried 31 Dec 1812

31 Mar 1813  Trudelle, Marie Anne
female
spouse: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)
d. @ age 67y
witnesses: Marc Leblond & Joseph Bouslay
buried 2 Apr 1813

2 Feb 1820  Gaudette, Pierre
male
d. @ age 2y
father: Pierre Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Rose Racine
witnesses: Louis Dumont & Joseph Sancoucy
buried 7 Feb 1820

5 May 1821  Gaudet, -----  #2386912
male
d. at birth
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marguerite Beaunoille
witnesses: Joseph Sansoucy & Pierre Turgeon
buried 7 May 1821

12 Jun 1824  Gaudet, Joseph  #23861
male, farmer
spouse: Angelique Asselin
d. @ age 75y
witnesses: Antoine Benoit & Jacques Methote
buried 14 Jun 1824

27 Apr 1825  Gaudet, Levi
male
d. @ age 9y
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Morin
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Croteau & Jean Baptiste Leclaire
buried 29 Apr 1825

11 Mar 1826  Gaudet, Francois
male
d. @ age 17y
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Genevieve Charbonneau
witnesses: Joseph Fournier & Eusebe Croteau
buried 13 Mar 1826

10 Jun 1828  Gaudet, Marie Zoe
female
d. @ age 6y
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Morin
witnesses: Joseph Fournier & Joseph Desaulet
buried 11 Jun 1828

21 Sep 1828  Gaudet, Jean
male
d. @ age 1d
father: Jean Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Caron
witnesses: Joseph Fournier & Amable Provost
buried 23 Sep 1828

7 Oct 1829  Asselin, Angelique
female
spouse: Joseph Gaudet (dec’d)
d. @ age 75y
witnesses: Joseph Fournier & Jean Baptiste Gaudet [# ?]
buried 10 Oct 1829

29 Aug 1832  Gaudette, Judith
female
d. @ age 25y
father: Jean Gaudette
mother: Judith Bedouin
witnesses: Joseph Fournier & Antoine Blanchette
buried 30 Aug 1832

3 Oct 1832 Gaudet, Joseph
male, farmer
spouse: Marie Boisvert
d. Notre-Dame-du-Rosaire @ age 28y
witnesses: Antoine Blanchet & Joseph Fournier
buried 3 Oct 1832

3 Oct 1832 Chaput, Esther
female
spouse: Michel Gaudet (farmer)
d. @ age 26y
witnesses: Antoine Blanchette & Joseph Fournier
buried 4 Oct 1832

8 Oct 1832 Gaudet, Agathe
female
d. @ age 18m
father: Michel Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Esther Chaput (dec’d)
witnesses: Joseph Fournier & Antoine Blanchet
buried 10 Oct 1832

10 Oct 1832 Gaudet, Adelaide
female
d. @ 20y
father: Joseph Gaudet (day laborer)
mother: Marie Morin (dec’d)
witnesses: Antoine Blanchette & Joseph Fournier
buried 11 Oct 1832

19 Dec 1832 Gaudet, Esther
female
d. @ age 4y
father: Michel Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Esther Chaput (dec’d)
witnesses: Edouard Archambeaut & Honore Besiornet
buried 21 Dec 1832

7 Apr 1833 Gaudet, Levi
male
d. @ age 1y
father: Michel Gaudet (dec’d)
mother: Marie Boisvert
witnesses: Antoine Barron & Joseph Fournier
buried 9 Apr 1833
13 Sep 1836  Gaudet, Emilie  
female  
d. @ age 2y  
father: Michel Gaudet (innkeeper)  
mother: Emilie Carpentier  
witnesses: Joseph Fournier & Edouard Maheu  
buried 15 Sep 1836  

ca. 15 Nov 1836  Gaudet, ----  
male  
father: Claude Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Charlotte Racine  
witnesses: Joseph Fournier & Francois Cote  
buried 15 Nov 1836  

19 May 1837  Gaudet, Marie Athalie  
female  
d. @ age 13m  
father: Michel Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Emilie Carpentier  
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Faneuf & Jeremie Gaudet [#238612G]  
buried 20 May 1837  

9 Feb 1838  Godet, Gedeon  
male  
d. @ age 3m  
father: Pierre Godet (farmer)  
mother: Marguerite Racine  
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Gagnon & Eusebe Gagnon  
buried 10 Feb 1838  

2 Mar 1840  Gaudet, Edouard  
male  
d. @ age 1y  
father: Michel Gaudet  
mother: Emilie Carpentier  
witnesses: Joseph Gagnon & Jean Bte Gagnon  
buried 4 Mar 1840  

29 Oct 1841  Loyer, Esther  
female  
spouse: Jean Lily Gaudet (day laborer)  
d. @ age 38y  
witnesses: Joseph Gagnon & Jean Baptiste Gagnon  
buried 31 Oct 1841  

10 Nov 1841  Gaudet, Marie Philomene  
female  

#23861265  
#23861266  
#23861268  
#23866E/1  
#23866E3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Age at Death</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Witnesses</th>
<th>Burial Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22 Feb 1842</td>
<td>Godet, Elisabeth</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>#23866E2</td>
<td>@ age 2y</td>
<td>Jean Godet (day laborer)</td>
<td>Esther Delorier</td>
<td>Jean Gagnon &amp; Jean Baptiste Gagnon</td>
<td>25 Feb 1842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Mar 1842</td>
<td>Gaudet, Marie Sophie</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>#238612C</td>
<td>@ age 25y</td>
<td>Michel Gaudet</td>
<td>Emilie Carpentier</td>
<td>Joseph Gagnon &amp; Eusebe Barron</td>
<td>1 Apr 1842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Apr 1842</td>
<td>Gaudet, Marie Aurelie</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>#23861269</td>
<td>@ age 41y</td>
<td>J. Bte. Bernard (day laborer)</td>
<td>Marie Emerence Roy</td>
<td>Michel Gaudet &amp; Alexandre Crower</td>
<td>9 Jan 1844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Apr 1848</td>
<td>Gaudet, Florentin</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>#2333221</td>
<td>@ age 54y</td>
<td>Florentin Gaudet (dec’d)</td>
<td>Marie Emerence Roy</td>
<td>Joseph Basinet &amp; Celestin Decelle</td>
<td>24 Apr 1848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Nov 1848</td>
<td>Gaudet, Pierre</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>#2333221B</td>
<td>@ age 6m</td>
<td>Florentin Gaudet (dec’d)</td>
<td>Emerence Roy</td>
<td>Jean Baptiste Gagnon &amp; Abraham Gagnon</td>
<td>15 Nov 1848</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
16 Nov 1848  Gaudet, Alphonse  
   male  
   father: Florentin Gaudet (dec’d)  
   mother: Emerence Roy  
   witnesses: Jean Baptiste Gagnon & Abraham Gagnon  
   buried 18 Nov 1848

3 Sep 1849  Gaudet, Magloire  
   male  
   d. @ age 12y  
   father: Florentin Gaudet (dec’d)  
   mother: Emerence Roy  
   witnesses: Jean Baptiste Gagnon & Antoine Boldér?  
   buried 4 Sep 1849

1 Jul 1852  Gaudet, Philomene  
   female  
   d. @ age 2½y  
   father: Pierre Gaudet (day laborer)  
   mother: Marguerite Pion (dec’d)  
   witnesses: Jean Mativier & Edouard Phaneuf  
   buried 4 Jul 1852

6 Feb 1858  Gaudet, Michel  
   male, retired farmer  
   spouse: Josephte Archambeault (dec’d)  
   d. @ age 85y  
   witnesses: Jacques Sasseville & Louis Yon  
   buried 7 Feb 1858

16 Mar 1861  Godette, Joseph  
   male  
   spouse: Marie Morin (dec’d)  
   d. @ age 87y  
   witnesses: Edouard Faneuf & Louis Benoit  
   buried 18 Mar 1861

27 Nov 1862  Desmarais, Francois  
   male, farmer  
   spouse: Marie Guilmin  
   d. @ age 72y  
   witnesses: Jean Baptiste Fontaine & Edouard Phaneuf  
   buried 29 Nov 1862

[Note: There is no other Gaudet burial from 1800 to 1862. - MBA  13 Dec 2008]

28 May 1866  Gaudette, Elizabeth  
   female
spouse: Seraphin Chenette
d. @ age 72y
witnesses: Andre Racine & Antoine Chabot
buried 30 May 1866

6 May 1880  Godette, Angele  #2337556
female
spouse: Augustin Maynard
d. @ age 66y
witnesses: Pierre Bonin & Joseph Bonin
buried 9 May 1880

3 May 1881  Godette, Marie  #238612A ?
female
spouse: Antoine Gazaille
d. @ age 68y
witnesses: Felix Nichol
buried 5 May 1881
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Godparents</th>
<th>Baptism Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 Apr 1840</td>
<td>Gaudette, Julienne Henriette</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>Jean Baptiste Gaudette (farmer)</td>
<td>Isabelle Larose</td>
<td>Joseph Girouard &amp; Henriette Dubuque</td>
<td>8 Apr 1840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Apr 1842</td>
<td>Gaudette, Marie Emerence</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>Jean Baptiste Gaudette (farmer)</td>
<td>Felicite Dudoire</td>
<td>Joseph Munier dit Lapierre &amp; Judith Bouvier</td>
<td>5 Apr 1842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Apr 1842</td>
<td>Gaudette, Marie Sol---</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>Jean Baptiste Gaudette (farmer)</td>
<td>Felicite Dudoire</td>
<td>Prospar Cloutier &amp; Elisabeth Gaudette</td>
<td>5 Apr 1842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Jul 1845</td>
<td>Gaudet, Marie Louise</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)</td>
<td>Louise Pepin dit Lachance</td>
<td>Jean Baptiste Gaudet &amp; Charlotte Courtemanche</td>
<td>3 Jul 1845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Aug 1845</td>
<td>Gaudet, Marie Symphorienne</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)</td>
<td>Elisabeth Larose</td>
<td>Abraham Girouard &amp; Elisabeth Gaudet</td>
<td>23 Aug 1845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Apr 1847</td>
<td>Gaudette, Prospere</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>Jean Baptiste Gaudette (farmer)</td>
<td>Isabelle Larose</td>
<td>Prospere Daudelieu &amp; Isabelle Bourgard</td>
<td>19 Apr 1847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Apr 1850</td>
<td>Gaudet, David</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Father</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>Godparents</td>
<td>Baptism Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Nov 1850</td>
<td>Gaudette, Jean Baptiste</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>Jean Baptiste Gaudette (farmer)</td>
<td>Elisabeth Larose</td>
<td>David Girouard &amp; Domitilde Courtemanche</td>
<td>2 Apr 1850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Aug 1853</td>
<td>Gaudet, Remi</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>Jean Baptiste Gaudet</td>
<td>Tharcile Mescier</td>
<td>Jaques Mescier &amp; Magdelaine Lucier</td>
<td>25 Nov 1850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 May 1855</td>
<td>Gaudette, Marie Celina</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>Jean Baptiste Gaudette (farmer)</td>
<td>Therese Mesciers</td>
<td>Hyacinthe Mesciers &amp; Aglae Gaudette [2386658]</td>
<td>7 Aug 1853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Feb 1857</td>
<td>Gaudet, Marie Celina</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)</td>
<td>Tharsile Mesciers</td>
<td>Narcisse Avare? &amp; Magdelaine Mesciers</td>
<td>21 Feb 1857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Sep 1858</td>
<td>Gaudet, Philomene</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)</td>
<td>Therese Mesciers</td>
<td>Francois Gaudet [#2386659] &amp; Philomene Desmarrias [#2386659/1]</td>
<td>1 Oct 1858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Mar 1861</td>
<td>Gaudette, Louis</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>Jean Baptiste Gaudette (farmer)</td>
<td>Tharsile Messier</td>
<td>Francois Xavier Lussier &amp; Sophie Lussier</td>
<td>14 Mar 1861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Jun 1862</td>
<td>Gaudette, Joseph Phileas</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jean Baptiste Gaudette (farmer)</td>
<td>Tharsile Messier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaudette, Moise</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>19 Jul 1862</td>
<td>#23866519</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaudette, Marie Delina</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>28 Sep 1863</td>
<td>#23869422</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaudette, Marie Leonie</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>1 Oct 1863</td>
<td>#238665B1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaudette, Edouard</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>5 Nov 1864</td>
<td>#2386651A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaudette, Marie Delia</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>11 Apr 1865</td>
<td>#238665B2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaudette, Emelie Edwige</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>26 Mar 1866</td>
<td>#23869423</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaudet, Marie Delia</td>
<td></td>
<td>16 Aug 1866</td>
<td>#2386651B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
female
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Tharsile Messier
godparents: Louis Messier & Florianne Gaudet [#238665C]
bapt. 16 Aug 1866

5 Nov 1867 Gaudet, Joseph Eusebe  
#238665B3
male
father: Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Daudelin
godparents: Jean Baptiste Daudelin & Victoire Math---?
bapt. 6 Nov 1867

29 Jun 1869 Gaudette, Rose Anne  
#2386651C
female
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Tharsile Messier
godparents: Philibert Cormier & Edwige Dauphinais
bapt. 29 Jun 1869

14 Jul 1869 Gaudet, Louis  
#23869425
male
father: Michel Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Lariviere
godparents: Louis -----? & Sophie Lariviere
bapt. 15 Jul 1869

18 Apr 1870 Gaudette, Marie Lea  
#238665B4
female
father: Eusebe Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Marie Daudelin
godparents: Joseph Girouard & Dasige Daudelin
bapt. 19 Apr 1870

5 Apr 1871 Gaudet, Emmelie  
#23869426
female
father: Michel Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Lariviere
godparents: Augustin Laflamme & Emmelie Laporte
bapt. 6 Apr 1871

5 Apr 1871 Gaudet, Marie Anne  
#23869427
female
father: Michel Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Lariviere
godparents: Augustin Lariviere & Delina Armstrong
bapt. 6 Apr 1871

20 Apr 1872 Gaudette, Eugenie  
#238665B5
female
father: Eusebe Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Marie Daudelin
godparents: Joseph Girouard & Eliza Cartier
bapt. 21 Apr 1872

18 Mar 1873  Gaudette, Joseph  #23869428
male
father: Michel Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Marie Lariviere
godparents: Joseph Lapierre & Elizabeth Lapierre
bapt. 19 Mar 1873

14 Jul 1874  Gaudet, Marie Melina  #238665B6
female
father: Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Daudelin
godparents: Leonard Girouard & Leonaide Gaudet [#238665B1]
bapt. 14 Jul 1874

7 Jun 1876  Gaudet, Michel  #23869429
male
father: Michel Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Lariviere
godparents: Michel Courtemanche & Esther Guertin
bapt. 8 Jun 1876

7 Mar 1877  Gaudet, Joseph  #238665B8
male
father: Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Daudelin
godparents: Levi Girouard & Marie Bonin
bapt. 7 Mar 1877

22 May 1878  Gaudet, Paul  #2386942A
male
father: Michel Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Lariviere
godparents: Louis Lariviere & Agnes Demers
bapt. 24 May 1878

27 Jun 1879  Gaudet, Napoleon  #238665B9
male
father: Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Daudelin
godparents: Paul Perodeau & Rose Girouard
bapt. 28 Jun 1879

15 Jun 1881  Gaudette, Joseph  #238665BA
male
father: Eusebe Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Marie Daudelin
godparents: Joseph Gaudette [# ?] & Elise Gaudette [# ?]
bapt. 15 Jun 1881

[Note: There is no other Gaudet baptism from 1840 to 1881. - MBA 2 Jan 2009]

Marriages  {25601}

13 Jan 1845  Gaudette, Jean Baptiste  #2386651
(adult) son of Jean Baptiste Gaudette (farmer) & Isabelle Larose dit Jaquet?
Pepin dit Lachance, Marie Louise
dau. of Charles Pepin dit Lachance (farmer) & Charlotte Courtemanche
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Gaudette [#238665] (father [of groom]), Olivier -----?
(friend [of groom]), & Charles Pepin dit Lachance (uncle [of bride])

24 Nov 1845  Gaudette, Jean Baptiste  #2337592
carpenter
son of Jean Baptiste Gaudette (dec’d) & Judith Allard
Lapointe, Mosa?
widow of Jean Baptiste Morin
witnesses: Andre Gadbois & Charles Lussier

3 Feb 1846  Girouard, Abraham
son of Joseph Girouard (farmer) & Marie Gaumont
Gaudette, Isabelle  #2386653
dau. of Jean Baptiste Gaudette (farmer) & Isabelle Larose
witnesses: Joseph Girouard & Jean Baptiste Gaudette [#238665]

29 Jan 1850  Gaudet, Jean Baptiste  #2386651
farmer
widower of Claire Lanchance
Messier, Tharsile
dau. of Jacques Messier (farmer) & Magdelaine Lussier
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Gaudet [#238665] (father [of groom]), Pierre Eve (friend of groom), Jacques Messier (father [of bride]), & Francois Xavier Lussier (uncle of bride)

18 Aug 1851  Durocher, Narcisse of Contrecœur
son of Olivier Durocher (farmer, of St-Antoine[-sur-Richelieu, Vercheres Co.]) & Victoire Bourgeois
Gaudet, Seraphine  #2386941
dau. of Michel Gaudet (farmer) & Angelique Gadbois (dec’d)
witnesses: Olivier Durocher (father of groom), Misaël Durocher, Michel Gaudet [#238694] (father of bride), & Jean Baptiste Gaudet [#238697]

5 Sep 1859  Guilbert, Francois
widower of Louise Gendron
Gaudet, Celina #2386946
dau. of Michel Gaudet (farmer) & Angelique Vandendaigh dit Gadbois
witnesses: Claude Guilbert (father of groom), Antoine Guilbert, Pierre Guilbert,
Louis Guilbert, & Joseph Guilbert (brothers [of groom]), Michel Gaudet
[#238694] (father of bride), & Celestin Decelle?

20 Nov 1860  Gaudet, Michel #2386942
farmer
son of Michel Gaudet (farmer) & Angelique Vandandaigue dit Gadbois
(dec’d)
Chapdelaine dit Lariviere, Marie
dau. of Edouard Chapdelaine dit Lariviere (farmer) & Catherine Blanchette
witnesses: Michel Gaudet [#238694] (father of groom), Edouard Chapdelaine (fa-
ther of bride), Francois Allard, & Francois Bouvier

4 Nov 1862  Gaudette, Eusebe #238665B
son of Jean Baptiste Gaudette (dec’d) & Elisabeth Larose
Daudelin, Marie
dau. of Jean Baptiste Daudelin (farmer) & Marie Montmarquette
witnesses: Jean Bte. Gaudette [#2386651] (serving as father of groom) & Jean
Bte. Daudelin (father of bride)

29 Apr 1867  Senee, Joseph
son of Edouard Senee (farmer) & Angele Phaneuf (dec’d)
Gaudet, Sophie #238665C
dau. of Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer, dec’d) & Elizabeth Larose
witnesses: ?

18 Jan 1876  Gaudet, David #238665F
farmer
son of Edouard Gaudet (farmer, dec’d) & Elizabeth Larose
Renaud, Celina
dau. of Michel Renaud & Marie Dulude (of USA)
witnesses: Eusebe Gaudet [#238665B] (brother of groom), Joseph Dulude, Sr.
(guardian of bride), & Marcel Bernier

19 Jun 1877  Gaudet, Edouard #2386978
son of Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer, of St-Jude, dec’d) & Felicite Dudevoir
(dec’d)
Phaneuf, Azilda
dau. of Francois Phaneuf (bourgeois) & Julie Benoit
witnesses: Francois Phaneuf (father of bride) & Joseph Langevin

[Note: There is no other Gaudet marriage from 1840 to 1881. - MBA 2 Jan 2009]

16 Jan 1888  Gaudet, Michel #2386942
farmer
widower of Marie Lariviere
Dauphinais, Zoe  
widow of Antoine Courtemanche  
witnesses: Edouard Dauphinais & Louis Dauphinais

**Burials {25602}**

[Note: Date indicates when death occurred. – MBA]

14 Sep 1840  Gaudette, Julienne Henriette  
female  
d. @ age about 6m  
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudette  
mother: Isabelle Larose  
witnesses: J. Bpte. Morin & J. Bpte. Langelier  
buried 20 Sep 1840

17 Jan 1844  Gaudette, Magloire  
male  
d. @ age 3½y  
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudette  
mother: Felicite Dudoire  
witnesses: J. Bpte. Morin & Hubert ------?  
bapt. 19 Jan 1844

20 Jan 1844  Gaudette, Philomene  
female  
d. @ age about 6y  
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudette  
mother: Felicite Dudoire  
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Morin & Hubert -----?  
buried 22 Jan 1844

6 Mar 1844  Gaudette, Solima  
female  
d. @ age about 20m  
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudette  
mother: Felicite Dudoire  
witnesses: J. Bpte. Morin & Louis Lariviere  
buried 8 Mar 1844

14 Dec 1846  Lachance, Louise  
female  
spouse: Jean Baptiste Gaudette (farmer)  
d. @ age 22y  
witnesses: Louis He---? & Jean Marie Richard  
buried 16 Dec 1846

4? May 1850  Gaudet, Jean Baptiste  
male  

---
d. @ age 55y
witnesses: Pierre Elie & Joseph Girouard
buried 6 May 1850

1? Jun 1850  Gaudet, Pierre  #2386674
male
d. @ age 17y
father: Pierre Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Charlotte Racine
witnesses: Pierre Eve & Pierre Gaudet [# ?]
buried 3 Jun 1850

1 Jun 1855  Gaudette, Marie Celina  #23866515
female
d. @ age 14d
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Therese Mesciers
witnesses: Ludger Desjardins & Jude Desjardins
buried 3 Jun 1855

19 Mar 1861  Gaudette, Louis  #23866518
male
d. @ age 5d
father: J. Bte. Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Tharsile Messier
witnesses: Charles Casavant & Joseph Decelles?
buried 21 Mar 1861

15 Mar 1864  Gaudet, Joseph Phileas  #23869421
male
d. @ age 21m-4d
father: Michel Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Catherine Chapdelaine
witnesses: Celestin Decelles & Joseph Langevin
buried 17 Mar 1864

c. 18 May 1868  Gaudette, ------  #23869424
[gender not stated]
father: Michel Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Marie Lariviere
witnesses: Pierre Decelles & Francois Lapierre
buried 18 May 1868

6 Apr 1871  Gaudet, Emmelie  #23869426
female
d. @ day of baptism
father: Michel Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Emmelie Lariviere
witnesses: Pierre Decelles? & Joseph Langevin
6 Apr 1871  Gaudet, Marie Anne  
   female  
   d. @ day of baptism  
   father: Michel Gaudet (farmer)  
   mother: Emmelie Lariviere  
   witnesses: Pierre Decelles & Joseph Langevin  
   buried 8 Apr 1871

2 Sep 1874  Gaudette, Felicite  
   female  
   spouse: Joseph Giroire (carpenter)  
   d. @ age 39y  
   witnesses: Alexis Chapdelaine & Francois Sapeville?  
   buried 4 Sep 1874

12 Jan 1876  Gaudette, Leonide  
   female  
   d. @ age 12y  
   father: Eusebe Gaudette (farmer)  
   mother: Marie Daudelin  
   witnesses: Alexis Chapdeleine & Jean Baptiste Daudelin  
   buried 14 Jan 1876

c.a. 15 Jan 1876  Gaudet, -----  
   [gender not stated]  
   father: Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)  
   mother: Marie Daudelin  
   witnesses: Pierre Decelles & Eusebe Gaudet [#238665B]  
   buried 15 Jan 1876

11 Jun 1878  Gaudet, Paul  
   male  
   d. @ age 16d  
   father: Michel Gaudet (farmer)  
   mother: Marie Lariviere  
   witnesses: Pierre Decelles? & ?  
   buried 13 Jun 1878

[Note: There is no other Gaudet burial from 1840 to 1881. - MBA 2 Jan 2009]

7 Jun 1886  Gaudette, Michel  
   male  
   spouse: Marie Cormier (dec’d)  
   d. @ age 90y  
   witnesses: Michel Gaudet [#2386942] (son) & Jean Ro---?  
   buried 8 Jun 1886
28 Mar 1891  Gaudet, Michel
male
spouse: Zoe Dauphinais
d. @ age 61y
witnesses: Louis Gaudet [# ?] & Joseph Gaudet [# ?]
buried 30 Mar 1891
Baptisms  {10586}

[Note: Date indicates when birth occurred. – MBA]

22 Jan 1841 Goddet, Philomene
female
father: Michel Goddet
mother: Zoe Phenix
godparents: Moyse Goddet [#2386424] & Lucie Phenix
bapt. 24 Jan 1841

19 Aug 1842 Gaudet, Rosalie Delphine
female
father: Moyse Gaudet (shoemaker)
mother: Rosalie Anne

19 Aug 1842 Gaudet, Rosalie Delphine
female
father: Moyse Gaudet (shoemaker)
mother: Rosalie Anne

godparents: Joseph Loiselle & Zoe Fenix [#2386422/1]
bapt. 21 Aug 1842

4 Oct 1843 Gaudette, Adele
female
father: Eusebe Gaudette (farmer, of St-Denys)
mother: Francoise Gaudette

godparents: Louis Huard & Adele Girouard
bapt. 4 Oct 1843

11 May 1845 Gaudet, Aurelie
female
father: Michel Gaudet (coachman)
mother: Zoe Fenix

godparents: Charles Demers & Aurelie Daigle
bapt. 12 May 1845

24 Jan 1846 Gaudet, Joseph Theophile
male
father: Theophile Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Angele Latinville

godparents: Joseph Gaudet [#2386436] & Adeline Bourk
bapt. 25 Jan 1846

9 Jan 1847 Gaudet, Theophile
male
father: Theophile Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Angele Latinville

godparents: Jean Gaudet [#238643] & Louise Archambault
bapt. 10 Jan 1847

27 Feb 1847 Gaudet, Moyse Wilfrid

#23864243
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Godparents</th>
<th>Baptism Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 Apr 1847</td>
<td>Gaudet, Marie Hermine</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>father: Michel Gaudet (carpenter)</td>
<td>mother: Hermine St-Felix</td>
<td>godparents: Charles St-Felix &amp; Sophie Brouil</td>
<td>12 Apr 1847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Dec 1848</td>
<td>Gaudet, Georgina</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>father: Michel Gaudet (coachman)</td>
<td>mother: Cordelie Chaput</td>
<td>godparents: Joseph Lefebre &amp; Marie Archange Douerbondy</td>
<td>25 Dec 1848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Apr 1851</td>
<td>Gaudet, Michel Alfred</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>father: Michel Gaudet (coachman)</td>
<td>mother: Cordelie Chaput</td>
<td>godparents: Pierre Messier (blacksmith) &amp; Pauling Charron</td>
<td>5 Apr 1851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ca. 17 Jul 1853</td>
<td>Gaudet, George Avalene</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>father: Michel Gaudet (coachman)</td>
<td>mother: Cordelie Chaput</td>
<td>godparents: Joseph Chaput &amp; Florence Chaput</td>
<td>17 Jul 1853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Nov 1855</td>
<td>Godet, Horace</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>father: Michel Godet (coachman)</td>
<td>mother: Cordolie Chaput</td>
<td>godparents: Julien Bonneau &amp; Emilie Desgrange</td>
<td>14 Nov 1855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Oct 1858</td>
<td>Gaudet, Albert Alcide</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>father: Michel Gaudet (coachman)</td>
<td>mother: Cordelie Chaput</td>
<td>godparents: Joseph Chaput &amp; Florence Chaput</td>
<td>6 Nov 1858</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
male
father: Michel Gaudet (coachman)
mother: Cordelie Chaput
godparents: Louis Beigue & Josephte Maheux
bapt. 10 Oct 1858

26 Mar 1860 Gaudet, Victor Emmanuel #23864229
male
father: Michel Gaudet (coachman)
mother: Cordalie Chaput
godparents: Stanislas Boucher & Caroline Connell
bapt. 1 Apr 1860

[Note: There is no other Gaudet baptism from 1840 to 1860. - MBA 26 Nov 2008]

12 Dec 1874 Gaudet, Marie Louise Josephine #238642251
female
father: Alfred Gaudet (carriage driver)
mother: Marie Josephine Benoit
godparents: Francois Xavier Geoffrion (farmer) & Cordelia Chaput [#2386422/3]
bapt. 13 Dec 1874

16 Apr 1876 Gaudet, Maria Louisa Georgina #238642252
female
father: Alfred Gaudet (carriage driver)
mother: Marie Josephine Benoit
godparents: Narcisse Dansereau [#23864224/1] & Georgine Gaudet [#23864224]
bapt. 16 Apr 1876

27 Sep 1877 Gaudet, Joseph Alvarez Alcide #238642261
male
father: George Gaudet (blacksmith)
mother: Elzilda Guyon
godparents: Alvarex Guyon & Julie Guyon
bapt. 28 Sep 1877

4 Dec 1877 Gaudet, Joseph Azarie Alfred #238642253
male
father: Alfred Gaudet
mother: Josephine Benoit
godparents: Azarie Geoffrion & Celina Benoit
bapt. 4 Dec 1877

10 Dec 1878 Gaudet, Joseph Louis Jacques #238642262
male
father: George Gaudet
mother: Exilda Guyon
godparents: Louis Dufort & Delima Guyon
bapt. 11 Dec 1878
3 Sep 1880  Gaudet, Louis Albert #238642263
male
father: George Gaudet
mother: Exilda Guyon
godparents: Albert Gaudet [#23864228] & Clara Meunier
bapt. 4 Sep 1880

Marriages  {10585} {25388}

8 Feb 1773  Godette, Joseph #23861
son of Michel Godette & Josephe Girouard
Henry, Theotiste
dau. of Pierre Henry & Marguerite Brosseau
witnesses: Michel Godete [#2386], Jacque Girouard, Charle Henry, Germain Girouard, & Francois Bourgard?

19 Oct 1778  Delisle, Charles
son of Charles Delisle & Agathe Marie (dec’d)
Gaudet, Anasthasie #23377
dau. of Charles Gaudet & Marie Cormier (dec’d)
witnesses: Charles Delisle, Simon Bourque, Denis -----?, & Charles Bourasa

29 Sep 1835  Godet, Jean Baptiste #2333269
farmer
son of Francois Godet (farmer, dec’d, of St-Denis[-sur-Richelieu]) & Marie Agathe Dragon
Lucier, Rosalie
dau. of Joseph Lucier (farmer) & Rosalie Brodeur dit Lavigne
witnesses: ?

23 Nov 1841  Gaudet, Moyse #2386424
shoemaker
son of Michel Gaudet & Marie Louise Loisel
Eudy, Rosalie
dau. of Patrik Eudy (dec’d) & Marie Rosalie St-Felix (of St-Ours)
witnesses: Michel Gaudet [#238642], Joseph Loisel, Louis Loiseau, & Edouard St-Felix

[Note: There is no other Gaudet marriage from 1840 to 1860. - MBA 26 Nov 2008]

16 Sep 1873  Dansereau, Narcisse
farmer
son of Narcisse Dausereau (farmer) & Sophie Geoffrion
Gaudet, Marie Georgina #23864224
dau. of Michel Gaudet (coachman) & Cordelie Chaput
witnesses: Narcisse Dansereau (father of groom) & Michel Gaudet [#2386422] (father of bride)
13 Jan 1874  Gaudet, Alfred
coachman
son of Michel Gaudet (coachman) & Cordelie Chaput
Benoit, Marie Josepahine
dauf of Jean Baptiste Benoit (dec’d) & Josephte Bardesse?
witnesses: Michel Gaudet [#2386422] (father of groom), Georges Gaudet
[#23864226], Horace Gaudet [#23864227], & Albert Gaudet [#23864228]
(three brothers [of groom]), Francois Xavier Geoffry (stepfather of bride), &
Napoleon Benoit (brother [of bride])

27 Jan 1876  Gaudet, George
blacksmith
son of Michel Gaudet (coachman) & Cordelie Chaput
Guyon, Ezilda
do St-Marc
dauf of Louis Guyon (farmer, of St-Marc) & Sophie Gatien
witnesses: Michel Gaudet [#2386422] (father of groom) & Louis Guyon (father of
bride)

4 Feb 1879  Gaudet, Horace
coachman, of Ste-Magdeleine
son of Michel Gaudet & Cordelie Chaput
Palardy, Almaide
dauf of Ludger Palardy (hotel keeper) & Zoe Tehean
witnesses: Michel Gaudet [#2386422] (father of groom) & Ludger Palardy (father
of bride)

16 Jan 1886  Gaudet, Albert
coachman
son of Michel Gaudet (coachman) & Cordelie Chepout
Archambault, Lea
dauf of Pierre Archambault (rentier) & Louise Meunier (dec’d)
witnesses: Pierre Archambault (father of bride) & Michel Gaudet [#2386422] (fa-
ther of groom)

Burials  {10583}
[Note: Date indicates when death occurred. – MBA]

2 Aug 1845  Gaudet, Rosalie Delphine
female
d. @ age 3y
father: Moyse Gaudet (shoemaker)
mother: Rosalie Heudy
witnesses: Louis Ledoux & Pierre Ledoux
buried 4 Aug 1845

5 Aug 1845  Gaudet, Delima
female
d. @ age 4y
father: Michel Gaudet (coachman)
mother: Zoe Fenix
witnesses: Louis Ledoux & Pierre Ledoux
buried 10 Aug 1845

8 Aug 1845  Gaudet, Orelie  #23864222
female
d. @ age 3m
father: Michel Gaudet (coachman)
mother: Zoe Fenix
witnesses: Louis Ledoux & Pierre Ledoux
buried 10 Aug 1845

17 Sep 1845  Phenix, Zoe  #23864222/1
female  
spouse: Michel Gaudet (cartwright)
d. @ age 23y
witnesses: Pierre Ledoux & Augustin Messier
buried 19 Sep 1845

30 Dec 1845  Gaudet, Elise  #23864242
female
d. @ age 1y
father: Moyse Gaudet (shoemaker)
mother: Rosalie Heudy
witnesses: Louis Ledoux
buried 1 Jan 1846

1 Mar 1846  Gaudet, Joseph  #23864332
male
d. @ age 5w
father: Theophile Gaudet
mother: Angele Latinville
witnesses: Pierre Ledoux & Antoine Duclas
buried 3 Mar 1846

19 Apr 1847  St-Felix, Hermine  #23864222/2
female  
spouse: Michel Gaudette (carpenter)
d. @ age 24y
witnesses: Norbert Roy & Pierre Ledoux
buried 22 Apr 1847

9 Dec 1847  Gaudet, Marie Hermine  #23864223
female
d. @ age 8m
father: Michel Gaudet
mother: Hermine St-Felix (dec’d)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Witnesses</th>
<th>Burial Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 Aug 1878</td>
<td>Gaudet, Alfred Azarie</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>@ age 8m</td>
<td>Alfred Gaudet</td>
<td>Josephine Benoit</td>
<td>Henry Gervais &amp; Adolphe Roy</td>
<td>22 Aug 1878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Aug 1879</td>
<td>Gaudet, Marie Louise Georgina</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>@ age 4y</td>
<td>Alfred Gaudet</td>
<td>Josephine Benoit</td>
<td>Alfred Gaudet [23864225] &amp; Ambroise Larret</td>
<td>13 Aug 1879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Aug 1879</td>
<td>Gaudet, Alcide</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>@ age 23m</td>
<td>Georges Gaudet</td>
<td>Exilda Guyon</td>
<td>Georges Gaudet [23864226], Victor Gaudet [23864229], &amp; Joseph Guyon</td>
<td>16 Aug 1879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Feb 1881</td>
<td>Gaudet, Alfred</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>@ age 30y</td>
<td>Josephine Benoit</td>
<td></td>
<td>Michel Gaudet [23864222] (father) &amp; George Gaudet [23864226] (brother)</td>
<td>5 Feb 1881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Feb 1881</td>
<td>Gaudet, Marie Louise</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>@ age 6y</td>
<td>Alfred Gaudet (dec’d)</td>
<td>Josephine Benoit</td>
<td>Michel Gaudet [23864222] &amp; George Gaudet [23864226]</td>
<td>5 Feb 1881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Sep 1887</td>
<td>Chaput, Cordelia</td>
<td>female</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Michel Gaudet (carriage driver)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
d. @ age 64y 

witnesses: Michel Gaudet [#2386422] & Albert Gaudet [#23864228] 

buried 20 Sep 1887
Marriages  {25624}

5 Feb 1839  Tetreau, Michel
farmer
son of Pierre Tetreau (farmer, dec’d) & Isabelle Yon dit Dutilly
Gaudet, Magdelaine
#23395x
dau. of Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer, dec’d) & Marguerite Benoit
witnesses: Noel Tetreau, Pierre Tetreau, Augustin Debreuil [#233951/1], & Jean
Gaudet [#233954]

17 Feb 1846  Gaudet, Seraphin
farmer
son of Pierre Gaudet (farmer, of St-Denis) & Adelaide Montigny
Charron dit Cabana, Marie
#2337557
dau. of Jean Baptiste Charron dit Cabana (farmer) & Magdelaine Tartre
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Charron dit Cabana, Pierre Gaudet [#233755], Augustin
Menard [#2337556/1], & Jean Baptiste Charron, Jr.

Burials  {25623}

[Note: Date indicates when death occurred. – MBA]

31 Aug 1834  Gaudet, Marie
female
spouse: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer, of St-Pie)
d. St-Damase @ age 38y
cause: cholera
witnesses: Andre Charretien? & Jean Baptiste Vachon
buried 1 Sep 1834

31 Dec 1837  Gaudet, Jean Baptiste
male
spouse: Marguerite Benoit
d. @ age 72y
witnesses: Joseph Gaudreault & Jean Baptiste Lamoureux
buried 2 Jan 1838
Baptisms  {10582} {24122} {25349}

[Note: Date indicates when birth occurred. – MBA]

29 Nov 1770  Gaudet, Jean Florentin  #233322
male
father: Francois Gaudet (Acadian)
mother: Marie Joseph Bousquet
godparents: Florentin Vigean? dit Ropier? & Marie Francois Bousquet
bapt. 29 Nov 1770

14 Aug 1772  Gaudet, Marie Joseph  #233323
female
father: Francois Gaudet
mother: Marie Josephe Bousquet
godparents: Jean Baptiste Charles Bousquet & Victoire Gaudet Banlier [#23334]
bapt. 14 Aug 1772

12 Jul 1774  Gaudet, Francois  #233324
male
father: Francois Gaudet
mother: Marie Joseph Bousquet
godparents: Pierre Banlier [#23334] & Marie Louise Bousquet Tetrau
bapt. 13 Jul 1774

18 Jul 1774  Gaudet, Francois Charles  #233751
male
father: Charles Gaudet
mother: Marguerite Faneuf
godparents: Francois Faneuf (grandfather) & Rosalie Gaudet Bourc [#23371]
bapt. 18 Jul 1774

5 Aug 1775  Gaudet, Charles Marie  #233752
male
father: Charles Gaudet
mother: Marie Margueritte Faneuf
godparents: Charles Gaudet [#2337] (grandfather) & Margueritte Forrette [dit]
Faneuf
bapt. 5 Aug 1775

27 Oct 1775  Gaudet, Marie Joseph  #233325
female
father: Francois Gaudet
mother: Marie Joseph Bousquet
godparents: Etienne Mignons? & Marie Joseph Saint-Saine Gaudet [#23331/1]
bapt. 27 Oct 1775
20 May 1777  Gaudet, Francois
male
father: Charles Gaudet
mother: Margueritte Faneuf
godparents: Claude ------ & Rosalie Granger Faneuf
bapt. 21 May 1777

18 Nov 1777  Godet, Francois Marie
male
father: Francois Godet
mother: Marie Joseph Bousquet
godparents: Ignace Bousquet & Marie Louise Archambaut Bousquet
bapt. 18 Nov 1777

6 Sep 1778  Gaudet, Margueritte
female
father: Charles Gaudet
mother: Marie Margueritte Faneuf
godparents: Etienne Mignon & Marie Anne Boucher
bapt. 6 Sep 1778

23 Mar 1780  Gaudet, Marie Rosalie
female
father: Francois Gaudet
mother: Marie Joseph Bousquet
godparents: Jean Archambaut & Marie Margueritte Vandandeque Bousquet
bapt. 24 Mar 1780

14 Jul 1780  Gaudet, Pierre
male
father: Charles Gaudet
mother: Margueritte Faneuf
godparents: Pierre Bourg & Marie Anne Guibaut Faneuf
bapt. 15 Jul 1780

13 Jan 1782  Gaudet, Marie Francoise
female
father: Francois Gaudet
mother: Marie Josephte Bousquet
godparents: Julien Choquet & Marie Anne Baudrau Gichon?
bapt. 14 Jan 1782

23 Sep 1782  Gaudet, Marie Monique
female
father: Charles Gaudet
mother: Margueritte Faneuf
godparents: Matthias Faneuf & Marie Monique Bourc
bapt. 23 Sep 1782
25 Mar 1785  Gaudet, Marie Josephte  
  female  
  father: Charles Gaudet  
  mother: Margueritte Faneuf  
  godparents: Simon Bourc & Marie Josephte Gaudet [#?]  
  bapt. 26 Mar 1785  

22 Sep 1787  Godete, Jean Bte  
  male  
  father: Charles Godete  
  mother: Marie Margueritte Faneuf  
  godparents: Jean Bte Richard & Marie Josephte Labonte  
  bapt. 23 Sep 1787  

24 Jun 1789  Gaudete, Jean  
  male  
  father: Charles Gaudete  
  mother: Margueritte Faneuf  
  godparents: Pierre Faneuf & Catherine Faneuf Richard  
  bapt. 25 Jun 1789  

27 Apr 1790  Godete, Marie Magdelene  
  female  
  father: Francois Godete  
  mother: Marie Josephte Bousquet  
  godparents: Joseph Godete [#23331] & Marie Magdelene Choquet Bousquet  
  bapt. 28 Apr 1790  

26 Feb 1792  Godete, Olivier  
  male  
  father: Charles Godete  
  mother: Marie Magdelene Boufart  
  godparents: Joseph Godete [#?] & Anne Dufau Dion  
  bapt. 26 Feb 1792  

25 Aug 1792  Godete, Joseph  
  male  
  father: Michele Godete  
  mother: Genevieve Brazau  
  godparents: Joseph Godete [#23861] & Marie Charlotte Archambaut  
  bapt. 25 Aug 1792  

5 Aug 1793  Godete, Marie Rosalie  
  female  
  father: Charles Godete  
  mother: Marie Magdelene Bouffart  
  godparents: Charles Godete [#233752] (brother) & Marie Anne Bouffart Couture  
  bapt. 5 Aug 1793
1 May 1794  Godete, Marie Josephte  #238692
female  
father: Xavier Godet (of St-Antoine[-sur-Richelieu, Vercheres Co.])
mother: Marie Meunier  
godparents: Michel Godete [#23864] & Marie Godete [#23865]
bapt. 1 May 1794  

24 Jan 1795  Godete, Marie Adelaide  #23375C
female  
father: Charles Godete  
mother: Marie Magdelene Bouffart  
godparents: David Belivau & Adelaide Faneuf  
bapt. 24 Jan 1795  

5 Apr 1795  Godete, Florentin Paschal  #2333221
male  
father: Florentin Godete  
mother: Marie Louise Goulet  
godparents: Louis Goulet (grandfather) & Marie Josephte Bousquet [#23332/1]  
(grandmother)  
bapt. 6 Apr 1795  

12 Aug 1795  Godete, Joseph  #233926
male  
father: Joseph Godete (of St-Ours, [Richelieu Co.])  
mother: Marie Joseph Dugue  
godparents: Joseph Godete [#2339] (grandfather) & Marie Laforest Dugue  
(grandmother)  
bapt. 13 Aug 1795  

1 Sep 1795  Godete, Helie Hubert  #23332A
male  
father: Francois Godete  
mother: Marie Josephte Bousquet  
godparents: S/ieur. Francois Coupy & Marie Josephte Hubert  
bapt. 1 Sep 1795  

26 May 1796  Godete, Marie Elisabeth  #23375D
female  
father: Charles Godete  
mother: Marie Magdelene Bouffart  
godparents: Amable Bouffart & Marie Josephte Richard  
bapt. 26 May 1796  

8 Feb 1797  Godete, Pierre  #2333222
male  
father: Florentin Godete  
mother: Marie Louise Goulet  
godparents: Pierre Goulet (uncle) & Rosalie Godet [#233327] (aunt)
bapt. 9 Feb 1797

19 Apr 1798  Godette, Joseph  
  male  
  father: Charles Godette  
  mother: Magdeleine Bouffant  
  godparents: Joseph Chenette & Monique Godette [#233756]  
  bapt. 19 Apr 1798

2 Jul 1798  Godete, Louis  
  male  
  father: Florentin Godete  
  mother: Marie Louise Goulet  
  godparents: Louis Goulet, Jr. & Marie Josephte Godete Benoit [#233323]  
  bapt. 3 Jul 1798

14 Sep 1798  Gaudette, Jean  
  male  
  father: Michel Gaudette (laborer, of St-Antoine-[sur-Richelieu, Vercheres Co.])  
  mother: Genevieve Braseau  
  godparents: Francois Girouard & Marie Gaudete [#23862] (wife of Francois Bluteau [#23862/1])  
  bapt. 14 Sep 1798

1 Oct 1798  Godete, Marie Angele  
  female  
  father: Felix Godete (of St-Ours [Richelieu Co.])  
  mother: Marie Therese Blanchard  
  godparents: Joseph Commau & Marie Godete [#23396]  
  bapt. 2 Oct 1798

21 Aug 1799  Gaudet, Isaac  
  male  
  father: Charles Gaudet (farmer)  
  mother: Magdeleine Bouffard  
  godparents: Jean Guillon & Felicite Chroisin?  
  bapt. 21 Aug 1799

22 Nov 1799  Godet, Cecile  
  female  
  father: Florentin Godet (farmer)  
  mother: Marie Goulet  
  godparents: Jean Baptiste Lusie & Marie Elizabeth Richard  
  bapt. 22 Nov 1799

27 May 1800  Godet, Marie Louise  
  female  
  father: Michel Godet (farmer, of St-Antoine)  
  mother: Genevieve Brazeau
26 Jan 1801  Godete, Edouard              #23375G
male
father: Charles Godet (farmer)
mother: Magdeleine Boufard
godparents: Basile Migneau & Marie Rosalie Maheux
bapt. 26 Jan 1801

13 Jul 1801  Godete, Magdelene          #2333225
female
father: Florentin Godet (farmer)
mother: Marie Louise Goulet
godparents: Florentin Vigent [#233327/1 ?] & Magdalene Choquet Bousquet
bapt. 13 Jul 1801

22 Mar 1802  Godette, Marie Genevieve   #23375H
female
father: Charles Godette (farmer)
mother: Marie Magdelene Bouffard
godparents: Pierre Godette [#233755] (brother) & Marie Francoise Montigny dit Minet
bapt. 23 Mar 1802

19 May 1802  Godete, Charles Eusebe     #2337521
male
father: Charles Godete (farmer)
mother: Marie Marthe Chenete
godparents: Simon Tibodau & Margueritte Brau Chenete (grandmother)
bapt. 19 May 1802

10 Oct 1802  Godet, Francois Borgia      #2333261
male
father: Francois Godet (farmer)
mother: Marie Agathe Quay dit Dragon
godparents: Francois Godet [#23332] (grandfather) & Marie Agathe Lussier Quay (grandmother)
bapt. 11 Oct 1802

19 Oct 1802  Godette, Marie Rosalie      #2333226
female
father: Florentin Godette (farmer)
mother: Marie Louise Goulet
godparents: Pierre Benoit dit Livernois [#233323/1] & Marie Magdelene Goulet
bapt. 20 Oct 1802

18 May 1803  Godete, Louis Joseph        #23375I
male
father: Charles Godete (farmer)
mother: Marie Magdelene Bouffart
godparents: Joseph Grigne [#233756/1] (brother-in-law) & Marie Morin Archambault
bapt. 19 May 1803

20 May 1804  Godette, Marie Julie #2337522
female
father: Charles Godette (farmer)
mother: Marie Marthe Chenet
godparents: Charles Godette [#23375] (grandfather) & Marie Genevieve Chenet
bapt. 21 May 1804

16 Aug 1804  Godete, Marie Joseph #238698
female
father: Francois Xavier Godete (farmer, of St-Antoine)
mother: Marie Meunier dit Lapierre
godparents: Michel Godet [#23864] & Marie Magdelene Meunier dit Lapierre
bapt. 16 Aug 1804

17 Aug 1804  Godete, Marie Agathe #2333262
female
father: Francois Godete (farmer)
mother: Marie Agathe Quay dit Dragon
godparents: Hypolite Quay dit Dragon (grandfather) & Marie Joseph Bousquet Godet [#23332/1] (grandmother)
bapt. 18 Aug 1804

8 Sep 1804  Godete, Francois #23375J
male
father: Charles Godete (farmer)
mother: Marie Magdele Bouffard
godparents: Francois Godete [#23332] & Marie Marthe Chenete [#233752/1]
bapt. 9 Sep 1804

30 Jan 1805  Godette, Clotilde #23864A
female
father: Michel Godette (farmer, of St-Antoine[-sur-Richelieu, Vercheres Co.])
mother: Genevieve Brazeau
godparents: Joseph Lefevre & Marie Louise Dupre Leboeuf
bapt. 31 Jan 1805

9 Feb 1805  Godette, Francois #2333227
female
father: Florentin Godette (farmer)
mother: Marie Louise Goulet
godparents: Francois Godette [#233326] (uncle) & Marie Agathe Quay Godette [#233326/1] (aunt)
16 Nov 1805  Godete, Marie Sophie  #23375K
female
father: Charles Godete (farmer)
mother: Marie Magdelene Bouffart
godparents: Jean Bte Brunelle & Marie Josephte Chalifour Guillon
bapt. 17 Nov 1805

3 Feb 1806  Godete, Marie Josephte  #2333263
female
father: Francois Godete (farmer)
mother: Marie Agathe Quay dit Dragon
godparents: Florentin Vigeau [#233327/1] & Marie Josephte Godete Benoit
[#233323]
bapt. 3 Feb 1806

5 Mar 1806  Godete, Marie Sophie  #2333228
female
father: Florentin Godete (farmer)
mother: Marie Louise Goulet
godparents: Denis Bousquet & Marie Angelique Ledoux Goulet
bapt. 6 Mar 1806

8 Sep 1807  Gaudet, Marie Louise  #2333264
female
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Agathe Quai dit Dragon
godparents: Joseph Bousquet & Marie Louise Goulet Gaudet [#233322/1]
bapt. 8 Sep 1807

19 Mar 1808  Gaudet, Marie Adelaide  #2337551
female
father: Pierre Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Adelaide Montigny dit Gaudet
godparents: Charles Godet [#23375/#233752] & Francoise Montigny-Girard
bapt. 19 Mar 1808

7 May 1808  Gaudet, Marie Elisabeth  #2337523
female
father: Charles Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Marthe Chenet
godparents: Etienne Mignau & Elisabeth Chenet
bapt. 9 May 1808

[Note: She was born avant hier (day before yesterday) prior to baptism on 9 May 1808. Why was her brother Joseph (below) born hier (yesterday) when he was baptized on the same day as she? - MBA 16 Sep 2008]

8 May 1808  Gaudet, Joseph  #2337524
male
father: Charles Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Marthe Chenet
godparents: Pierre Chenet & Marie Monique Gaudet [#233756]
bapt. 9 May 1808

[Note: He was born hier (yesterday) prior to baptism on 9 May 1808. Why was his sister Marie Elisabeth (above) born avant hier (day before yesterday) when she was baptized on the same day as he? - MBA 16 Sep 2008]

4 Jul 1808  Gaudet, Joseph #2333229
male
father: Florentin Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Louise Goulet
godparents: Joseph Chenet [#233328/1] & Marie Francoise Gaudet Chenet [#233328]
bapt. 5 Jul 1808

20 Sep 1808  Godete, Marie Sophie #2386611
female
father: Francois Godete (farmer, of Contrecoeur)
mother: Marie Margueritte Hemery dit Codere Melier
godparents: Francois Godete [#23866] (grandfather) & Marie Margueritte Hemery Melier (grandmother)
bapt. 21 Sep 1808

18 Mar 1809  Gaudet, Marie Francoise #2333265
female
father: Francois Gaudet (laborer)
mother: Marie Agathe Quay
godparents: Florentin Gaudet [#233322] & Marie Julie Quay Bousquet
bapt. 19 Mar 1809

8 Aug 1809  Gaudet, Pierre #2337552
male
father: Pierre Gaudet (carpenter)
mother: Marie Adelaide Montigny
godparents: Florentin Gaudet [#233322] & Marie Angelique Chenet
bapt. 8 Aug 1809

1 Sep 1809  Gaudet, Ambroise #233322A
male
father: Florentin Gaudet (laborer)
mother: Marie Goulet
godparents: Charles Goulet & Marie Agathe Dudevoir (wife of godfather)
bapt. 2 Sep 1809

30 Aug 1810  Gaudet, Marie Luce #2337553
female
father: Pierre Gaudet (laborer)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Godparents</th>
<th>Baptism Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29 Sep 1810</td>
<td>Gaudet, Marie Marguerite</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>Francois Gaudet (laborer)</td>
<td>Marie Agathe Quay dit Dragon</td>
<td>Hyacinthe Bousquet &amp; Marie Marguerite Leblan Banlier</td>
<td>30 Sep 1810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 Nov 1810</td>
<td>Gaudet, Andre</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>Florentin Gaudet (farmer)</td>
<td>Marie Louise Goulet</td>
<td>Jean Baptiste Migneau &amp; Genevieve Authier</td>
<td>30 Nov 1810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Nov 1811</td>
<td>Gaudet, Augustin</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>Pierre Gaudet (farmer)</td>
<td>Adelaide Montigny</td>
<td>Augustin Leblan &amp; Marie Joseph Richard</td>
<td>8 Nov 1811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Jan 1812</td>
<td>Gaudet, Marie Angele</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>Florentin Gaudet (farmer)</td>
<td>Marie Goulet</td>
<td>Jean Archambau &amp; Marie Angelique Goulet</td>
<td>4 Jan 1812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Aug 1813</td>
<td>Godette, Marie Francoise</td>
<td>female</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
father: Florentin Godette (farmer)
mother: Marie Louise Goulet
godparents: Claude Dudevoir & Marie Ursule Choquet
bapt. 27 Aug 1813

10 Apr 1814  Godet, Marie Rose  
female  
father: Francois Godet (farmer)  
mother: Marie Agathe Quay dit Dragon  
godparents: Jean Baptiste Cadieux & Marie Rose Godette [#233327]  
bapt. 10 Apr 1814

12 Apr 1814  Godet, Marie Louise  
female  
father: Jean Baptiste Godet (farmer)  
mother: Rosalie Allard  
godparents: Julien Caouet & Angelique Allard  
bapt. 12 Apr 1814

7 Apr 1815  Godette, Jean  
male  
father: Jean Godette (farmer)  
mother: Judith Allard  
godparents: Charles Godette [#23375][#233752] & Marie Allard  
bapt. 7 Apr 1815

5 Jun 1815  Godet, Marie Angele  
female  
father: Pierre Godet (carpenter)  
mother: Marie Adelaide Montigny dit Minet  
godparents: Joseph Giard & Marie Genevieve Bro  
bapt. 6 Jun 1815

11 Jan 1816  Godet, Benjamin  
male  
father: Florentin Godet (farmer)  
mother: Marie Louise Goulet  
godparents: Benjamin Goulet & Marie Agnes Dufau  
bapt. 12 Jan 1816

24 Jan 1816  Godette, Jean Baptiste  
male  
father: Francois Godette (farmer)  
mother: Marie Agathe Quay dit Dragon  
godparents: Jean Baptiste Lussier [#233325/1] & Isabelle Chenette  
bapt. 25 Jan 1816

13 Sep 1817  Godet, Hubert  
male  

father: Jean Bte Godet (farmer)
mother: Judith Allard
godparents: Francois Moquet & Marie Josephte Allard
bapt. 14 Sep 1817

14 Sep 1817  Godet, Ambroise  #233326A
male
father: Francois Godet (farmer)
mother: Agathe Quay
godparents: Jean Bte Quay & Marie Magdeleine Bousquet
bapt. 14 Sep 1817

1 Jan 1819  Godet, Moyse  #2386424
male
father: Michel Godet (farmer, of St-Antoine[-sur-Richelieu, Vercheres Co.])
mother: Marie Louise Loiselle
godparents: Francois Godet [#238645] & Marie Magdeleine Lefevre
bapt. 2 Jan 1819

6 Mar 1819  Godet, Marie Justine  #2337594
female
father: Jean Bte. Godet (farmer)
mother: Judith Allard
godparents: Charles Allard & Marthe Chenet [#233752/1]
bapt. 6 Mar 1819

24 Apr 1820  Godet, Marie Angele  #2337595
female
father: Jean Bte Godet (farmer)
mother: Judith Allard
godparents: Antoine Allard & Josephte Sarazin
bapt. 25 Apr 1820

16 Oct 1821  Godet, Marie Zoe  #2337596
female
father: Jean Bte Godet (farmer)
mother: Judith Allard
godparents: Jacques Ledoux & Charlotte Bergeron
bapt. 17 Oct 1821

21 Apr 1822  Godet, Marie Sophie  #233326C
female
father: Francois Godet (farmer)
mother: Marie Agathe Lhuissier
godparents: Jean Bte Quimineur & Agathe Godet [#2333262]
bapt. 21 Apr 1822

11 Sep 1822  Godet, Joseph Elie  #2386425
male
father: Michel Godet (farmer, of St-Antoine[-sur-Richelieu, Vercheres Co.])
mother: Louise Loiselle
godparents: Joseph Godet [#238644] & Genevieve Loisel
bapt. 12 Sep 1822

16 Oct 1822  Godet, Marie Louise  #23332211
female
father: Florentin Godet (farmer)
mother: Josephte Faneuf
godparents: Florentin Godet [#233322] & Louise Goulet [#233322/1]
bapt. 17 Oct 1822

22 Feb 1824  Godet, Jacques  #23332212
male
father: Florentin Godet (farmer)
mother: Josephte Faneuf
godparents: Pierre Godet [#233322] & Rose Faneuf
bapt. 23 Feb 1824

14 Jun 1824  Godet, Louise  #2386426
female
father: Michel Godet (farmer, of St-Antoine[-sur-Richelieu, Vercheres Co.])
mother: Louise Loiselle
godparents: Louis Roi & Marthe Loiselle
bapt. 15 Jun 1824

12 Aug 1824  Godet, Octave  #2337597
male
father: Jean Bte Godet (farmer)
mother: Judith Allard
godparents: Hippolyte Maillet & Emilie Drolet
bapt. 13 Aug 1824

30 Oct 1826  Godet, Christophe  #2337598
male
father: Jean Bde Godet (farmer)
mother: Judith Allard
godparents: Jean Bergeron & Josephte Godet [#233757]
bapt. 30 Oct 1826

12 Nov 1827  Godet, Justine  #23332221
female
father: Pierre Godet (farmer)
mother: Josephte Transou
godparents: Joseph Transou & Sophie Godet [#2333228]
bapt. 12 Nov 1827

3 Mar 1828  Godet, Elizabeth  #2386635
female
father: Michel Godet (farmer @ Contrecoeur)  
mother: Josephte Dupont  
godparents: Jean Godet & Marthe Lacroix  
bapt. 3 Mar 1828

28 Sep 1828  Godet, Adelaide  
female  
father: Jean Godet (farmer @ St-Antoine[sur-Richelieu, Vercheres Co.])  
mother: Adelaide Archambault  
godparents: Maxime Archambault & Clementine Godet [#23864B ?]  
bapt. 29 Sep 1828

9 Dec 1828  Godet, Eusebe  
male  
father: Eusebe Godet (farmer)  
mother: Francoise Godet  
godparents: Charles Godet [#233752] & Agathe Dragon [#233326/1]  
bapt. 9 Dec 1828

8 Feb 1829  Godet, Pierre  
male  
father: Pierre Godet (farmer)  
mother: Josephte Transou  
godparents: Louis Transou & Francoise Choquet  
bapt. 9 Feb 1829

15 Jun 1829  Gaudet, Fereol  
male  
father: Florentin Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Josephte Faneuf  
godparents: Claude Faneuf & Marie Gaudet [#?]  
bapt. 16 Jun 1829

11 Mar 1830  Godet, Hubert  
male  
father: Pierre Godet (farmer)  
mother: Josephte Transou  
godparents: Francois Godet [#2333227] & Lucie Transou  
bapt. 11 Mar 1830

20 May 1830  Godet, Marie  
female  
father: Jean Bte. Godet (day laborer)  
mother: Judith Allard  
godparents: Theophile Faneuf & Ursule Robichaux  
bapt. 21 May 1830

30 Oct 1830  Godet, Toussaint  
male
father: Florentin Godet (farmer)
mother: Josephte Faneuf
godparents: Francois Godet [#2333227] & Marguerite Cordeau
bapt. 31 Oct 1830

30 May 1831 Godet, Augustin
male
father: Pierre Godet (farmer)
mother: Josephte Transou
godparents: Augustin Transou & Angele Godet [# ?]
bapt. 30 May 1831

2 Oct 1831 Godet, Angele
female
father: Florentin Godet (farmer)
mother: Josephte Faneuf
godparents: Antoine Desautels & Angele Godet [# ?]
bapt. 3 Oct 1831

10 May 1832 Gaudet, Marie Angele
female
father: Pierre Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Josephte Granson
godparents: J. Bte Simon Archambeault & Marie Goulet [#2333221/1]
bapt. 10 May 1832

12 Mar 1833 Godet, Francois Adolphe
male
father: Florentin Godet (farmer)
mother: Josephte Faneuf
godparents: Basile Bissonet & Julie Delaire
bapt. 12 Mar 1833

16 Apr 1833 Godet, Marie Julienne
female
father: Eusebe Godet (farmer)
mother: Francoise Godet
godparents: Jean Bte Quimineur [#2333262/1] & Josephte Godet [#2333263]
bapt. 17 Apr 1833

15 Mar 1834 Godet, Charles Alfred
male
father: Jean Bte Godet (day laborer)
mother: Judith Allard
godparents: Charles Olivier & Zoe Bourdages
bapt. 15 Mar 1834

11 Oct 1834 Gaudet, Leocadie
female
father: Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Josephte Francoise Gaudet
godparents: Oliver Bousquet & Rose Archambault Bousquet
bapt. 12 Oct 1834

25 Aug 1835  Godet, Pierre  #23332226
male
father: Pierre Godet (farmer)
mother: Josephte Transou
godparents: Florent Perrault & Genevieve Breau -----?
bapt. 26 Aug 1835

22 Jan 1836  Godet, Toussaint  #23375216
male
father: Eusebe Godet (farmer)
mother: Francoise Godet
godparents: Joseph Chenet & Marie Marthe Chenet Godet [#233752/1]
bapt. 23 Jan 1836

23 May 1836  Gaudet, Marie Rose  #23332671
female
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Rose Huart
godparents: Joseph Huart & Marie Agathe Dragon [#233326/1]
bapt. 24 May 1836

10 Jun 1836  Gaudet, Denyse Amanda  #233759B
female
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (day laborer)
mother: Marie Judith Alard
godparents: Sieur Joseph Mignault & Genevieve Demers
bapt. 10 Jun 1836

7 Jun 1837  Gaudet, Marie Rose  #23332691
female
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Rose Lussier
godparents: Joseph Lussier & Rosalie Brodeur
bapt. 7 Jun 1837

5 Aug 1837  Ledoux, Philomene  #23332213/1
female
father: Francois Ledoux (day laborer, of St-Ours)
mother: Marguerite Laporte
godparents: Francois Lamoureux & Marie Charles Petit
bapt. 6 Aug 1837

12 Aug 1837  Gaudet, Olivier  #23375217
male
father: Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Francoise Gaudet
godparents: Eusebe Archambault [#2333266/1] & Rosalie Gaudet [#2333268]
bapt. 13 Aug 1837

16 Dec 1837  Gaudet, Antoine  
              male
father: Antoine Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Sophie Dagnault dit Laprise
godparents: Pierre Gaudet [#233755] & Louise Dagnault dit Laprise
bapt. 16 Dec 1837

21 May 1838  Gaudet, Francois  
              male
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Rose Huart
godparents: Jean Baptiste Quimener [#2333262/1] & Marie Vigent
bapt. 22 May 1838

9 Feb 1839   Gaudet, Joseph  
              male
father: Antoine Gaudet (day laborer)
mother: Sophie Dagneau dit Laprise
godparents: Paul Morisseau & Marie Adelaide Montigny [#233755/1]
bapt. 10 Feb 1839

23 Apr 1839  Gaudet, Julie  
              female
father: Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Francoise Gaudet
godparents: Jean Baptiste Gaudet [#2333269] & Rose Lussier [#2333269/1]
bapt. 24 Apr 1839

13 Jun 1839  Gaudet, Jean Baptiste  
              male
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Rose Lussier
godparents: Francois Gaudet [#2333267] & Rose Huart [#2333267/1]
bapt. 13 Jun 1839

2 Oct 1839   Gaudet, Philomene  
              female
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Rose Huart
godparents: Jean Baptiste Gaudet [#2333269] & Rose Lussier [#2333269/1]
bapt. 3 Oct 1839

10 Jan 1840  Gaudet, Marie Elmyre  
              female

father: Francois Gaudet (farmer, of St-Antoine-sur-Richelieu, Vercheres Co.)
mother: Marie Paule Boiteau
godparents: Godefroi Gravelle & Luce St-Jacques
bapt. 11 Jan 1840

17 Sep 1840 Gaudet, Ambroise  
    male  
    father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)  
    mother: Rose Huart  
    godparents: Ambroise Gaudet [#233326A] & Angele Huart  
    bapt. 18 Sep 1840

3 Dec 1840 Gaudet, Joseph  
    male  
    father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)  
    mother: Louise Girard  
    godparents: Charles Gaudet [#233752] & Josephte Archambault  
    bapt. 3 Dec 1840

10 Dec 1840 Gaudet, Sophie  
    female  
    father: Antoine Gaudet (mason)  
    mother: Sophie Dagneau dit Laprise  
    godparents: Jean Baptiste Leblanc & Emilie Dagneau  
    bapt. 11 Dec 1840

28 Jan 1841 Gaudet, Ambroise  
    male  
    father: Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)  
    mother: Francoise Gaudet  
    godparents: Ambroise [#233326A] Gaudet & Celeste Jarret  
    bapt. 29 Jan 1841

15 May 1841 Gaudet, George  
    male  
    father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)  
    mother: Rose Lussier  
    godparents: Eusebe Archambault [#2333266/1] & Marguerite Gaudet [#2333266]  
    bapt. 15 May 1841

18 Dec 1841 Gaudet, Emilie  
    female  
    father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)  
    mother: Emilie Guertin  
    godparents: Michel Guertin & Adelaide Messier  
    bapt. 19 Dec 1841

2 Jan 1842 Gaudet, Celine  
    female
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Louise Girard
godparents: Augustin Girard & Francoise Gaudet [#2333265]
bapt. 2 Jan 1842

31 Jul 1842  Gaudet, Isidore              #2337521A
            male
father: Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Francoise Gaudet
godparents: Isidore Messier & Rose Vigeant
bapt. 31 Jul 1842

4 Aug 1842  Gaudet, Odile              #23332694
            female
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Rose Lussier
godparents: Louis Huart [#2333268/1] & Rosalie Gaudet [#2333268]
bapt. 5 Aug 1842

13 Aug 1842 Gaudet, Marie Olive        #23332675
            female
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Rose Huart
godparents: Amable Loyseau [#2333263/1] & Josephte Gaudet [#2333263]
bapt. 13 Aug 1842

6 Jan 1843  Gaudet, Celina              #23375554
            female
father: Antoine Gaudet (mason)
mother: Sophie Dagneau dit Laprise
godparents: Moyse Lusignan & Josephte Blanchette
bapt. 7 Jan 1843

24 Mar 1843 Gaudet, Marie Marthe       #23375243
            female
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Louise Girard
godparents: Eusebe Gaudet [#2337521] & Marie Paule Bousquet
bapt. 25 Mar 1843

29 Jun 1843 Gaudet, Adele              #23332272
            female
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Emelie Guertin
godparents: Joseph Faneuf [#233322C/1] & Angele Gaudet [#233322C]
bapt. 29 Jun 1843

3 Jan 1844  Gaudet, Francois            #23332676
            male
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Rose Huart
godparents: Louis Huart [#2333268/1] & Rosalie Gaudet [#2333268]
bapt. 3 Jan 1844

10 Mar 1844 Gaudet, Vitaline
female
father: Florentin Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Emerance Roi
godparents: Charles Terrien & Celeste Gaudet [# ?]
bapt. 10 Mar 1844

8 May 1844 Gaudet, Amedee
female
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Rose Lussier
godparents: Ambroise Gaudet [#233326A] & Adele Girouard [#233326A/1]
bapt. 9 May 1844

29 Jun 1844 Gaudet, Rosalie
female
father: Antoine Gaudet (mason)
mother: Sophie Dagneau dit Laprise
godparents: Augustin Carrignan [#2337556/1] & Rosalie Dagneau dit Laprise
bapt. 29 Jun 1844

11 Nov 1844 Gaudet, Onesime
female
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Emilie Guertin
godparents: Michel Guertin & Celeste Gaudet [# ?]
bapt. 11 Nov 1844

25 Oct 1845 Gaudet, Marie Anne
female
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Rose Lussier
godparents: Francois Bousquet & Domitilde Lebeau
bapt. 26 Oct 1845

8 Nov 1845 Gaudet, Sophie
female
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Louise Girard
godparents: Louise Gariepey & Florence Richard
bapt. 9 Nov 1845

23 Sep 1846 Gaudet, Paul Arthur
male
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Emilie Guertin
godparents: Michel Guertin & Celeste Gaudet [# ?]
bapt. 11 Nov 1844
father: Antoine Gaudet (mason)
mother: Sophie Daigneau dit Laprise
godparents: Paul Lussier & Angele Gaudet [#2337556]
bapt. 23 Sep 1846

3 Oct 1846  Gaudet, Rose de Lima  #23332677
female
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Rose Huart
godparents: Ambroise Huart & Adele Girouard [#233326A/1]
bapt. 4 Oct 1846

29 Nov 1846 Gaudet, Vitaline  #2337521C
female
father: Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Francoise Gaudet
godparents: Eusebe Gaudet [#2337521] & Des Anges Basinet
bapt. 29 Nov 1846

5 Dec 1846  Gaudet, Toussaint  #23375245
male
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Louise Girard
godparents: Toussaint Girard & Marie Archange Anger
bapt. 5 Dec 1846

5 Dec 1846  Gaudet, Elie  #23375246
male
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Louise Girard
godparents: Amable Girard & Marie Louise Jalbert
bapt. 5 Dec 1846

7 Feb 1847  Gaudet, Francois  #23332274
male
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Emilie Guertin
godparents: Fereol Gaudet [#23332213] & Helene Guertin
bapt. 8 Feb 1847

6 Apr 1847  Gaudet, Elie  #23375571
male
father: Seraphim Gaudet (day laborer)
mother: Marie Charon
godparents: Joachim Foret & Cecile Tartre
bapt. 6 Apr 1847

3 Aug 1847  Gaudet, Octave  #233322697
male
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Godparents</th>
<th>Baptism Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 Jul 1848</td>
<td>Gaudet, Jean Baptiste</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>Antoine Gaudet (mason)</td>
<td>Louise Daigneau dit Laprise</td>
<td>Amable Loiseau [#2333263/1] &amp; Angelique Richard</td>
<td>9 Jul 1848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Aug 1848</td>
<td>Gaudet, Francois</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>Francois Gaudet (farmer)</td>
<td>Rose Huart</td>
<td>Seraphim Bourg &amp; Angele Huart</td>
<td>18 Aug 1848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Sep 1848</td>
<td>Gaudet, Magloire</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)</td>
<td>Francoise Gaudet</td>
<td>Joseph Bousquet &amp; Sophie Girouard</td>
<td>7 Sep 1848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Feb 1849</td>
<td>Gaudet, Marie</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>Seraphim Gaudet (day laborer)</td>
<td>Marie Charon dit Cabana</td>
<td>Joseph Lussier [#2337553/1] &amp; Lucie Gaudet [#2337553]</td>
<td>20 Feb 1849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Jul 1849</td>
<td>Gaudet, Marie Rose de Lima</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>Xavier Gaudet (farmer, of Contrecoeur)</td>
<td>Rose Dorois</td>
<td>Clement Giard &amp; Julienne Dorois</td>
<td>4 Jul 1849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Dec 1849</td>
<td>Gaudet, Marie Georgine</td>
<td>female</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Emilie Guertin
godparents: Hector Guertin & Angele Gaudet [23332225]
bapt. 19 Dec 1849

3 Mar 1850  Gaudet, Alexandre  
male  
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Rose Huart
godparents: Jean Baptiste Quimener & Celina Huart
bapt. 4 Mar 1850

5 Apr 1850  Gaudet, Celina  
female  
father: Seraphin Gaudet (day laborer)
mother: Marie Charon dit Cabana
godparents: Augustin Leblanc [#?] & Rose Bousquet
bapt. 5 Apr 1850

10 Jul 1850  Gaudet, Elie  
male  
father: Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Archie Anger
godparents: Eusebe Gaudet [#2337521] & Angelique Richard
bapt. 10 Jul 1850

14 Oct 1850  Gaudet, Calixte  
male  
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Louise Girard
godparents: Nazaire Archambault & Sophie Girard
bapt. 15 Oct 1850

28 Oct 1850  Gaudet, Celanire  
male  
father: Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Francoise Gaudet
godparents: Jean Baptiste Quimener & Marie Vigeau
bapt. 29 Oct 1850

1 May 1851  Gaudet, Jean Alfred  
male  
father: Antoine Gaudet (mason)
mother: Sophie Dagneau dit Laprise
godparents: Joseph Lussier [#2337553/1] & Lucie Gaudet [#2337553]
bapt. 1 May 1851

9 Sep 1851  Gaudet, Marie Celanire  
female  

#23332679
#23375573
#233752111
#23375247
#2337521E
#23375558
#2333267A
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Rose Huart
godparents: Toussaint Messier & Apolline Brodeur
bapt. 10 Sep 1851

25 Dec 1851  Gaudet, Jean Baptiste  #233752112
male
father: Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Archange Anger
godparents: Jean Baptiste Anger & Francoise Gaudet [#2333265]
bapt. 25 Dec 1851

1 Mar 1852  Gaudet, Omer  #23332699
male
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Rose Lussier
godparents: Narcisse Lussier & Aglae Lussier
bapt. 1 Mar 1852

4 Aug 1852  Gaudet, Rose  #23375248
female
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Louise Girard
godparents: Joseph Gaudet & Celina Gaudet [signed Joseph Gaudette & Celina
Gaudette]
bapt. 4 Aug 1852

25 Jan 1853  Gaudet, Marie Rose de Lima  #2337521F
female
father: Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Francoise Gaudet
godparents: Francois Xavier Charon & Leocadie Gaudet [#23375215]
bapt 26 Jan 1853

15 Feb 1853  Gaudet, Marie Rosilda  #23332276
female
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Emilie Guertin
godparents: Olivier Archambault & Cordelie Bourque
bapt. 16 Feb 1853

1 Aug 1853  Gaudet, Alphonse  #23375559
male
father: Antoine Gaudet (mason)
mother: Sophie Dagneau dit Laprise
godparents: Narcisse Fontaine & Marie Louise Gaudet [# ?]
bapt. 1 Aug 1853

29 Aug 1853  Gaudet, Louis Toussaint  #233752113
male
father: Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Archange Anger
godparents: Toussaint Gaudet [#23375216] & Emilie Anger
bapt. 29 Aug 1853

16 Nov 1853  Gaudet, Marie Eludivine  #2333269A
female
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Rose Lussier
godparents: George Gaudet [#2333269] (farmer) & Odile Gaudet [#23332694]
bapt. 16 Nov 1853

13 Apr 1854  Gaudet, Marie Ida  #2333267B
female
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Rose Huart
godparents: Seraphin Benoit & Angele Faneuf
bapt. 14 Apr 1854

25 Aug 1854  Gaudet, Jean Baptiste  #23375249
male
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Louise Girard
godparents: Joseph Anger & Rose Lussier [#2333269/1]
bapt. 26 Aug 1854

19 Feb 1855  Gaudet, Edmond  #2333269B
male
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Rose Lussier
godparents: Jean Baptiste Gaudet [#23332692] & Domitille Bousquet [signed Domithilde Bousquet & Jean Baptiste Gaudette]
bapt. 19 Feb 1855

1 Aug 1855  Gaudet, Marie Ozina  #2337555A
female
father: Antoine Gaudet (mason)
mother: Sophie Doigneau dit Laprise
godparents: Jean Baptiste Leblanc & Libere Doigneau dit Laprise
bapt. 1 Aug 1855

15 Oct 1855  Gaudet, Joseph  #233752114
male
father: Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Archange Anger
godparents: Julien Gaouet & Rosalie Gaudet [# ?]
bapt. 16 Oct 1855
17 Aug 1856  Gaudet, Jacques  male
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Louise Girard
godparents: Jacob Banlier dit Laperle & Marie Marthe Gaudet [#23375243]
bapt. 18 Aug 1856

18 Oct 1856  Gaudet, George  male
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Rose Huart
godparents: Joseph Girard & Rose Gaudet [#2333268]
bapt. 19 Oct 1856

21 Jan 1857  Gaudet, Marie Louise Harqueline  female
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Rose Lussier
godparents: Sieur Henry Faneuf (merchant) & Audele Gaudet [#23332694]
bapt. 21 Jan 1857

16 Apr 1857  Gaudette, Marie Elina  female
father: Julien Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Lucie? Faneuf
godparents: Louis Huart [#2333268/1] & Rosalie Gaudet [#2333268]
bapt. 16 Apr 1857

31 Aug 1857  Gaudet, Isidore  male
father: Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Archange Anger
godparents: Isidore Dragon & Marie Anger [#23375216/1 ?]
bapt. 31 Aug 1857

9 Nov 1859  Gaudet, Marie Delima  female
father: Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Archange Anger
godparents: Francois Xavier Charon [#23375215/1] & Leocadie Gaudet [#23375215]
bapt. 9 Nov 1859

30 Jan 1860  Gaudet, Toussaint  male
father: Toussaint Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Anger
godparents: Eusebe Gaudet [#23375211] & Francoise Gaudet [#2333265]
bapt. 30 Jan 1860
16 Apr 1860  Gaudet, Philomene  
female  
father: Fereol Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Philomene Ledoux  
godparents: Amable Loyseau [#2333263/1] & Marie Louise Gaudet [#23332211]  
bapt. 17 Apr 1860

26 Aug 1860  Gaudet, Rosana  
female  
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Rose Huart  
godparents: Damase Huart & Domitilde Bould?  
bapt. 26 Aug 1860

22 May 1861  Gaudet, Joseph Napoleon  
male  
father: Fereol Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Philomene Ledoux  
godparents: Ludger Gaouet & Tharsisle Ledoux  
bapt. 22 May 1861

14 Jul 1861  Gaudet, Joseph  
male  
father: Toussaint Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Marie Anger  
godparents: Joseph Anger & Rose Lussier  
bapt. 15 Jul 1861

1 Mar 1862  Gaudette, Marie Victoire  
female  
father: Eusebe Gaudette (farmer)  
mother: Marie Archange Anger  
godparents: Jean Baptiste Anger & Rose Bousquet  
bapt. 2 Mar 1862

6 Aug 1862  Gaudet, Virginie  
female  
father: Antoine Gaudet (farmer, of St-Antoine[-sur-Richelieu, Vercheres Co.])  
mother: Emilie Viau  
godparents: Narcisse Dupont & Cesarine Gaudet [#23866143]  
bapt. 7 Aug 1862

10 Sep 1862  Gaudet, Marie Hermenie  
female  
father: Fereole Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Philomene Ledoux  
godparents: Jacob Gaudet [#23332212] & Lucie Lajoie [#23332212/2]  
bapt. 11 Sep 1862
22 Mar 1863  Gaudet, Ambroise male
father: Toussaint Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Anger
godparents: Ambroise Gaudette [#23375219] & Emelie Anger
bapt. 22 Mar 1863

6 Sep 1863  Gaudet, Joseph male
father: Ambroise Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Hermine Lussier
godparents: Jean Baptiste Lussier & Rose Huard [#2333267/1]
bapt. 7 Sep 1863

16 Nov 1863  Gaudette, Jean Baptiste Edmond male
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Odile Bousquet
godparents: Jean Baptiste Gaudette [#2333269] & Roselie Benoit
bapt. 16 Nov 1863

15 Sep 1864  Godet, Marie Rose Anne female
father: Toussaint Godet (farmer)
mother: Marie Anger
godparents: Eusebe Godet [#23375211] & Marie Archange Anger [#23375211/1]
bapt. 15 Sep 1864

5 Dec 1864  Gaudette, Eusebe male
father: Eusebe Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Marie Archange Anger
godparents: Francois Loiseau [#23332631] & Vitalline Gaudette [#2337521C]
bapt. 5 Dec 1864

28 Apr 1865  Godet, Marie Anne female
father: Jean Baptiste Godet (farmer)
mother: Odile Bousquet
godparents: Amedee Godet [#23332695] & Philomene Lussier
bapt 28 Apr 1865

19 Jul 1865  Gaudet, Ambroise Edmond male
father: Ambroise Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Hermine Lussier
godparents: Joseph Lussier & Marie Faneuf
bapt. 19 Jul 1865
18 Jun 1866  Godet, Marie Amanda  #233752165
female
father: Toussaint Godet (farmer)
mother: Marie Anger
godparents: Jean Baptiste Anger & Sophie Anger
bapt. 18 Jun 1866

4 Sep 1866  Gaudet, Joseph Amedee  #233326743
male
father: Ambroise Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Hermine Lussier
godparents: Jean Baptiste Lussier & Elmire Bousquet
bapt. 4 Sep 1866

13 Jul 1867  Gaudette, Francois Xavier  #233752166
male
father: Toussaint Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Marie Anger
godparents: Francois Xavier Charron [#23375215/1] & Leocadie Gaudette
[b23375215]
bapt. 14 Jul 1867

29 Oct 1867  Gaudette, Marie Louise  #233326744
female
father: Ambroise Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Marie Armee? Lussier
godparents: Louis Huard [#2333268/1] & Adele Lussier
bapt. 30 Oct 1867

30 Dec 1868  Gaudette, Marie Delia  #233752167
female
father: Toussaint Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Marie Anger
godparents: Magloire Gaudette [#2337521D] & Julie Anger
bapt. 30 Dec 1868

16 Feb 1869  Gaudet, Marie Emma  #233326745
female
father: Ambroise Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Mina Lussier
godparents: Francois Gaudet [#23332678] & Celanire Charron [#23332678/1]
bapt. 16 Feb 1869

14 Oct 1869  Gaudette, Rose de Lima  #233326781
female
father: Francois Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Celanire Charron
godparents: Edouard Charron & Marie des Anges Allard
bapt. 15 Oct 1869

5 Jan 1870  Gaudet, Marie Louise Delia  
female  
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Rose de Lima Bousquet  
godparents: Francois Bousquet & Rose Bousquet  
bapt. 6 Jan 1870

1 May 1870  Gaudette, Marie Louise Euphrosie  
female  
father: Amedee Gaudette (farmer)  
mother Delima Cordeau  
godparents: Marcel Cordeau (grandfather) & Rose Lussier [#2333269/1] (grandmother)  
bapt. 1 May 1870

25 May 1870  Gaudette, Marie Victoria  
female  
father: Toussaint Gaudette (farmer)  
mother: Marie Angers  
godparents: Joseph Angers (uncle) & Adele Angers (aunt)  
bapt. 25 May 1870

15 Jun 1871  Gaudette, Joseph Ernest Alderic  
male  
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudette (farmer)  
mother: Delima Bousquet  
godparents: Cleophas (uncle) Larue & Domitilde Bousquet (aunt)  
bapt. 16 Jun 1871

22 Aug 1871  Gaudette, Marie Alma  
female  
father: Amedee Gaudette (farmer)  
mother: Rose Delima Cordeau  
godparents: Jean Baptiste Gaudette [#2333269] (grandfather) & Josephte Loyseau (grandmother)  
bapt. 22 Aug 1871

6 Sep 1871  Gaudette, Marie Ismerie  
female  
father: Francois Gaudette (farmer)  
mother: Celanire Charron  
godparents: Alexandre Gaudette [#23332679] & Adele Lussier [#23332679/1]  
bapt. 6 Sep 1871

1 Jul 1872  Gaudette, Marie Edmire? Alda  
female  
father: Francois Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Celanire Charron
godparents: Francois Xavier Charron (grandfather) & Marie Vigeant (grandmother)
bapt. 1 Jul 1872

21 Sep 1872  Gaudet, Marie Rose Aubeline    #23375216A
female
father: Toussaint Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Angers
godparents: Amable Girard (uncle) & Rose de Lima Angers (aunt)
bapt. 22 Sep 1872

25 Sep 1872  Gaudet, Marie Celaniše #2337521A1
female
father: Isodore Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Dellerisse Lapierre
godparents: Theodule Lapierre (grandfather) & Marie Gosselin (grandmother)
bapt. 26 Sep 1872

20 Jul 1873  Gaudette, Francois #233322742
male
father: Francois Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Celanire Charron
godparents: Francois Gaudette [#23332227] (grandfather) & Emelie Guertin [
[#2333227/1] (grandmother)
bapt. 20 Jul 1873

28 Sep 1873  Gaudet, Henri #2337521A2
male
father: Isidore Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Adellerisse Lapierre
godparents: Eusebe Gaudet [#23375211] & Marie Archange Angers [n 
[#233735211/1] (aunt)
bapt. 28 Sep 1873

3 Oct 1873  Gaudette, Marie Louise Armelda? #233326953
female
father: Amedee Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Rose de Lima Cordeau
godparents: Edmond Gaudette [#2333269B] (uncle) Aglai Gaudette [n 
[#2333269D] (aunt)
bapt. 3 Oct 1873

4 Oct 1873  Gaudet, Marie Adele Flore #233326926
female
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Rose de Lima Bousquet
godparents: Misael Larue (uncle) & Adele Bousquet (aunt)
written in margin: married 28 Dec 1908 @ St-Antoine-de-Worcester [MA, USA] to Henri Parent
bapt. 5 Oct 1873

20 Dec 1873  Gaudette, Joseph Magloire #23375216B
male
father: Toussaint Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Marie Angers
godparents: Magloire Desrosiers (uncle) & Celanire Gaudette (aunt)
bapt. 21 Dec 1873

5 Jun 1874  Gaudette, Marie Cenaize #233326783
female
father: Francois Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Celanire Charron
godparents: Ambroise Gaudette [#23332674] (uncle) & Hermine Lussier
[#23332674/1] (aunt)
bapt. 6 Jun 1874

24 Jul 1874  Gaudette, Marie Lea Almeria #233326747
female
father: Ambroise Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Hermine Lussier
godparents: Isidore Lussier (uncle) & Elise Dragon (aunt)
bapt. 24 Jul 1874

1 Sep 1874  Gaudette, Marie Exmeria #233322743
female
father: Francois Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Celanire Charron
godparents: Jean Charron (uncle) & Rosanna Charron (aunt)
written in margin: married in this parish 22 Feb 1909 to Augustin Angers, also
baptized in this parish 30 Sep 1873
bapt. 2 Sep 1874

7 Mar 1875  Gaudette, Marie Rose Asama? #23375216C
female
father: Toussaint Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Marie Angers
godparents: Pierre Angers (uncle) & Rose Charron (aunt)
bapt. 8 Mar 1875

21 Mar 1875  Gaudette, Marie Albina Lydia #233326954
female
father: Amede Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Delima Cordeau
godparents: Jean Baptiste Gaudette [#23332692] (uncle) & Delima Bousquet
[#23332692/2] (aunt)
bapt. 21 Mar 1875
6 Apr 1875  Gaudette, Joseph Henri   
   male  
   father: Isidore Gaudette (farmer)  
   mother: Delerice Lapierre  
   godparents: Xavier Charron [#23375215/1] & Leocadie Gaudette [#23375215]  
   bapt. 6 Apr 1875

18 May 1875  Gaudet, Joseph Horace  
   male  
   father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (baker)  
   mother: Rose de Lima Bousquet  
   godparents: Ambroise Gaudette [#233326A] (uncle) & Adele Girouard  
      [#233326A/1] (aunt) 
   bapt. 18 May 1875

16 Sep 1875  Gaudette, Marie Georgina Celanire  
   female  
   father: Francois Gaudette (farmer)  
   mother: Celanire Charron  
   godparents: Toussaint Goulet [#23332275/1] (uncle) & Georgina Gaudette  
      [#23332275] (aunt) 
   bapt. 16 Sep 1875

10 Oct 1875  Gaudette, Alexandrine  
   female  
   father: Alexandre Gaudette (farmer)  
   mother: Adele Lussier  
   godparents: Francois Lussier (grandfather) & Rose Huard [#2333267/1] (grandmother) 
   bapt. 10 Oct 1875

5 Apr 1876  Gaudette, Marie Meriai?  
   female  
   father: Ambroise Gaudette (farmer)  
   mother: Hermine Lussier  
   godparents: Francois Girard & Rose Anna Gaudette [#2333267D] (aunt)  
   bapt. 5 Apr 1876

6 May 1876  Gaudette, Alphonse  
   male  
   father: Isidore Gaudette (farmer)  
   mother: Delerice Lapierre  
   godparents: Toussaint Gaudette [#23375216] (uncle) & Francoise Gaudette  
      [#2333265] (grandmother) 
   bapt. 6 May 1876

29 Oct 1876  Gaudette, Marie Celanire Aldea  
   female  

father: Francois Gaudette (farmer)  
mother: Celanire Charron  
godparents: Francois Charron [#23332271/1] (uncle) & Emilie Gaudette  
[#23332271] (aunt)  
bapt. 29 Oct 1876

30 Nov 1876  Gaudette, Joseph Osias  
#233326784  
male  
father: Francois Gaudette (farmer)  
mother: Celanire Charron  
godparents: Joseph Bousquet & Rosanna Gaudette [#2333267D] (aunt)  
bapt. 1 Dec 1876

6 Apr 1877  Gaudette, Marie Louise Romelie  
#233326928  
female  
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudette (baker)  
mother: Rose de Lima Bousquet  
godparents: Amedee Gaudette [#23332695] (uncle) & Delima Cordeau  
[#23332695/1] (aunt)  
bapt. 6 Apr 1877

23 Jul 1877  Gaudette, Joseph Amedee Fredee  
#233326955  
male  
father: Amedee Gaudette (farmer)  
mother: Rose de Lima Cordeau  
godparents: Toussaint Bousquet (uncle) & Celanire Cordeau (aunt)  
bapt. 23 Jul 1877

28 Jul 1877  Gaudette, Marie Delia  
#2337521A5  
female  
father: Idisore Gaudette (farmer)  
mother: Delerice Lapierre  
godparents: Toussaint Gaudette [#23375216] (uncle) & Marie Angers  
[#23375216/1] (aunt)  
bapt. 29 Jul 1877

23 Feb 1878  Gaudette, Eugene  
#233322746  
male  
father: Francois Gaudette (farmer)  
mother: Calanire Charon  
godparents: Levi Bousquet (uncle) & Elmire Charon (aunt)  
bapt. 24 Feb 1878

29 May 1878  Gaudette, Marie Jean Baptiste Albert  
#233326929  
male  
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudette (baker)  
mother: Rose de Lima Bousquet  
godparents: Isidore Lussier (uncle) & Celanire Bousquet (aunt)  
bapt. 31 May 1878
11 Sep 1878  Gaudette, Marie Emelie  #23375216D
female
father: Toussaint Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Marie Angers
godparents: Pierre Charron (uncle) & Marie Louise Gaudette (cousin) [# ?]
bapt. 11 Sep 1878

14 Sep 1878  Gaudette, Avila  #233326785
male
father: Francois Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Marie Celanire Charron
godparents: Amedee Richard [#2333267A/1] (uncle) & Celanire Gaudette
[#2333267A] (aunt)
bapt. 14 Sep 1878

18 Sep 1878  Gaudette, Rose de Lima  #2337521A6
female
father: Isidore Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Adellerice Lapierre
godparents: Jean Baptiste Angers & Rose Bousquet (petits cousins)
bapt. 19 Sep 1878

25 Sep 1878  Gaudette, Louis Henri Adolphe  #233326749
male
father: Ambroise Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Hermine Lussier
godparents: Francois Laflamme (cousin) & Rose Anne Lussier (cousin)
bapt. 26 Sep 1878

6 Apr 1879   Gaudette, Marie Rosilda  #233322747
female
father: Francois Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Celanire Charron
godparents: Amedee Huart [#23332681] & Rosilda Gaudette [#23332276]
bapt. 7 Apr 1879

22 Dec 1879  Gaudette, Romelia Georgiana  #23375216E
female
father: Toussaint Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Marie Angers
godparents: Toussaint Gaudette [#233752161] (brother) & Rose Anna Gaudette
[#233752164] (sister)
bapt. 23 Dec 1879

18 Feb 1880  Gaudette, Joseph Omer  #23332674A
male
father: Ambroise Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Lumina Lussier
godparents: Amede Richard [#2333267A/1] (uncle) & Celanire Gaudette [#2333267A] (aunt)
bapt. 19 Feb 1880

26 May 1880  Gaudette, Edmond #23332748
  male
  father: Francois Gaudette (farmer)
  mother: Celanire Charron
  godparents: Jacob Archambault [#23332681] (uncle) & Onesime Gaudette [#23332273] (aunt)
bapt. 27 May 1880

27 May 1880  Gaudette, Joseph Hector #2337521A7
  male
  father: Isidore Gaudette (farmer)
  mother: Delrisse Lapierre
  godparents: Magloire Gaudette [#2337521D] (uncle) & Alberie Larue (cousin)
bapt. 27 May 1880

6 Aug 1880  Gaudette, Marie Rose Romelie #23332692A
  female
  father: Jean Baptiste Gaudette (baker)
  mother: Delima Bousquet
  godparents: Wilfred Bousquet [#2333269C/1] (uncle) & Herculine Gaudette [#2333269C] (aunt)
bapt. 6 Aug 1880

13 Sep 1880  Gaudette, Joseph Marc Wilfrid #233326956
  male
  father: Amede Gaudette (farmer)
  mother: Delima Cordeau
  godparents: Marc Cordeau (uncle) & Rose Anna Benoit (aunt)
bapt. 14 Sep 1880

18 Jan 1881  Gaudette, Arthur #233326786
  male
  father: Francois Gaudette (farmer)
  mother: Celanire Charron
  godparents: Francois Xavier Richard [#2333267D] & Virginie Desmarais
bapt. 19 Jan 1881

7 Jul 1881  Godette, Azilda #233322749
  female
  father: Francois Godette (farmer)
  mother: Celanire Charon
  godparents: Ambroise Guertin [#23332215/1] & Angele Godette [#23332215]
bapt. 7 Jul 1881

23 Oct 1881  Gaudette, Marie Albina #23332674B
female
father: Ambroise Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Melina Lussier
godparents: Victor Lussier (uncle) & Celina Lussier (aunt)
bapt. 23 Oct 1881

[Note: There is no other Gaudet baptism from 1800 to 1881. - MBA 10 Dec 2008]

17 Jul 1884 Gaudette, Romelia #23332692B
female
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudette (baker)
mother: Delima Bousquet
godparents: Edouard Bousquet (granduncle) & Adele Gravel (grandaunt)
bapt. 18 Jul 1884

29 Jan 1888 Gaudette, Joseph Albert #23332692C
male
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudette (baker)
mother: Delima Bousquet
godparents: Louis Bourdage & Elmire Bousquet
bapt. 30 Jan 1888

Marriages \{10590\} \{25346\}

19 Nov 1764 Sire, Joseph
son of Joseph Sire & Marie Cormier (dec’d) (Acadians, of Contrecoeur)
Godette, Magdeleine #23333
dau. of Claude Gaudet (dec’d) & Marie Girouard (Acadians)
witnesses: Joseph Girouard, Honore Landris? (stepfather), Antoine Boudreau, . . .

29 Sep 1788 Benoit dit Livernois, Pierre
age about 24y
son of Jean Bte Benoit (dec’d) & Marie Anne Giboulour
Godete, Marie Josephte #233323
age about 16y
dau. of Francois Godete & Marie Josephte Bousquet
witnesses: Joseph Benoit (brother of groom, standing in place of father), Francois Benoit, Charles Benoit, Jean Bte Benoit, & Alexis Benoit (also brothers of groom), Francois Godet [#23332] (father of bride), Florentin Godet [#233322] (brother [of bride]), & Joseph Godet [#23331] (uncle [of bride])

3 May 1791 Godete, Charles #23375
age about 40y
widower of Margueritte Faneuf
Bouffart, Marie Magdelene
age about 23y
dau. of Jacques Bouffart (dec’d) & Marie Anne Dufau
witnesses: Claude Faneuf (brother-in-law of groom, standing in father’s place),
Joseph Huart, Basile Bourc, Jean Dion (stepfather of bride), Laurent Bouffart
(brother [of bride]), & Jean Bte Couture (brother-in-law [of bride])

18 Jun 1792  Lussier, Jean Bte
              age about 22y
              son of Christophe Lussier & Marie Angelique Duhamel
Godete, Marie  #233325
              age about 17y
              dau. of Francois Godete & Marie Josephte Bousquet
witnesses: Christophe Lussier (father of groom), Pierre Duhamel (grandfather [of
              groom]), Francois Godete [#23332] (father of bride), Florentin Godete
              [#233322], & Francois Godete [#233324] (brothers [of bride])

24 Sep 1792  Godete, Florentin  #233322
              age about 22y
              son of Francois Godete & Marie Josephte Bousquet
Goulet, Marie
              age 22y
              dau. of Louis Goulet & Marie Genevieve Lebrodeur
witnesses: Francois Godete [#23332] (father of groom), Francois Godete
              [#233326] (brother [of groom]), Pierre Benoit [#233323/1] (brother-in-law [of
              groom]), Louis Goulet (father of bride), Louis Goulet, & Pierre Goulet (brot-
              hers [of bride])

3 Oct 1796  Godete, Joseph  #238612
              age about 20y
              son of Joseph Godete & Theotisthe Henry (of St-Antoine[-sur-Richelieu, Ver-
              cheres Co.])
Quay dit Dragon, Marie Josephte
              age about 18y
              dau. of Louis Quay dit Dragon & Margueritte Cartier
witnesses: Joseph Godete [#23861] & Louis Quay (fathers of groom & bride),
            Francois Xavier Godet [#23869], Francois Butau [#23862/1], Hyppolithe
            Quay, Francois Quay, & Andre Quay (uncles)

29 Oct 1798  Vigeau, Florentin
              age 21y
              son of Florentin Vigeau & Marie Josephte Gazaille dit St-Germain
Godete, Marie Rosalie  #233327
              age about 19y
              dau. of Francois Godete & Marie Josephte Bousquet
witnesses: Florentin Vigeau & Francois Godete [#23332] (fathers of groom &
            bride), Louis Vigeau & Florentin Godete [#233322] (brothers [of groom &
            bride])

29 Sep 1800  Godete, Joseph  #23331
              age about 67y, farmer
              widower of Marie Josephte Petitau dit St-Sene
Bussiere, Marie Catherine  
age about 26y  
dau. of Charles Bussiere (farmer) & Marie Catherine Lebrodeur dit Lavigne (dec’d)  
witnesses: Francois Godete [#23332] (brother of groom, standing in place of father), Florentin Godet [#233322] (nephew of groom), Charles Bussiere (father of bride), & Charles Bussiere (brother of bride)  

27 Jul 1801  
Godete, Francois  
age about 24y, farmer  
son of Francois Godete & Marie Josephte Bousquet  
Quay dit Dragon, Marie Agathe  
age 20y  
dau. of Hyppolithe Quay (farmer) & Marie Agathe Lussier  
witnesses: Francois Godete [#23332] & Hyppolithe Quay (fathers of groom & bride), & Florentin Godete [#233322] (brother of groom)  

27 Jul 1801  
Grigner ou Grenier, Joseph  
age about 27y  
son of Louis Grenier (farmer) & Marie Angelique Bergeron (dec’d)  
Godete, Monique  
age about 19y  
dau. of Charles Godete (farmer) & Margueritte Faneuf (dec’d)  

27 Jul 1801  
Godete, Charles  
age about 25y, farmer  
son of Charles Godete & Margueritte Faneuf (dec’d)  
Chenete, Marie Marthe  
age about 23y  
dau. of Alexis Chenete (farmer) & Margueritte Brau  
witnesses: Charles Godete [#23375] & Alexis Chenet (fathers of groom & bride), Pierre Godete [#233755], Joseph Chenete, & Pierre Chenet (their brothers)  

5 Oct 1801  
Chenette, Joseph  
age about 23y, farmer  
son of Alexis Chenette & Marie Margueritte Brau  
Godete, Marie Francoise  
age about 20y  
dau. of Francois Godete (farmer) & Marie Josephte Bousquet  
witnesses: fathers of groom & bride, Pierre Chenette, Jean Chenette, Florentin Godete [#233322], & Francois Godete [#233326] (their brothers)  

21 Jan 1805  
Godete, Joseph  
age about 54y, farmer, of St-Hyacinthe-d’Yamaska  
widower of Theotiste Henry  
Trudelle, Marie Anne
age about 57y
widower of Michel Lacroix dit Roberge (farmer)

12 Jan 1807 Godete, Pierre #233755
age about 26y, farmer
son of Charles Godete & Margueritte Faneuf (dec’d)
Montigny dit Minete, Marie Adelaide
age about 28?y
dauf. of Louis Montigny dit Minete (farmer, dec’d) & Marie Angelique Gazaille dit St-Germain (dec’d)
witnesses: Charles Godete [#23375] (father of groom), Charles Godete [#233752] (brother [of groom]), Joseph Chenete [#233328/1 ?] (standing in place of father of bride), & Ignace Bousquet

27 Jul 1812 Choquet, Antoine farmer
widower of Marie Leblan
Godete, Marie Josephte #233757
dauf. of Charles Godete (farmer) & Margueritte Faneuf (dec’d)

1 Mar 1813 Godete, Jean Baptiste #233759
farmer
son of Charles Godete & Margueritte Faneuf (dec’d)
Allar, Marie Judith
dauf. of Francois Allar & Marie Rosalie Allar?
witnesses: Charles Godet [#23375] (father [of groom]), Charles Gode [#233752] (brother of groom), Francois Allard (father [of bride]), Antoine Allard & Charles Allard (brothers of bride)

1 Mar 1813 Faneuf, Seraphim farmer
son of Jean Baptiste Faneuf & Josephte Gatien (of St-Antoine[-sur-Richelieu, Vercheres Co.])
Godet, Rosalie #23375B
dauf. of Charles Godet (farmer) & Magdeleine Bouffard (dec’d)
witnesses: Charles Godet [#23375] (brother of bride), Charles Godet [#233752] (father of bride), Jean Baptiste Faneuf (father [of groom]), Hyacinthe Faneuf & Paul Faneuf (brother & brother-in-law of groom)

23 Aug 1813 Chenet, Seraphim farmer
son of Alexis Chenet & Marguerite Bro (dec’d)
Godette, Elisabeth #23375D
dau of Charles Godette (farmer) & Marie Magdeleine Bouffard (dec’d)
witnesses: Joseph Chenet [#233328/1] & Jean Baptiste Chenet (brothers [of
 groom]), Jean Richard & Joseph Bousquet (brothers-in-law of groom),
Charles Godette [#23375] (father [of bride]), & Jean Baptiste Godette
[#233759] (brother of bride)

2 Feb 1819  Gaudete, Jean Baptiste            #238643
farmer
son of Michel Gaudete & Genevieve Brazeau (of St-Antoine[-sur-Richelieu,
Vercheres Co.])
Dallaire, Marie Florence
dauphine of Michel Dallaire (farmer, dec’d, of St-Antoine[-sur-Richelieu,
Vercheres Co.]) & Francoise Allard (dec’d)
witnesses: Michel Gaudete [#23864] (father [of groom]), Joseph Gaudete
[#238644] (brother of groom), Joseph Dupre (tutor & brother-in-law [of ?]), &
Pierre Dallaire (brother of bride)

[Note: The Marie Florence signed her last name as “Halaire” and her brother Pierre signed his
as “Allair”. - MBA 19 Sep 2008]

17 Jan 1820  Archambault, Antoine
farmer
widower of Marie Henriette Loiselle
Godet, Marie Cecile            #2333224
dauphine of Florentin Godet (farmer) & Marie Louise Goulet
witnesses: Louis Langevin (brother-in-law [of groom]), Jean Archambault (brother
of groom), Florentin Godet [#233322] (father [of bride]), & Francois Godet
[#233326] (uncle of bride)

15 Jan 1822  Godet, Florentin Paschal            #2333221
farmer
son of Florentin Godet dit Leblanc & Marie Louise Goulet
Faneuf, Josephte
dauphine of Matthias Faneuf (farmer) & Genevieve Brodeur
witnesses: Florentin Godet [#233322] (father [of groom]), Pierre Godet
[#2333222] (brother of groom), Matthias Faneuf (brother [of bride]), & Rusti-
tique Faneuf (brother of bride)

1 Oct 1822  Quimineur, Jean Bte
farmer
son of Michel Quimineur dit Laflamene?? & Francoise Toubert
Godet, Marie Agathe            #2333262
dauphine of Francois Godet dit Leblanc (farmer) & Agathe Dragon
witnesses: Michel Quimineur (brother [of groom]), Antoine Quimineur (uncle of
groom), Francois Godet [#233326] (father [of bride]), & Florentin Godet
[#233322] (uncle of bride)

10 Jan 1826  Lozeau, Amable
farmer
son of Amable Lozeau (dec’d) & Louise Monjean
Godet, Marie Josephte #2333263
daughter of Francois Godet (farmer) & Marie Agathe Quay dit Dragon
witnesses: Joseph Anger (uncle, serving as father [of groom]), Joseph Lozeau (uncle of groom), Francois Godet [#233326] (father [of bride]), & Francois Benoit (uncle)

21 Nov 1826 Godet, Pierre #2333222
farmer
son of Florentin Godet dit Leblanc & Marie Louise Goulet

Transou, Marie Josephte
daughter of Louis Transou (farmer) & Louise Vandandigue dit Gadbois (deceased)
witnesses: Florentin Godet [#233322] (father [of groom]), Francois Godet [#233322x] (brother of groom), Louis Transou (father [of bride]), & Louis Transou (brother of bride)

2 Oct 1827 Godet, Eusebe #2337521
farmer
son of Charles Godet & Martha Chenet

Godet, Marie Franc’e #2333265
daughter of Francois Godet dit Leblanc (farmer) & Marie Agathe Dragon
witnesses: Charles Godet [#233752] (father [of groom]), Joseph Bousquet (uncle of groom), Francois Godet [#233326] (father [of bride]), & Florentin Godet [#233322] (uncle of bride)

28 Sep 1830 Archambaut, Eusebe
farmer
son of Jean Archambaut & Elizabeth Bousquet

Godet, Marguerite #2333266
daughter of Francois Godet dit Leblanc (farmer, deceased) & Marie Agathe Quay dit Dragon
witnesses: Jean Archambaut (father [of groom]), Francois Archambaut (brother of groom), Jean Bte. Quimineur (brother-in-law), & Amable Lozeau [#2333263/1] (brother-in-law of bride)

1 Oct 1833 Godet, Francois #2333267
farmer
son of Francois Godet (deceased) & Agathe Dragon

Huard, Rose
daughter of Joseph Huard & Marie Vigeant
witnesses: Jean Bte Godet [#2333269] & Ambroise Godet [#233326A] (brothers of groom), Joseph Huard (father [of bride]), & Louis Huard (brother of bride)

1 Oct 1833 Faneuf, Claude
farmer
son of Claude Faneuf (deceased) & Josephhte Labonte (deceased)

Godet, Marie Louise #233322E
(adult) daughter of Florentin Godet & Marie Louise Goulet
12 Aug 1834  Menard, Augustin

son of Etienne Menard dit Carignan (farmer) & Marie Louise Meunier dit La-
pierre

Godet, Marie Angelle #2337556
dau. of Pierre Godet (farmer) & Marie Adelaide Montigny

witnesses: Etienne Menard (father [of groom]), Lambert Menard (brother of
groom), Pierre Godet [#233755] (father [of bride]), & Antoine Godet
[#2337555] (brother of bride)

29 Sep 1835  Huart, Louis

farmer

son of Joseph Huart & Marie Vigeant

Gaudet, Rosalie #2333268
dau. of Francois Gaudet (dec’d) & Agathe Quay dit Dragon

witnesses: Joseph Huart (father of groom), Guillaume Dellaire & Isaac Belanger
(friends), Jean Baptiste Kimener (brother-in-law of groom), Francois Gaudet
[#2333267] (brother [of bride]), & Eusebe Archambeault [#2333266/1]
(brother-in-law [of bride])

27 Sep 1836  Faneuf, Joseph

farmer

son of Claude Faneuf & Marie Louise Morin

Gaudet, Marie Angele #233322C
dau. of Florentin Gaudet (farmer) & Marie Louise Goulet

witnesses: Claude Faneuf (father of groom), Christophe Lussier (uncle [of
groom]), Noel Faneuf (brother [of groom]), Florentin Gaudet [#233322] (fa-
ther of bride), Michel Guertin, Jean Baptiste B---?, & Francois Faneuf

10 Jan 1837  Gaudet, Antoine #2337555

farmer

son of Pierre Gaudet & Marie Adelaide Minet dit Montigny

Dagneau dit Laprise, Sophie
dau. of Jean Baptiste Dagneau dit Laprise (dec’d) & Marie Angelique Payan
dit St-Onge (dec’d)

witnesses: Pierre Gaudet [#233755] (father of groom), Seraphin Gaudet
[#2337557] (brother of groom), Paul Morisseau (standing in place of father of
bride), & Etienne Mesnard

26 Feb 1838  Gaudet, Joseph #2337524

farmer

son of Charles Gaudet & Marie Chenet

Girard, Louise
dau. of Joseph Girard & Josephte Archambault

witnesses: ?
5 Feb 1839  Gaudet, Michel  #2386422
carpenter, of St-Charles-sur-Richelieu
son of Michel Gaudet & Marie Louise Loysel
Fenix, Zoe
daughter of Paul Fenix & Magdeleine Harnois
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Gaudet [#238643] & Francois Gaudet [#238645] (uncles of groom), Paul Fenix (father of bride), & Olivier Fenix (uncle of bride)

5 Aug 1839  Emery dit Codere, Jean Baptiste
farmer
son of Marc Emery dit Codere & Marie Julie Desgranges
Gaudet, Marie Adelaide  #2337551
daughter of Pierre Gaudet & Marie Adelaide Montigny dit Men---
witnesses: Marc Emery dit Codere (father of groom), Jean Baptiste Archambault, Francois Emery dit Codere (brother of groom), Pierre Gaudet [#233755] (father of bride), Antoine Gaudet [#233755] (brother of bride), Jean Baptiste Bougfrette?, & Nazaire Archambault

8 Oct 1839  Masselleau dit Lajoie, Joseph
farmer
widower of Marie Esther Terrien
Gaudet, Cecile  #2333224
widow of Antoine Archambault
witnesses: Michel Guertin & Gervais Lusignan (friends of groom), Florentin Gaudet [#233322]#233221, & Jean Baptiste Baron

22 Feb 1841  Gaudet, Francois  #2333227
farmer
son of Florentin Gaudet & Marie Louise Goulet
Guertin, Marie Emilie
daughter of Michel Guertin & Marie Adelaide Messier
witnesses: Florentin Gaudet [#233322] (father of groom), Joseph Lajoie [#233324] (brother-in-law of groom), Jean Baptiste Emery, Michel Guertin (father of bride), Abraham Bourc, Florentin Gaudet [#233322], & Jacob Quimener

5 Oct 1841  Gaudet, Ambroise  #233326A
farmer
son of Francois Gaudet (dec’d) & Agathe Quay dit Dragon (dec’d)
Girouard, Adele
daughter of Francois Girouard & Pelagie Godebout
witnesses: Francois Gaudet [#233326] (brother of groom), Amable Loyseau [#2333263] (brother-in-law of groom), Francois Girouard (father of bride), Paul Girouard (uncle of bride), Jean Baptiste Gaudet [#233329], Eusebe Gaudet [#233752], Alexis Cloutier, Louis Huart [#2333268] & Paul Girouard

26 Sep 1843  Dufrene, Pierre
farmer, of Beloeil
son of Jean Baptiste Dufrene (dec’d) & Therese Gosselin
Gaudet, Angele #2337595
dau. of Jean Baptiste Gaudet (dec’d) & Judith Alard (dec’d)
witnesses: Michel Pariseau (cousin of groom), Urbain Brien (uncle [of groom]),
Antoine Alard (uncle of bride), Jean Baptiste Paquien, Pierre Picard, Hubert
Gaudet [#2337593], & Christophe Gaudet [#2337598]

10 Oct 1843  Faneuf, Hyacinthe
farmer
widower of Marie Bonin
Gaudet, Marie Louise #2337591
dau. of Jean Baptiste Gaudet (dec’d) & Judith Alard (dec’d)
witnesses: Pierre Martin (friend of groom), Julien Gaoiet (friend of bride), Louis
Huart [#233268/1], Hubert Gaudet [#2337593], & Jean Baptiste Gaudet
[#2337592 ?]

1 Oct 1844  Delande dit Champigny, Joseph
farmer
widower of Marguerite Belanger
Gaudet, Marie Sophie #2333228
dau. of Florentin Gaudet & Marie Louise Goulet
witnesses: Eusebe Delande dit Champigny (brother of groom), Florentin Gaudet
[#233322] (father of bride), Michel Guertin, Joseph Lajoie [#2333224/2],
Luce Champigny, & Michel Guertin

10 Aug 1847  Gaudet, Michel #2386422
carpenter
widower of Hermine St-Felix (2nd time)
Cordelie Chaput
dau. of Louis Chaput & Therese Bonnet
witnesses: Jean Blanchet, Louis Chaput, Thomas Mahan, Alexis St-Felix, Moyse
Gaudet [#2386424], & Narcisse St-Germain

16 Aug 1848  Lussier, Joseph
farmer
son of Christophe Lussier (dec’d) & Charlotte Brunel (dec’d)
Gaudet, Lucie #2337553
dau. of Pierre Gaudet & Adelaide Minet
a son Joseph Denis was born to them 28 Feb 1845 and baptized in this parish on 1
Mar 1845 (godparents: Augustin Menard [#2337556/1] & Angele Gaudet
[#2337556])
witnesses: Amable Loiseau (friend of groom), Pierre Gaudet [#233755] (father of
bride), & Jean Baptiste Quimener

30 Oct 1848  Gaudet, Jacob #23332212
farmer
widower of Olive Beaulieu
Masseleau dit Lajoie, Lucie
dau. of Joseph Masseleau dit Lajoie & Esther Terrien (dec’d)
witnesses: Florentin Gaudet [#2333221] (father of groom), Joseph Masseleau dit Lajoie (father of bride), Michel Guertin, Fereol Gaudet [#23332213], & Toussaint Lajoie

19 Feb 1849  Menard, Joseph
farmer
son of Francois Menard & Magdeleine Courtemanche (dec’d)
Gaudet, Eulalie #2386438
dau. of Jean Baptiste Gaudet & Florence Alaire
witnesses: Francois Menard (father of groom), Jean Baptiste Gaudet [#238643] (father of bride), Joseph Dragon, Amable Bousquet, Joseph Marchessault, Vilbeon Marchessault, Olivier Durocher, & Joseph Dragon

17 Jul 1849  Loiseau, Amable #2333263/1
farmer
widower of Josephte Gaudet
Gaudet, Marie Louise #23332211
dau. of Florentin Gaudet (dec’d) & Josephte Faneuf (dec’d)
witnesses: Joseph Anger, Florentin Gaudet [#2333222] (grandfather of bride), Joseph Lussier, & Jean David Bourdages

2 Oct 1849  Gaudet, Eusebe #23375211
farmer
son of Eusebe Gaudet & Francoise Gaudet
Anger, Marie Archange
dau. of Jean Baptiste Anger & Marie Angelique Richard
witnesses: Eusebe Gaudet [#2337521] (father of groom), Jean Baptiste Anger (father of bride), Charles Anger, Francois Xavier Lussier, & Joseph Alard

13 Jan 1852  Charon, Francois Xavier
farmer
son of Pierre Charon & Marie Josephte Benoit
Gaudet, Leocadie #23375215
dau. of Eusebe Gaudet & Francoise Gaudet
witnesses: Pierre Charon (father of groom), Eusebe Gaudet [#2337521] (father of bride), Pierre Benoit, Sr. Jean David Bourdages, & Jean Baptiste Gaudet [?] 

7 Feb 1854  Guertin, Ambroise
farmer
son of Michel Guertin & Adelaide Messier
Gaudet, Angele #23332215
dau. of Florentin Gaudet (dec’d) & Josephte Faneuf (dec’d)
witnesses: Michel Guertin (father of groom), Amable Loyseau (brother-in-law of bride), Marcel Cordeau, & Michel Guertin

30 Sep 1856  Girard, Joseph
farmer
son of Augustin Girard & Marie Paule Bousquet
Gaudet, Rose #23332671
dau. of Francois Gaudet & Rose Huart
witnesses: Augustin Girard (father of groom), Francois Gaudet [#2333267] (father of bride), Amable Loyseau, Augustin Quimener, & Jean David Bourdages

3 Feb 1857  Charon, Francois
farmer
son of Louis Eustache Charon & Josephte Benoit
Gaudet, Julie  #23375218
dau. of Eusebe Gaudet & Francoise Gaudet
witnesses: Ignace Charon (brother of groom), Eusebe Gaudet [#2337521] (father of bride), Olivier Bousquet, & Louis Huart

8 Feb 1859  Gaudet, Toussaint  #23375216
farmer
son of Eusebe Gaudet & Francoise Gaudet
Anger, Marie
dau. of Joseph Anger & Rose Lussier
witnesses: Eusebe Gaudet [#2337521] (father of groom), Joseph Anger (father of bride), Pierre Anger, & Eusebe Gaudet [#23375211]

11 Feb 1861  Fanteux, Henry
architect, of St-Hyacinthe
son of Pierre Fanteux & Claire Champoux dit Simpere (of St-Cuthbert)
Gaudet, Odile  #23332694
dau. of Jean Baptiste Gaudet & Rose Lussier
witnesses: Pierre Fanteux (father of groom), Jean Baptiste Gaudet [#2333269] (father of bride), Francois Lussier, Etienne Lussier, Onesime Genereux, & Jean Baptiste Gaudet [#23332692]

11 Feb 1862  Girouard, Phileas
farmer
son of Francois Girouard & Pelagie Godbout
Gaudet, Anne  #23332696
dau. of Jean Baptiste Gaudet & Rose Lussier
witnesses: Francois Girouard (father of groom), Jean Baptiste Gaudet [#2333269] (father of bride), George Gaudet [#23332693], Alphonse Gaudet [#23332698], Limena Goulet, & Jean Baptiste Loiseau

25 Feb 1862  Girard, Jean Baptiste
farmer
son of Augustin Girard & Marie Paule Bousquet
Gaudet, Philomene  #23332673
dau. of Francois Gaudet & Rose Huart
witnesses: Augustin Girard (father of groom), Damase Huart (uncle of bride), Isidore Jalbert, & Louis Fiset

29 Apr 1862  Gaudet, Ambroise  #23332674
farmer
son of Francois Gaudet & Rose Huart
Lussier, Marie Hermine
dau. of Jean Baptiste Lussier & Julie Bousquet (dec’d)
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Lussier (father of groom), Joseph Lussier, Louis Huart, & Jean Baptiste Laflamme

21 Oct 1862 Gaudet, Jean Baptiste
son of Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer) & Rose Lussier
Bousquet, Odile
dau. of Joseph Bousquet (farmer) & Rosalie Benoit
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Gaudette [#2333269], Janvier Archambault, & Joseph Bousquet

3 Feb 1863 Girard, Augustin
farmer, of St-Hyacinthe
son of Augustin Girard (farmer) & Marie Paule Bousquet
Gaudet, Rose de Lima
dau. of Francois Gaudet (dec’d) & Rose Huart
witnesses: Augustin Girard (father of groom), Ambroise Gaudet [#23332674], Isidore Galbert, & Jean Baptiste Girard [#23332673/1]

23 Nov 1864 Loiseau, Francois
farmer
son of Amable Loiseau (farmer) & Josephte Gaudet (dec’d)
Gaudet, Vitalic
 daup. of Eusebe Gaudet (farmer) & Francois Gaudet
witnesses: Amable Loiseau (father of groom), Eusebe Gaudet [#23332674] (father of bride), & Jean Baptiste Gaudette [# ?]

7 Feb 1865 Lheureux, Jean
farmer
son of Jean Lheureux (farmer) & Zoe Charron
Gaudet, Olive
dau. of Francois Gaudet (dec’d) & Rose Huard
witnesses: Ambroise Gaudet [#23332674A] (uncle of bride) & Jean Lheureux (father of groom)

12 Feb 1866 Charron, Francois
son of Pierre Charron (dec’d) & Celeste Bousquet
Gaudet, Emelie
daup. of Florentin Gaudet (farmer) & Emelie Guertin
witnesses: Pierre Bousquet, Francois Lussier, & Seraphin Benoit

22 Oct 1867 Gaudette, Amedee
farmer
son of Jean Baptiste Gaudette (farmer) & Rose Lussier
Cordeau, Rose de Lima
daup. of Marcel Cordeau (farmer) & Josephte Lazeau
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Gaudette [#2333269], Marcel Cordeau, & Ambroise Gaudette [#23332674]
14 Sep 1868  Gaudette, Francois
farmer
son of Francois Gaudette (farmer, dec’d) & Rose Huart
Charron, Celanire
dau. of Edouard Charron (farmer) & Angélique Allaire
witnesses: Ambroise Gaudette [#233326A] (uncle of groom), Jean Baptiste Girard
[#23332673/1] (brother-in-law of groom), & Augustin Girard [#23332677/1]

14 Sep 1868  Richard, Amedee
farmer
son of Michel Richard (farmer) & Agathe Laflamme
Gaudette, Celanire
dau. of Francois Gaudette (farmer, dec’d) & Rose HUART
witnesses: Ambroise Gaudette [#233326A] (uncle of bride) Augustin Girard
[#23332677/1] (brother-in-law of bride), & Jean Baptiste Richard

6 Oct 1868  Desrosiers, Joseph Magloire
farmer
son of Magloire Desrosiers (farmer) & Theotiste Dupre?
Gaudet, Celanire
dau. of Eusebe Gaudet (farmer) & Marie Françoise Gaudet
witnesses: Francois Desrosiers & Jean Baptiste Desrosiers (brothers of groom), &
Pierre Parre (uncle of groom)

8 Feb 1869  Gaudette, Jean Baptiste
farmer
widower of Odile Bousquet
Bousquet, Rose de Lima
dau. of Francois Bousquet (farmer) & Domitilde Lebeau
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Gaudette [#2333269] (father of groom), Francois Bous-
quet (father of bride) & Misail Larue

22 Feb 1870  Gaudet, Alexandre
farmer
son of Francois Gaudet (farmer, dec’d) & Rose Huard
Lussier, Adele
dau. of Francois Lussier (farmer) & Marie Madeleine Allard
witnesses: Francois Lussier (father of bride), Ambroise Gaudet [#233326A] (uncle
of groom), & Jean Baptiste Laflamme

31 Jan 1871  Gaudet, Elie
farmer
son of Eusebe Gaudet (farmer) & Marie Archange Angers
Archambault, Rosilda
dau. of Olivier Archambault (farmer) & Hélène Guertin
witnesses: Eusebe Gaudet [#2337521] (grandfather of groom), Eusebe Gaudet
 [#23375211] (father of groom), & Olivier Archambault (father of bride)
3 Oct 1871  Gaudette, Francois  
son of Francois Gaudette (farmer) & Emelie Guertin
Charron, Celanire  
dau. of Francois Xavier Charron (farmer) & Marie Vigeant
witnesses: Francois Gaudette [#2333227] (father of groom), Francois Xavier Charron (father of bride) & Toussaint Goulet

3 Oct 1871  Huard, Amedee  
farmer  
son of Louis Huard (farmer) & Rosalie Gaudette
Gaudette, Rosilda  
dau. of Francois Gaudette (farmer) & Emelie Guertin
witnesses: Louis Huard [#2333268/1] (father of groom), Eusebe Richard, & Joseph Chaume?

6 Feb 1872  Martin, Emery  
farmer  
son of Toussaint Martin (farmer) & Celeste Allard
Gaudet, Ida  
dau. of Francois Gaudet (dec’d) & Rose Huard
witnesses: Toussaint Martin (father of groom), Arthur Martin & Toussaint Martin (brothers of groom)

1 Oct 1872  Goulet, Toussaint  
farmer  
son of Louis Goulet (farmer) & Sophie Bousquet (dec’d)
Gaudet, Georgiana  
dau. of Francois Gaudet (farmer) & Emelie Guertin
witnesses: Louis Goulet (father of groom) & Francois Gaudet [#2333227] (father of bride)

14 Feb 1876  Bousquet, Wilfrid  
tailor  
son of Francois Bousquet (dec’d) & Hermine Richer
Gaudette, Herculine  
dau. of Jean Baptiste Gaudette (farmer) & Rose Lussier
witnesses: Theophile Richer (guardian of groom), Jean Baptiste Gaudette [#2333269] (father of bride), & Jean Baptiste Gaudette, Jr. [#23332692] (brother of bride)

3 Sep 1877  Richard, Francois Xavier  
blacksmith  
son of Michel Richard (merchant) & Julie Chatel
Gaudette, Rose Anna  
dau. of Francois Gaudette (farmer, dec’d) & Rose Huard
witnesses: Victor Richard (brother of groom), Narcisse Leblanc (brother-in-law of groom), & Isidore Jolbert (cousin)

27 Jan 1880  Archambault, Jacob  

farmer
son of Eusebe Archambault (farmer) & Marguerite Gaudette
Gaudette, Onesime #23332273
dau. of Francois Gaudette (farmer) & Emelie Guertin
witnesses: Alphonse Archambault [#23332662] (brother of groom) & Michel Guertin

14 Jun 1881 Gaudette, Toussaint #233752161
farmer
son of Toussaint Gaudette (farmer) & Marie Angers (dec’d)
Richer, Amanda
dau. of Louis Richer (farmer) & Sophie Chenette
witnesses: Toussaint Gaudette [#23375216] (father of groom) & Louis Richer (father of bride)

[Note: There is no other Gaudet marriage from 1800 to 1881. - MBA 10 Dec 2008]

1 Feb 1897 Gaudette, Francois #233322742
carpenter
son of Francois Gaudette (farmer) & Celanire Charron
Laflamme, Josephine
dau. of Jacob Laflamme & Emelie Montigny
witnesses: fathers of bride & groom

Burials {10588}
[Note: Date indicates when death occurred. – MBA]

8 Aug 1774 Gaudet, Francois Charles #233751
male
d. @ age about 22d
father: Charles Gaudet
mother: Margueritte Faneuf
witnesses: Jacques Aveline
buried 9 Aug 1774

27 Aug 1774 Gaudet, Francois #233324
male
d. @ age 1½m
father: Francois Gaudet
mother: Marie Joseph Bousquet
witnesses: Jacques Aveline
buried 28 Aug 1774

21 Nov 1774 Gaudet, Joseph #233321
male
d. @ age about 6y
father: Francois Gaudet
mother: Marie Joseph Bousquet
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Date of Death</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Witnesses</th>
<th>Burial Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 Jul 1777</td>
<td>Gaudet, Francois</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>10 Jul 1777</td>
<td>age 2½m</td>
<td>Charles Gaudet</td>
<td>Margueritte Faneuf</td>
<td>Jacques Aveline Sr. &amp; Jr.</td>
<td>11 Jul 1777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Dec 1787</td>
<td>Godete, Jean Bte.</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>18 Dec 1787</td>
<td>about 3m</td>
<td>Charles Godete</td>
<td>Marie Margueritte Faneuf</td>
<td>Helice Quartier &amp; Felicie Alin</td>
<td>19 Dec 1787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Mar 1791</td>
<td>Godete, Marie Magdelene</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>4 Mar 1791</td>
<td>about 10m</td>
<td>Francois Godete</td>
<td>Marie Josephte Bousquet</td>
<td>Jacques Briain &amp; Helier Quertien</td>
<td>5 Mar 1791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Jul 1792</td>
<td>Godete, Olivier</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>1 Jul 1792</td>
<td>age 4m</td>
<td>Charles Godete</td>
<td>Marie Magdelene Bouffart</td>
<td>Joseph Ledoux &amp; Jean Bte Laporte</td>
<td>2 Jul 1792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Jun 1795</td>
<td>Godete, Marie Adelaide</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>10 Jun 1795</td>
<td>about 4m</td>
<td>Charles Godete</td>
<td>Marie Magdelene Bouffart</td>
<td>Helier Quertier &amp; Louis Lefevre</td>
<td>11 Jun 1795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Sep 1795</td>
<td>Godete, Helie Hubert</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>22 Sep 1795</td>
<td>about 21d</td>
<td>Francois Godete</td>
<td>Marie Josephte Bousquet</td>
<td>Helier Quertier &amp; Pierre Bresse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
15 Jul 1798  Godete, Joseph  
            male  
            d. @ age about 2m  
            father: Charles Godete  
            mother: Magdelene Bouffart  
            witnesses: Charles Valin & Joseph Masselau  
            buried 16 Jul 1798

18 Jul 1798  Godete, Louis  
            male  
            d. @ age about 15d  
            father: Florentin Godete  
            mother: Marie Louise Goulet  
            witnesses: Charles Valin & Joseph Marie Gared  
            buried 20 Jul 1798

10 Apr 1800  Petitau dit Saint-Cene(s), Marie Josephte  
            female  
            spouse: Joseph Godete (farmer)  
            d. @ age about 55y  
            witnesses: Francois Gaudete [#23332] (brother-in-law) & Pierre Richar  
            buried 12 Apr 1800

4 Aug 1801  Godete, Marie Magdelene  
            female  
            d. @ age 20d  
            father: Florentin Godet (farmer)  
            mother: Marie Louise Goulet  
            witnesses: Helier Quertier & Francois Quertier  
            buried 5 Aug 1801

20 Feb 1803  Godete, Marie Genevieve  
            female  
            d. @ age about 11m  
            father: Charles Godete (farmer)  
            mother: Marie Magdelene Bouffard  
            witnesses: Francois Cherrier & Edouard Quertier  
            bapt. 22 Feb 1803

6 Jun 1803  Godette, Louis Joseph  
            male  
            d. @ age 18d  
            father: Charles Godette (farmer)  
            mother: Magdelene Bouffard  
            witnesses: Francois Quertier & Francois Cherrier  
            buried 8 Jun 1803
8 Nov 1803  Godet, Francois Borgia  
male  
d. @ age about 13m  
father: Francois Godet (farmer)  
mother: Marie Agathe Quay dit Dragon  
witnesses: Helier Quertier  
buried 9 Nov 1803

25 Sep 1804  Godete, Francois  
male  
d. @ age about 18d  
father: Charles Godete (farmer)  
mother: Marie Magdelene Bouffard  
witnesses: Francois Jalbert & Leon Paree  
buried 26 Sep 1804

3 Jul 1807  Gaudet, Marie Justine  
female  
d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age 6m-19d  
father: Charles Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Magdeleine Bouffard  
witnesses: Francois Helier Quertier & Andre Terrien  
buried 4 Jul 1807

19 Jul 1808  Gaudet, Joseph  
male  
d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age about 15d  
father: Florentin Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Marie Louise Goulet  
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Ploufe & Jean Baptiste Leblan  
buried 20 Jul 1808

30 Jul 1808  Gaudet, Marie Elisabeth  
female  
d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age about 3m  
father: Charles Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Marie Marthe Chenet  
witnesses: Pierre Richer & Jean Baptiste Leblan  
buried 1 Aug 1808

28 Aug 1808  Godete, Francois  
male  
spouse: Marie Josephte Bousquet  
d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age about 66y  
witnesses: Francois Godete, Jr. [#233326], Pierre Benoit [#233323/1], Jean Bte Lussier [#233325/1], & Joseph Chenete [#233328/1] (sons-in-law)  
buried 30 Aug 1808

2 Feb 1809  Gaudet, Marie Francoise  

---

#2333261 #23375J #23375L #2333229 #2337523 #23332 #233328
female
spouse: Joseph Chenet (laborer)
d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age about 28y
witnesses: Francois Helier Justinien Quertier, Edouard Quertier, & Jean Baptiste Lussier
buried 3 Feb 1809

16 Sep 1809  Gaudet, Ambroise #233322A
male
d. @ age 15d
father: Florentin Gaudet (laborer)
mother: Marie Goulet
witnesses: Leon Pare & Jean Baptiste Girouard
buried 18 Sep 1809

4 Nov 1809  Bouffard, Marie Magdeleine #23375/2
female
spouse: Charles Gaudet (laborer)
d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age about 41y
witnesses: Francois Quertier & Seraphin Quertier
buried 6 Nov 1809

15 Dec 1809  Gaudet, Pierre #2337552
male
d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age about 4m
father: Pierre Gaudet (carpenter)
mother: Marie Adelaide Montigny
witnesses: Francois Quertier & David Bourdages
buried 17 Dec 1809

16 May 1811  Godet, Marie #2333264 ?
female
d. @ age 5y
father: Francois Godet (farmer)
mother: Agathe Dragon
witnesses: Toussaint Cherrier & Seraphin Quertier
buried 17 May 1811

10 Sep 1813  Godette, Josephte #233322D
female
d. @ age 13d
father: Florentin Godette (farmer)
mother: Marie Goulet
witnesses: Seraphin Quertier
buried 12 Sep 1813

21 Oct 1813  Godette, Joseph #23331
male
spouse: Marie Bussiere
d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age 73y
witnesses: ? & Francois Faneuf
buried 23 Oct 1813

26 Dec 1816 Godet, Benjamin
male
  d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age 11m-15d
  father: Florentin Godet (farmer)
  mother: Marie Louise Goulet
  witnesses: Toussaint Lussier & Christophe Lussier
  buried 28 Dec 1816
#233322F

25 Nov 1818 Godet, Rosalie
female
  d. @ age 16y (suddenly)
  father: Florentin Godet (farmer)
  mother: Marie Goulet
  witnesses: Joseph Lhuissier & Christophe Lhuissier
  buried 26 Nov 1818
#2333226

7 Jul 1819 Godet, Christine
female
  d. @ age 5m
  father: Jean Bte. Godet (farmer)
  mother: Judith Allard
  witnesses: Joseph Lhuissier & Amable Pion
  buried 8 Jul 1819
#2337594

26 Sep 1819 Godet, -----
female
  d. on same day as birth
  father: Francois Godet (farmer)
  mother: Marie Agathe Dragon
  witnesses: Joseph Lhuissier & Christophe Lhuissier
  buried 26 Sep 1819
#233326B

12 Aug 1821 Godet, Victoire
female
  spouse: Pierre Banlie dit Laperle (farmer, dec’d)
  d. @ age 74y
  witnesses: Joseph Lhuissier & Christophe Lhuissier
  buried 13 Aug 1821
#23334

22 Aug 1823 Godet, Marie Sophie
female
  d. @ age 16m
  father: Francois Godet (farmer)
  mother: Marie Agathe Lhuissier
  godparents: Joseph Lhuissier & Edouard Lhuissier
#233326C
buried 23 Aug 1823

3 Sep 1823  Quay dit Dragon, Hippolyte
           male
           spouse: Agathe Lhuissier
           d. @ age 65y
           witnesses: Joseph Lhuissier & Hippolyte Lhuissier
           buried 5 Sep 1823

10 Aug 1824  Godet, Charles
             male
             spouse: Magdeleine Bouffart (dec’d)
             d. @ age 75y
             witnesses: Joseph Lhuissier & Christophe Lhuissier
             buried 12 Aug 1824

23 Oct 1824  Godet, Augustin
             male
             father: Pierre Godet (farmer)
             mother: Adelaide Montigny
             witnesses: Joseph Lhuissier & Edouard Lhuissier
             buried 25 Oct 1824

1 Nov 1825  Godet, Octave
           male
           father: Charles Godet (farmer)
           mother: Judith Allard
           witnesses: Joseph Lhuissier & Edouard Lhuissier
           buried 2 Nov 1825

11 Feb 1828  Godet, Josephte
           female
           spouse: Antoine Choquet (farmer)
           d. @ age 44y
           witnesses: Joseph Lhuissier & Jean Bergeron
           buried 13 Feb 1828

14 Jul 1829  Godet dit Leblanc, Francois
             male, farmer
             spouse: Marie Agathe Quaie dit Dragon
             d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age about 52y
             witnesses: Joseph Lhuissier & Chrisophe Lhuissier
             buried 16 Jul 1829

2 Aug 1829  Godet, Pierre
           male
           d. @ age about 10m
           father: Pierre Godet (farmer)
           mother: Josephte Scanson?
witnesses: Joseph Lhussier, Sr. & Joseph Lhussier, Jr.
buried 3 Aug 1829

9 Jun 1831  Godet, Augustin  #23332224
male
d. @ age 13d
father: Pierre Godet (farmer)
mother: Josephte Transou
witnesses: Joseph Lhuissier & Charles Picard
buried 11 Jun 1831

14 Apr 1832  Godet, Marie Justine  #23375213
female
d. @ age 8m
father: Eusebe Godet (farmer)
mother: Francoise Godet
witnesses: Leon Gendro & Ed Garant
buried 16 Apr 1832

16 Jan 1834  Godet, Francois Adolphe  #23332216
male
d. @ age 11m
father: Florentin Godet (farmer)
mother: Josephte Faneuf
witnesses: Seraphin Merrier? & Amable Maillet
buried 18 Jan 1834

23 Jan 1834  Faneuf, Josephte  #2333221/1
female
spouse: Florentin Godet (day laborer)
d. @ age 32y
witnesses: Francois Godet [#2333227] & Jean Bte Landry
buried 25 Jan 1834

4 Sep 1835  Leblanc dit Gaudet, Pierre  #23332226
male
d. @ age 10d
father: Pierre Leblanc dit Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Josephte Transou
witnesses: David Bourdages & Edouard Lussier
buried 5 Sep 1835

30 May 1837  Gaudet, Jean Baptiste  #233759
male, day laborer
spouse: Judith Alard
d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age 48y
witnesses: Charles Alard & Louis Dudevoir
buried 31 May 1837
10 Mar 1838  Gaudet, Julienne  
female  
d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age 4y-11m  
father: Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Francoise Gaudet  
Witnesses: Edouard Lussier & Joseph Besse  
buried 12 Mar 1838

8 Aug 1838  Gaudet, Olivier  
male  
d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age 1y  
father: Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Francoise Gaudet  
Witnesses: Francois Gadbois & Edouard Cherrier  
buried 10 Aug 1838

16 Aug 1838  Gaudet, Francois  
male  
d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age 3m  
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Rose Huart  
Witnesses: Francois Gadbois & Edouard Cherrier  
buried 18 Aug 1838

21 Jan 1839  Quay dit Dragon, Agathe  
female  
spouse: Francois Gaudet (farmer, dec’d)  
d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age about 57y  
Witnesses: Pierre Paradis & Joseph Chaput  
buried 23 Jan 1839

1 Apr 1840  Gaudet, Rose  
female  
d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age 2y-9½m  
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Rose Lussier  
Witnesses: Francois Gadebois & Romualde St-Jacques  
buried 3 Apr 1840

10 Jan 1841  Gaudet, Rosalie  
female  
spouse: Florentin Vigeant (farmer)  
d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age 62y  
Witnesses: Octave Thibeudeau & Charles Dilaire  
bapt. 12 Jan 1841

31 May 1843  Alard, Marie Judith  
female  
spouse: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (day laborer, dec’d)
d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age 46y
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Quimener & Charles Gauthier
buried 2 Jun 1843

13 Mar 1845 Gaudet, Francois male
#23332676
d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age 15m
d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age 15m
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Rose Huart
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Quimener & Louis Lacroix
buried 15 Mar 1845

4 May 1845 Montigny dit Minet, Marie Adelaide female
#233755/1
spouse: Pierre Gaudet (mason)
d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age 67y
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Loiseau & Louis Lacasse
buried 6 May 1845

11 Sep 1847 Gaudet, Octave male
#23332697
d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age 40d
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Rose Lussier
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Quimener & Charles Beaubien
buried 14 Sep 1847

13 Sep 1847 Gaudet, Elie male
#23375246
d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age 9m
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Louise Girard
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Quimener & Augustin Gadbois
bapt. 17 Sep 1847

12 Feb 1849 Gaudet, Josephte female
#2333263
spouse: Amable Loiseau (farmer)
d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age 44y
witnesses: Joseph Lussier & Joseph Anger
buried 14 Feb 1849

25 Apr 1849 Chenet, Marie female
#233752/1
spouse: Charles Gaudet (farmer)
d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age 79½y
witnesses: Joachim Jaret & Joseph Lussier
buried 27 Apr 1849
23 Oct 1851  Gaudet, Florentin
  male, farmer
  spouse: Marie Goulet
  d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age 81y
  witnesses: ?
  buried 25 Oct 1851

1 Jul 1852  Gaudet, Charles
  male
  spouse: Marie Chenet (dec’d)
  d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age 78y
  witnesses: Francois Menard & Augustin Quimener
  buried 3 Jul 1852

13 Mar 1854  Gaudet, Marie Eludivine
  female
  d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age 4m
  father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)
  mother: Rose Lussier
  buried 15 Mar 1854

13 Apr 1854  Gaudet, Adele
  female
  d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age 10y
  father: Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)
  mother: Francoise Gaudet
  witnesses: Jean Baptiste Quimener & Olivier Bousquet
  buried 14 Apr 1854

5 May 1855  Goulet, Marie
  female
  spouse: Florentin Gaudet (farmer, dec’d)
  d. @ age 84y
  witnesses: Jean Richard & Jean Baptiste Quimener
  buried 8 May 1855

9 Aug 1856  Gaudet, Louis
  male
  d. @ age 18d
  father: Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)
  mother: Francoise Gaudet
  witnesses: Jean Baptiste Quimener & Gregoire Quimener
  buried 11 Aug 1856

27 Sep 1856  Gaudet, Josephte
  female
  spouse: Pierre Benoit (farmer, dec’d)
  d. Montreal @ age 84y
  witnesses: Jean Baptiste Maillet & Pierre Paradis
bury 1 Oct 1856

24 May 1857 Gaudet, George
male
d. @ age 8m
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Rose Huart
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Quimener & Amedee Rolland
buried 26 May 1857

13 Apr 1858 Gaudet, Adele
female
d. @ age 15y
father: Francois Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Emelie Guertin
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Quimener & Jean Richard
buried 15 Apr 1858

18 May 1858 Gaudet, Omer
male
d. @ age 6y
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Rose Lussier
witnesses: Jean Richard & Louis Blanchet
buried 20 May 1858

24 Jun 1860 Gaudet, Philomene
female
d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age 2m
father: Fereol Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Philomene Ledoux
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Quimener & Fereol Gaudet [#23332213]
buried 26 Jun 1860

21 Oct 1862 Gaudette, Jacob
male
spouse: Rose Huard
d. @ age 51y
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Laflamme & Jean Richard
buried 23 Oct 1862

14 Jun 1863 Gaudette, Isidore
male
d. @ age 5y-11m
father: Eusebe Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Marie Archange Anger
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Laflamme & Charles ------?
buried 16 Jun 1863
7 Dec 1863  Gaudette, Joseph  #233326741
  male
  d. @ age 3m
  father: Ambroise Gaudette (farmer)
  mother: Marie Lussier
  witnesses: Alexandre Besse & Charles Petrin
  buried 9 Dec 1863

10 Jan 1864  Gaudette, Marie Anne  #23332696
  female
  spouse: Phileas Girouard
  d. St-Denis-sur-Richelieu @ age 18y
  witnesses: Amedee Lacroix & Charles Petrin
  buried 12 Jan 1864

27 May 1864  Gaudet, Jean Baptiste Edmond  #233326921
  male
  d. @ age 6½m
  father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)
  mother: Odile Bousquet
  witnesses: Jean Baptiste Laflamme & Jean Baptiste Gaudette [#23332692]
  buried 29 May 1864

11 Nov 1865  Gaudet, Ambroise Edmond  #233326742
  male
  d. @ 3m
  father: Ambroise Gaudet (farmer)
  mother: Marie Hermine Lussier
  witnesses: Jean Baptiste Laflamme & Francois Xavier Joubert
  buried 13 Nov 1865

29 Nov 1866  Gaudette, Marie  #233325
  female
  spouse: Jean Baptiste Lussier (dec’d)
  d. @ age 92y
  witnesses: Francois Xavier Joubert & Georges Paradis
  buried 3 Dec 1866

9? Dec 1866  Gaudette, Marie  #23375B
  female
  spouse: Slandge?? Feneuf
  d. @ age 74y
  witnesses: E---? Bonin & Alphonse Durocher
  buried 11 Dec 1866

1 Mar 1867  Gaudette, Marie Elmina  #233326923
  female
  d. @ age 7w
  father: Jean Baptiste Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Odile Bousquet
witnesses: Alfred Besse & Alphonse Durocher
buried 3 Mar 1867

30 Aug 1868  Bousquet, Odille  #23332692/1
female
spouse: Jean Baptiste Gaudette
d. @ age 22y
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Gaudette [#23332692] & Joseph Bousquet
buried 1 Sep 1868

3 Mar 1871  Gaudette, Lucie  #2337553
female
spouse: Joseph Lussier (dec’d)
d. @ age 60y
witnesses: Joseph Lussier, Jr. [#2337553x] (son) & Jean Baptiste Laflamme
buried 6 Mar 1871

10 Feb 1872  Gaudet, Agathe  #2333262
female
spouse: Jean Baptiste Laflamme (dec’d)
d. @ age 68y
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Laflamme & David Laflamme (brothers-in-law )
buried 13 Feb 1872

23 Apr 1872  Gaudette, Marie Laedia  #233326924
female
d. @ age 2y-4m
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Delima Bousquet
witnesses: Ernest de St-Aubin & Eugene Durocher
buried 25 Apr 1872

12 Jun 1872  Gaudette, Marie Ismerie  #233326782
female
d. @ age 9m
father: Francois Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Celanire Charron
witnesses: Toussaint Laflamme & Jean Baptiste Laflamme
buried 13 Jun 1872

15 Mar 1874  Gaudette, Henri  #2337521A2
male
d. @ age 6m
father: Isidore Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Delerice Lapierre
witnesses: Isidore Gaudette [#2337521A] & Adolphe Chevalt
buried 17 Mar 1874
17 Jul 1874  Gaudette, Eusebe  male
spouse: Francoise Gaudette
d. @ age 72y
witnesses: Eusebe Gaudette [#23375211] & Magloire Gaudette [#2337521D] (sons)
buried 20 Jul 1874

28 Jul 1874  Gaudette, Alphonse  male
spouse: Alphonsine Labonte
d. St-Hyacinthe @ age 27y
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Gaudette [#2333269] (father) & Stanislas Durocher
buried 30 Jul 1874

26 Mar 1875  Gaudette, Desire  male
d. @ age 11m
father: Elie Gaudette (of St-Hyacinthe)
mother: Rozilda Archambault
witnesses: Aime Guertin & Richard Richard
buried 28 Mar 1874

18 Dec 1875  Gaudette, Omeline  female
d. @ age 4y
father: Toussaint Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Marie Angers
witnesses: Richard Richard & Alexandre Beauchamp
buried 20 Dec 1875

21 May 1876  Loiseau, Amable  male
spouse: Marie Louise Gaudette
d. @ age 76y
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Gaudette [# ?], Hercule Fredette, & Stanislas Durocher
buried 24 May 1876

29 Jul 1876  Gaudette, Horace  male
d. @ age 14m
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudette (baker)
mother: Rose de Lima Bousquet
witnesses: Georges Besse & Frederic Besse
buried 31 Jul 1876

4 Aug 1876  Gaudette, Alexandre  male
d. @ age 3m
father: Isidore Gaudette
mother: Dederice Lapierre
witnesses: Richard Richard & Jean Baptiste Richard
buried 7 Aug 1876

8 Mar 1877 Gaudette, Ambroise #233326A
male, bourgeois
spouse: Adele Girouard
d. @ age 59y
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Gaudette [#2333269] (brother) & Paul Girouard (brother-in-law)
buried 12 Mar 1877

2 May 1877 Gaudette, Olive #23332675
female
spouse: Jean LHeureux (day laborer, of Putnam, MA, USA)
d. Putnam, MA, USA @ age 30y
witnesses: Michel Richard & Victor Charron
buried 6 May 1877

2 Aug 1877 Gaudette, Marie Louise Romelie #233326928
female
d. @ age 4m
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudette (baker)
mother: Rose de Lima Bousquet
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Leblanc & Donat Richard
bapt. 4 Aug 1877

15 Nov 1878 Gaudette, Celanire #2337521E
female
spouse: Magloire Desrosiers
d. @ age 28y
witnesses: Jean Baptiste Desrosiers (brother-in-law) & Misail Larue
buried 17 Nov 1878

30 Apr 1879 Gaudette, Henri #233326749
male
d. @ age 7m
father: Ambroise Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Hermine Lussier
witnesses: Ambroise Gaudette [#23332674] & Francois Gaudette [#23332678]
buried 1 May 1879

6 May 1879 Gaudette, Francois #233326746
male
d. @ age 9y
father: Ambroise Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Hermine Lussier
witnesses: Olivier Bousquet & Jean Baptiste Lussier
buried 7 May 1879

24 Dec 1879  Gaudette, Romelia Georgiana  #23375216E
female
d. @ age 3d
father: Toussaint Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Marie Angers
witnesses: Adelard Duquette & Donat Durocher
buried 26 Dec 1879

9 Jan 1880  Angers, Marie  #23375216/1
female
spouse: Toussaint Gaudette (farmer)
d. @ age 39y-6m
witnesses: Elzear Laperle & Adelard Duquette
buried 12 Jan 1880

24 May 1880  Gaudette, Albert  #233326929
male
d. @ age 2y
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudette (baker)
mother: Delima Bousquet
witnesses: Adelard Duquette & Alexandre Besse
buried 26 May 1880

20 Aug 1880  Gaudette, Edmond  #233322748
male
d. @ age 3m less 6d
father: Francois Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Celanire Charron
witnesses: Adelard Duquette & Philippe Bousquet
buried 22 Aug 1880

14 Dec 1881  Gaudette, Avilas  #233326785
male
d. @ age 5y
father: Francois Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Celanire Charron
witnesses: Francois Gaudette [#23332678] (father) & Alexandre Besse
buried 16 Dec 1881

[Note: There is no other Gaudet burial from 1800 to 1881. - MBA 10 Dec 2008]

29 Jul 1884  Guertin, Emelie  #2333227/1
female
spouse: Francois Gaudette (farmer)
d. @ age 62y
witnesses: Joseph Leblanc & Napoleon Archambault
buried 31 Jul 1884
28 Jan 1887  Gaudette, Francois  
    male  
    spouse: Emelie Guertin (dec’d)  
    d. @ age 82y  
    witnesses: George Rolland & Amedee Lacroix  
    buried 31 Jan 1887

5 Dec 1918  Jacques, Hermine  
    female  
    spouse: Joseph Gaudette (farmer, dec’d)  
    d. @ age 85y  
    witnesses: Henri Cordeau, Henri Phaneuf, & Francois Demers  
    buried 7 Sep 1918
Baptisms {24134}

[Note: Date indicates when birth occurred. – MBA]

26 Mar 1824  Gaudet, Pierre  
male
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Elisabeth Gendron
godparents: Gabriel Gaudet [#238667] & Angelique Bernard
bapt. 26 Mar 1824

5 Oct 1824  Gaudet, Francois  
male
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Elizabeth Larose
godparents: Michel Gaudet [#238663] & Marie Ursule Gaudet [#238664]
bapt. 5 Oct 1824

18 Jul 1828  Gaudet, Norbert  
male
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Elisabeth Gendron
godparents: Joseph Girouard & Elisabeth Larose [#238665/1]
bapt. 18 Jul 1828

7 Oct 1829  Gaudet, Theodale  
male
father: Gabriel Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Charlotte Racine
godparents: Joseph Gaudet [#238662] & Charlotte Girouard
bapt. 8 Oct 1829

2 Jul 1831  Gaudet, Marie Eulalie  
female
father: Gabriel Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Charlotte Racine
godparents: Charles Pepin dit Lachance & Elisabeth Gendron [#238662/1]
bapt. 2 Jul 1831

31 Jan 1832  Gaudet, Eulalie  
female
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Elisabeth Gendron
godparents: Charles Pepin dit Lachance & Sophie Gaudet [#23866D]
bapt. 1 Feb 1832

4 Mar 1832  Gaudet, Joseph  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Godparents</th>
<th>Baptism Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Jun 1832</td>
<td>Gaudet, Henriette</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>Jean Baptiste Gaudet</td>
<td>Elisabeth Larose</td>
<td>Laurent Laroix? &amp; Esther Chaput</td>
<td>1 Jun 1832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Jun 1833</td>
<td>Gaudet, Pierre</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>Gabriel Gaudet</td>
<td>Charlotte Racine</td>
<td>Joseph Racine &amp; Louise Archambault</td>
<td>10 Jun 1833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Apr 1836</td>
<td>Gaudet, Olivier</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>Joseph Gaudet</td>
<td>Elisabeth Gendron</td>
<td>Olivier Dodelin?? &amp; Marie Avare</td>
<td>20 Apr 1836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Jul 1836</td>
<td>Gaudet, Marie Oglee</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>Jean Baptiste Gaudet</td>
<td>Isabelle Larose</td>
<td>Joseph Girouard &amp; Isabelle? Gaudet</td>
<td>4 Jul 1836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 May 1838</td>
<td>Gaudette, Francois</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>Jean Gaudette</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
male
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Isabelle LaRose
godparents: -----? Vandandigue & Isabelle Jendron [#238662/1]
bapt. 23 May 1838

30 Jun 1839  Gaudette, Eleonore  #238662B
female
father: Joseph Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Isabelle Jeandron
godparents: Amable Morin [#2386621/1] & Isabelle Gaudette [#2386621]
bapt. 1 Jul 1839

21 Nov 1848  Gaudette, Edouard  #2386978
male
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Felicite Dudevoir
godparents: Edouard Gregoire & Aurelie Richard
bapt. 22 Nov 1848

[Note: There is no other Gaudet baptism from 1822 to 1848. - MBA 22 Nov 2008]

29 Mar 1878  Gaudette, Marie Rozalda  #23869781
female
father: Edouard Gaudette
mother: Exilda Faneuf
godparents: Treffle Gaudette [#2386973] & Elisabeth Chartier [#2386973/1]
bapt. 29 Mar 1878

23 Aug 1879  Gaudette, Marie Azilda Clara  #23869782
female
father: Edouard Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Azilda Faneuf
godparents: Joseph Langevin & Julie Faneuf
bapt. 24 Aug 1879

2 Apr 1881  Gaudet, Marie Regina  #23869783
female
father: Edouard Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Exilda Faneuf
godparents: Toussaint Beauregard & Emelie Roy
bapt. 2 Apr 1881

20 Jul 1881  Proulx, Marie  #2386125112/1
female
father: Zotique Proulx
mother: Malvina Lajimondiere
godparents: Joseph Proulx & Delima St-Pierre
bapt. 20 Jul 1881
Marriages {24835}

10 Jan 1826  Gaudet, Michel   #238694
farmer, of St-Antoine[-sur-Richelieu, Vercheres Co.]
son of Francois Xavier Gaudet & Marie Meunier dit Lapierre
Vandandigue dit Gadbois, Marie Angelique
dau. of Joseph Vandandigue dit Gadbois (farmer, dec’d) & Marie Marguerite
Allair
witnesses: Francois Xavier Gaudet [#23869] (father [of groom]), Louis Durocher,
David Cormier, Louis Vandandigue dit Gadbois (brother of bride), & -----
Lamoureux (brother-in-law [of bride?])

17 Jan 1831  Chapdelaine dit Lariviere, Andre
farmer
son of Jean Baptiste Chapdelaine (dec’d) & Marie Paulhus
Gaudet, Louise   #238699
dau. of Francois Xavier Gaudet (farmer) & Marie Meunier dit Lapierre
witnesses: Pierre Chapdelaine (brother of groom), Hyppolite Chapdelaine & Jo-
seph Paulhus (uncles), Pierre Messier (brother-in-law [of groom]), Louis Gi-
rouard & Francois Bonin (friends [of groom]), Francois Xavier Gaudet
[#23869] (father of bride), Jean Baptiste Gaudet [#238697] (brother [of
bride]), & Joseph Meunier dit Lapierre [#238692/1] (brother-in-law [of bride])

27 Nov 1837  Godette, Francois Xavier   #23869
farmer
widower of Marie Meunier
Gosselin, Marie
widow of Andre Roy
witnesses: Joseph Roy, Alexandre Bouvier, & Joseph Meunier

25 Feb 1839  Morin, Amable
son of Jean Baptiste Morin (farmer) & Isabelle Gazaille (dec’d)
Gaudette, Isabelle  #2386621
dau. of Joseph Gaudette (farmer) & Isabelle Jeandron
witnesses: Jacques Goguet, Joseph Girouard, Joseph Gaudette [#238662] (father
[of bride]), & Jean Baptiste Gaudette [#238665] (uncle [of bride])

[Note: There is no other Gaudet marriage from 1822 to 1848. - MBA 22 Nov 2008]

18 Jan 1864  Gaudet, Trefle   #2386973
farmer
son of Jean Baptiste Gaudet (dec’d) & Felicite Dudevoir
Chartier, Elisabeth
dau. of Callixte Chartier & Edesse Demers
witnesses: Joseph Dudevoir (uncle of groom, in place of father) & Callixte Char-
tier (father of bride)

13 Jun 1864  Dudevoir, Francois Xavier
farmer
son of Joseph Dudevoir & Edesse Dion (of St-Hugues)
Gaudet, Hedwige #2386977
(minor) dau. of Jean Baptiste Gaudet (dec’d) & Felicite Dudevoir
witnesses: Joseph Dudevoir (father of groom), Michel Gaudet [#238694] (uncle of bride, in place of father), & Trefle Gaudet [#2386973] (brother [of bride])

9 Apr 1872 Girard, Joseph
carriage driver, of St-Barnabe
widower of Virginie Cormier
Gaudette, Felicite #2386971
daughter of Jean Baptiste Gaudette (dec’d) & Felicite Dudevoir
witnesses: Samuel Girard (brother of groom, serving as father), Marguerite Dauphinais (mother of groom), Trefle Gaudette [#2386973] (brother of bride, serving as father), Michel Gaudet [#238694] (uncle of bride), Olivier Dudevoir (brother-in-law [of bride?]), Callixte Chartier (friend), & Theodule Chartier (friend)

Burials  {24133}
[Note: Date indicates when death occurred. – MBA]

11 May 1832 Gaudet, Marie Odille #2386654
female
d. St-Jude @ age about 4y
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Elisabeth Larose
witnesses: Francois Blanchet & ?
buried 12 May 1832

1 Apr 1833 Gaudet, Francois #2386652
male
d. St-Jude @ age about 8½y
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Elisabeth Larose
witnesses: Francois Girouard & Julien Beloin?
buried 3 Apr 1833

12 Apr 1833 Gaudet, Marie Locklee #2386655
female
d. St-Jude @ age about 3y
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)
mother: Elisabeth Larose
witnesses: Francois Bouvier & Alexandre Bouvier
buried 13 Apr 1833

18 Apr 1833 Gaudet, Henriette #2386656
female
d. St-Jude @ age about 10½m
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Elisabeth Larose  
witnesses: Francois Bouvier & Leonard? Labossiere  
brushed 19 Apr 1833

1 Jun 1833 Gaudet, Louise  
female  
spouse: Andre Chapdelaine (farmer)  
d. St-Jude @ age about 25y-2m  
witnesses: Joseph Lamoureux & Francois Bouvier  
brushed 3 Jun 1833

6 Oct 1833 Gaudet, Callixte  
male  
d. St-Jude @ age about 20m  
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Elisabeth Gendron  
witnesses: Francois Bouvier & Alexandre Bouvier  
brushed 8 Oct 1833

[Note: Joseph Gaudet and Elisabeth Gendron had a daughter Eulalie, born 31 January 1832 and baptized at St-Jude, but she died in 1839. No baptism record has been found for a son Callixte. When was he born? - MBA  22 Nov 2008]

4 Mar 1835 Gaudet, Marie Angélique  
female  
d. @ age 18y  
father: Francois Xavier Gaudet (day laborer)  
mother: Marie Meunier  
witnesses: Francois Xavier Bouvier & Alexis Dufrene  
brushed 5 Mar 1835

25 Jul 1835 Gaudet, Tarsil  
female  
d. @ age 1y  
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Isabelle Larose  
witnesses: Francois Bouvier & Alexis Dufrene  
brushed 27 Jul 1835

17 May 1836 Gaudet, Olivier  
male  
d. @ age 11d  
father: Joseph Gaudet (farmer)  
mother: Isabelle Jendron  
witnesses: Francois Bouvier & Pierre Bouvier  
brushed 19 May 1836

27 May 1838 Godette, Joseph  
male
d. @ age 38y
father: Francois Xavier Godette (day laborer)
mother: Marie Meunier
witnesses: Francois Bouvier & Pierre Bouvier
buried 29 May 1838

9 Jan 1839  Gaudette, Zoe   #2386624
female
d. @ age 13½y
father: Joseph Gaudette
mother: Isabelle Jeandron
witnesses: Francois Bouvier & Pierre Bouvier
buried 11 Jan 1839

25 Jan 1839  Gaudette, Eulalie   #2386627
female
d. @ age about 6y
father: Joseph Gaudette
mother: Elizabeth Jeandron
witnesses: Prospere Brissette & Maxime Ducharme
buried 26 Jan 1839

6 Jul 1845  Gaudette, Emerence   #2386975
d. @ age 3y
father: Jean Baptiste Gaudette (farmer)
mother: Felicite Dudoire
witnesses: Francois Bouvier & Pierre Bouvier
buried 7 Jul 1845

14 May 1847  Gaudet, Francois Xavier   #23869
male, farmer
d. @ age 78y
witnesses: Francois Bouvier & Michel Gaudet [#238694]
buried 16 May 1847

[Note: There is no other Gaudet burial from 1822 to 1848. - MBA 22 Nov 2008]

7 May 1862  Gaudet, Jean Baptiste   #238697
male
spouse: Felicite Dudevoir
d. @ age 59y
witnesses: Francois Bouvier? & Edouard Gregoire
buried 9 May 1862

1 May 1876  Gaudet, Therese   #233919
female
spouse: Charles Allaire
d. @ age 80y-8½m
witnesses: Leandre Courtemanche & Jean Baptiste Lusignan
buried 3 May 1876
St-Hyacinthe Co., Ste-Madeleine, Parish Records

Baptisms {26371}

[Note: Date indicates when birth occurred. – MBA]

18 Oct 1879  Gaudette, Joseph Elphege Edmond #238642271
male
father: Horace Gaudette (coachman)
mother: Almaide Palardy
godparents: Ludger Palardy & Zoe Tetreau
bapt. 19 Oct 1879

18 Oct 1879  Gaudette, Marie Robertine Alice #238642272
female
father: Horace Gaudette (coachman)
mother: Almaide Palardy
godparents: Michel Gaudette [#2386422] & Cordelia Chaput [#2386422/3]
bapt. 19 Oct 1879

24 May 1882  Gaudet, Louis Edmond Armand #238642274
male
father: Horace Gaudet (coachman)
mother: Almaide Palardis
godparents: Louis Gaudet & Regina Boucher
bapt. 25 May 1882

7 Mar 1883  Gaudette, Joseph Adolphe #238642275
male
father: Horace Gaudette (coachman)
mother: Almaide Palardy
godparents: Joseph Jodoin & Rosalie Chartier
bapt. 7 Mar 1883

7 Mar 1883  Gaudette, Joseph Rosario #238642276
male
father: Horace Gaudette (coachman)
mother: Almaide Palardy
godparents: David Boucher & Rosalie Drapeau (friends of parents of infant)
bapt. 7 Mar 1883

25 Apr 1884  Gaudette, Marie Rose Letitia #238642277
female
father: Horace Gaudette (coachman)
mother: Almaide Palardy
godparents: Albert Gaudette [#23864228] (uncle) & Rose de Lima Meunier dit Lapierre
bapt. 25 Apr 1884
17 Jun 1885  Gaudette, Joseph Eugene Ernest Hormisdas #238642278
   male
   father: Horace Gaudette (coachman)
   mother: Almaide Palardy
   godparents: Hormisdas Harpin & Georgina Voghel (friends of parents of infant)
   bapt. 19 Jun 1885

25 May 1886  Gaudette, Marie Blanche Aline #238642279
   female
   father: Horace Gaudette (coachman)
   mother: Almaide Palardy
   godparents: Isaie Denis Rainville & Cordelie Rainville (friends of parents of infant)
   bapt. 26 May 1886

10 Sep 1889  Gaudette, Louis Victor #238642291
   male
   father: Victor Gaudette (painter)
   mother: Elisa Coderre dit Lacaille
   godparents: Louis Coderre & Zoe Leclerc
   bapt. 10 Sep 1889

12 Oct 1889  Gaudette, Joseph Wilfrid Ernest #23864227A
   male
   father: Horace Gaudette (coachman)
   mother: Octavie Loranger
   godparents: Louis Goulet & Celina Belanger
   bapt. 12 Oct 1889

26 Sep 1890  Gaudette, Marie Anna Elisa Georgine #23864227B
   female
   father: Horace Gaudette (coachman)
   mother: Octavie Loranger
   godparents: Victor Gaudette [#23864229] (uncle) & Elisa Coderre [#23864229/1] (aunt)
   bapt. 26 Sep 1890

5 Dec 1891  Gaudette, Horace Joseph Eusebe Elophe #23864227C
   male
   father: Horace Gaudette (coachman)
   mother: Octavie Loranger
   godparents: Eusebe Boucher & Eulalie Benoit
   bapt. 6 Dec 1891

2 Jun 1893  Gaudette, Joseph Benedict Ernest #23864227D
   male
   father: Horace Gaudette (coachman)
   mother: Octavie Loranger
   godparents: Philias Fregeau & Regina Blanchard
bapt. 2 Jun 1893
(Note: The date given for this baptism is 2 May 1893, but the entry is positioned between two other baptisms dated 29 May and 4 June, so the date must be 2 June. His date of birth given in the 1901 census is 2 June 1893. – MBA 7 Aug 2009)

21 Jan 1894  Gaudette, Marie Azilda Leontine #238642292
female
father: Victor Gaudette (painter)
mother: Elisa Codere
godparents: Georges Gaudette [#23864226] (uncle, of St-Basile) & Azilda Guyon [#23864226/1] (aunt)
bapt. 23 Jan 1894

18 Jan 1895  Gaudette, Marie Blanche Yvonne #23864227E
female
father: Horace Gaudette (coachman)
mother: Octavie Loranger
godparents: Charles Loranger & Elise St-Jacques (uncle & aunt, of St-Hyacinthe)
bapt. 20 Jan 1895

18 May 1896  Gaudette, Marie Aldea #23864227F
female
father: Horace Gaudette (coachman)
mother: Octavie Loranger
godparents: Joseph Loranger & Louisa Rodier (uncle & aunt, of St-Hyacinthe)
bapt. 19 May 1896

27 Aug 1896  Gaudette, Joseph Armand Candide #238642293
male
father: Victor Gaudette (painter)
mother: Eliza Codere dit Lacaille

godparents: Candide Codere & Delia Guilmette (uncle & aunt, of Central Falls [Providence Co., RI, USA, probably])
bapt. 27 Aug 1896

4 Sep 1897  Gaudette, Joseph Georges Eugene #23864227G
male
father: Horace Gaudette (coachman)
mother: Octavie Loranger
godparents: Eugene Palardy & Albina Manseau (uncle & aunt, of St-Hyacinthe)
bapt. 5 Sep 1897

16 Sep 1898  Gaudette, Joseph Horace Elphege #23864227H
male
father: Horace Gaudette (coachman)
mother: Octavie Loranger
godparents: Elphege Brouillette & Adeline Racicot
bapt. 16 Sep 1898
Marriages  {26372}

30 Jul 1888  Gaudette, Victor  #23864229
coachman
son of Michel Gaudette (bourgeois, of St-Henri-de-Montreal) & Cordelie
Chaput (dec’d)
Codere dit Lacaillade, Elisa
dau. of Louis Codere dit Lacaillade (beadle) & Zoe Leclerc
witnesses: Horace Gaudette [#23864227] (brother of groom), Louis Codere dit
Lacaillade (father of bride), Michel Gaudette [#23864222] (father of groom),
Albert Gaudette [#23864228] (brother of groom), & Charles Boucher

Burials  {26373}

[Note: Date indicates when death occurred. – MBA]

18 Dec 1879  Gaudette, Joseph Elphege Edmond  #238642271
male
d. @ age 2m
father: Horace Gaudette (coachman)
mother: Almaide Palardy
witnesses: Horace Gaudette [#23864227] & Louis Codere
buried 20 Dec 1879

21 Mar 1880  Gaudet, Marie Robertine Alice  #238642272
female
d. @ age 5m
father: Horace Gaudet (coachman)
mother: Almaide Palardy
witnesses: Horace Gaudet [#23864227] (father) & Louis Codere
buried 23 Mar 1880

1 Aug 1882  Gaudet, Louis Edmond Armand  #238642274
male
d. @ age 2m-7d
father: Horace Gaudet (coachman)
mother: Almaide Palardy
witnesses: Louis Codere & Andre Deblois
buried 2 Aug 1882

10 Mar 1883  Gaudette, Joseph Adolphe  #238642275
male
d. @ age 4d
father: Horace Gaudette (coachman)
mother: Almaide Palardy
10 Mar 1883  Gaudette, Joseph Rosario  
   male  
   d. @ age 4d  
   father: Horace Gaudette (coachman)  
   mother: Almaide Palardy  
   witnesses: Albert Blanchette & Candide Codere  
   buried 12 Mar 1883  

26 Aug 1884  Gaudette, Marie Rose Letitia  
   female  
   d. @ age 4m  
   father: Horace Gaudette (coachman)  
   mother: Almaide Palardy  
   witnesses: Louis Codere & Candide Codere  
   buried 29 Aug 1884  

7 Jul 1885  Gaudette, Joseph Ernest Eugene Hormisdas  
   male  
   d. @ age 3w  
   father: Horace Gaudette (coachman)  
   mother: Almaide Palardy  
   witnesses: Candide Codere & Louis Codere  
   buried 9 Jul 1885  

27 Aug 1886  Gaudette, Marie Blanche Aline  
   female  
   d. @ age 3m  
   father: Horace Gaudette (coachman)  
   mother: Almaide Palardy  
   witnesses: Louis Chabot & Flavien Codere  
   buried 29 Aug 1886  

4 Jan 1888  Palardy, Marie Almaide  
   female  
   spouse: Horace Gaudette (coachman)  
   d. @ age 25y  
   witnesses: ?  
   buried 7 Jan 1888  

14 Oct 1889  Gaudette, Joseph Wilfrid Ernest  
   male  
   d. @ age 4d  
   father: Horace Gaudette (coachman)  
   mother: Octavie Loranger  
   witnesses: Xavier Coderre & Joseph Bernard  
   buried 16 Oct 1889
2 May 1906  Gaudet, Horace  
    male  
    d. @ age 7y-7m  
    father: Horace Gaudet (coachman)  
    mother: Octavie Loranger  
    witnesses: Horace Gaudet [#23864227] (father) & Eusebe Gaudet [#23864227C] (brother)  
    buried 4 May 1906

[Note: There is no other Gaudet burial from 1876 to 1911. - MBA 8 Aug 2009]

18 Mar 1930  Loranger, Octavie  
    female  
    spouse: Horace Gaudette (rentier)  
    d. @ age 73y-6m  
    witnesses: Eusebe Gaudette [#23864227C] & Ernest Gaudette [#23864227D] (sons)  
    buried 21 Mar 1930

16 Apr 1934  Gaudette, Horace  
    male, bourgeois  
    spouse: Octavie Loranger (dec’d)  
    d. @ age 79y  
    witnesses: Georges Gaudette [#23864227G] & Eusebe Gaudette [#23864227C] (sons)  
    buried 18 Apr 1934